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The need for increased efficiency in the use of our 
energy resources has st~mulated ap~lied research in many 
areas. Recently progress has been made in the field of 
aerodynamics, where the development of the supercritical 
wing promises significant sav5.ngs in thp .:)1'",1 consumption 
Ii It J .. 
of aircraft operat~ng near the speed of sound. Computa-
tional transonic aerodynamics has proved to be a useful 
tool in the design and evaluation of these wings. 
We present here a numerical technique for the design 
of two-dimensional supercritical wing sections with low 
wave drag. The method is actually a design mode of the 
analysis code to developed by Bauer, Garabedian, and Korn 
[2,3,4]. This analysis code gives excellent agreement 
with experimental results and is used widely by the air-
craft industry. ~e hope the addition of a conceptually 
simple design version will make this code even more useful 
to the engineering public • 
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1. Description of the Problem 
In this section we discuss scme of the principles 
behind the supercritical wing and describe our contribu-
tion to the subject. 
General considerations show that the range of an 
aircraft is roughly proportional to the parameter MooL/D, 
where L is the lift, D is the drag, and the free stream 
Mach number Moo is the ratio of the aircraft's speed to 
the speed of sound. The top curve in Figure 1 shows the 
general behavior of th~s parameter as the Mach nlli~ber Moo 
is varied. The value of MooL/D that maximizes the range 
of the aircraft occurs near a reg~on of rapid lncrease 
in drag known as drag rise, shown by the bottom curve of 
Figure 1. At this speed the flow is observed to be 
transonic, with regions of supersonic flow appearing where 
the air accelerates over the w~ng. l':hen the free stream 
Mach number has the value Hc depicted in Figure 1, the 
maximum speed of the flow is equal to the speed of 
sound. When Hoo > Mc the flow is said to be supercritical. 
Figure 2 illustrates some ~portant characterlstics 
of the flow past an airfo~l a~ speeds corresponding to drag 
rise. The reg~on of supersonic flow is terminated by a 






As the speed of the wing is increased, the supersonic zone 
gro\'1s in size and the pressure ju.'llP becomes larger. The 
occurrence of such shocks in the flow imposes a retarding 
force on the wing known as wave drag, which is one reason 
for the drag rise seen in Figure 1. The large pressure 
gradients present in strong shocks can also induce separa-
tion of the boundary layer of air that adheres to the wing 
because of friction; separation results in a decrease in 
lift and more drag. The study of transonic flow is 
therefore important not only because transonic flow 
encompasses the most economical regime for aircraft opera-
tion, but because the deterioration of an aircraft's 
efficiency at higher speeds is due to transonic effects. 
The supercritical wing is designed to delay the onset 
of drag rise to higher Mach numbers. Since J:he efficiency 
of the wing is governed by the optimal value of MooL/D, 
postponing the onset of drag r~se to higher Mach numbers 
results in a corre~pondtng decrease in the fuel requiremenLs 
of the aircraft. The delay in drag rise can be effected by 
constructing the wing so that the strong shocks accompanying 
supersonic zones of moderate size on convent~onal \"ings are 
replaced by weaker shocks w~th less wave drag and no appreci-
able boundary layer separation. 
We are mainly concerned here with the contribut~ons to 
supercritical wing technology made by computational transonic 







differential equations of gas dynamics provides a theoreti-
cal means for both the design and evaluation of supercritical 
wings. For example, two-dimensional shockless airfoils can 
be obtained by calculating real analytic solutions to the 
hodograph equations of transonic flow. These airfoils have 
the property that at a specified speed and angle of attack, 
the calculated two-dimensional transonic flow is smooth. 
This guarantees that the wave drag will be small near at 
least one operat~ng cond~tion. It may happen that there ~s 
an increase in wave drag at s~percritical Mach numbers below 
the design condition known as drag creep. Since a wing must 
operate efficiently over a range of conditions it is desir-
able to avoid the occurrence of drag creep. Provided th~s 
is done, a practical approach to the supercritical w~ng is 
to design the wing using computer-generated shockless airfo1ls 
in each cross-sect10n. 
It is also possible to evaluate the performance of wings 
at off-des~gn condit10ns using computer codes. Programs 
that calculate the three-dimensional transonic flow past 
wing-body comb~nations are used regularly by the aircraft 
industry. Considerable savings can be realized by replacing 
preliminary wind tunnel testing of new wing des~gns by such 
computer simulat~on. 
There is presently much interest in the possibility of 
develop1ng a numerical scheme foI. the design of three-
dimensional wing-body combinations. Hodograph methods employed 
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in the design of blo-dimensional shoC'kless wing sections 
cannot be used for this purpose. Our contribution in 
this direction is a two-dimensional design code based on 
techniques that may prove useful in such an endeavor. 
Although our method does not produce shockless airfoils, 
we show that it is possible to obtain wing sections with 
low wave drag by using an artificial viscos1ty to smear 
shocks properly. The design procedure is outlined in 
Section 4.1. 
Our program is actually a new design mode of the 
two-dimensional analysis code H developed by Bauer, 
Garabeo1an, and Korn [2,3,41. This analysis code solves 
the direct problem of obtaining the transonic flow past 
a given wing section. The code includes a turbulent 
boundary layer correction which gives a reliable approxlma-
tion to the drag due to skin friction and predicts boundary 
layer separation. Drag estimates obtained with the 
code are ln good agreement with experiment, and the program 
has found wide acceptance in the aircraft industry. 
There are two major steps in the operation of the 
analysis routlne. Given the coordinates of the airfoil, 
the region exterior to the airfoil is mapped conformally 
to the interior of the unit circle as in Sell's treatment 
of sUlJcritical flow past "In airfoil [33]. The nonlinear 
partial differential eq~.tions of transonic flow are then 
solved lteratlvely in the unit circle using a type-




de/eloped by Murman and Cole [27]. If boundary layer 
corrections are desired, the shock wave - boundary layer 
interaction is simulated by iterating between inviscid 
flow calculat~ons and boundary layer corrections until 
convergence is achleved. 
The design mod~fication we have added to the code 
solves the inverse problem of calculat~ng the shape 
an airfoil must have in order to achieve a specified 
pressure distrLbution. When operating in this mode, an 
initial guess is provided for the shape of the desired 
airfoil and the region exterior to this airfo~l is mapped 
into the unit c~rcle as in the analysis mode. A number 
of flow iterations are performed using an artificial 
viscosity that inhibits the formation of shocks, as 
descr~bed ~n Section 2.2. The pressure distLibution 
resulting from these calculations is then compared with 
the desired ~nput pressure distr~bution and a better 
approximation to the des~red a~rfoil is obtained, as 
described in Section 2.3. This new profile is mapped 
to the un~t c1rcle as in the first step and the process 
is rep8ated until the approximations converge. A boundary 
la~~r correction may then be calculated on the bas1s o[ 
the last pressure distribution. The desired airfoil is 
obtained by subtracting the d1splacement thickness of the 








The inverse method tran~fers the difficulty in 
designing wings from determining the coocdinates of the 
airfoil to finding pressure distributions that give rise 
to airfoils with desired specifications. We therefore 
include descriptions of some pressure distributions that 
generate airfoils with 10\-1 wave drag, and indicate how 
to modify the input di5tribution in order to obtain air-
foils with a desired lift, thickness-to-chord ratio, and 
design Mach number. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
The mathematical statement of the problem is formulated 
in Chapter II. The computational procedure is outlined 
in Chapter III. In Chapter IV we present results obtained 
with the design mode, together with some comparisons to 
airfoils obtained by other methods. Chapter V is more 
theoretical in nature and includes a convergence proof for 
the des1gn problem in a special case of subsonic flow. 
We provide a description of the mod1fied version 
of the Bauer, Garabedian, and Korn analysis code H in 
Chapter VI. 
I would 11ke to express my gratitude for the advice 
and encouragement of Paul R. Garabedian, who suggested th1s 
problem and made the work possible. I am also grateful for 
the help of Frances Bauer and Antony Jameson at various 
stages of the research, and for a fast and accurate typ1ng 
job by Connie Engle. 
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2. References to Other Work 
Transonic flow research has a colorful history [5,29J. 
In the late 1940's, arg~~ents to ~he effect that smooth 
transonic flows past arb~trary prof~lcs should not generally 
be expected to exist were formulated by Buscmann [10], 
Frankl [lsJ, and Gudcrley (16). These observdt~ons raised 
doubts about the physical signif~cance of the smooth solu-
tions to the steady, two-dimensional potential equation for 
transonic flow that were known at the time. It ,.,as observed 
experimentally that transonic flows generally exhibit shocks 
when the supersonic zones are of moderate size, but there 
were occasional instances of near-shockless flow that 
seemed to contrad~ct the implications of the nonexistence 
theorems. A "transonic controversy" developed over t.he 
true na~ure of transonic flows in general and of shockless 
flews in particular. 
The controversy attracted considerable attention from 
mathemat:~cians in the hopes that a rigorous investigation of 
whether the flow p:-oblem was well-posed would help clar~fy 
matters. From this viewpoint, a sat~sfactory demonstration 
that the problem nf finding smooth transonic flows past 
convex symmetr~c profiles was not correctly set was supplied 
by Morawetz [2~, although the apparent discrepancies between 
theory and experiment remained unresolved. 
More progress was made in the early 1960' s tn th the 




cally produce near-shock less flows past wing sections having 
a suction pressure peak near the nose of the profile. 'l'he 
subsequent development of numer~cal techniques capable of 
treat~ng transoni~ flows with shocks brought about a 
reinterpretat~on of the nonexistence theore~~ since the 
computational problem seems to be correctly 
set in terms of weak solutions. Results of both 
experiment and computation show that sl~ockless and 
neighbor~ng near-shockless solutions do in fact have 
physical significance and can provide an important means 
of reducing the drag experienced by airfoils travelling 
at transonic speeds. 
Several numerical techniques have been developed for 
the design of two-dimensional supercritical wing sections 
using invisc~d flow theory. We can distinguish between 
approaches relying on hodograph methods and the remaining 
approaches. 
The hodograph transfo~ation conrists of reve~sing 
the roles of the dependent andindependent variables in the 
flow equations with the result that the partial d~fferential 
equdLions are linear. Using this transformation, several 
methods have been devised to allow the systematic computa-
tion of a~rfoils that have shockless flows at given operat-
ing conditions [2,4,8,301. Such airfoils necessar~ly have 
low wave drag at nearby operating cond~tions, although 
drag creep can occur elsewhere. 
8 
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Other approaches to the design problem ao not 
generally provide shock-frte solutions t~ the equations. 
This is not nece3sarily a disadvantag~, since for some 
applications ~t is possible that an airEoil designed with 
a weak shock might have an overall performance that is 
as good or better than a shockless airfoil with simJlar 
specifications. The I,lain difficulty is to find pressure 
distributions that will generate a~rfo1ls with low drag 
levels. 
Some design methods use the appIoximat~ons of small 
disturbance theory and thin airfoil theory [11,22,31.]. 
With th~s approach the solution is expanded in terms of a 
parameter descr~bing the thickness of the profile, which 
is assumed to be small. This has the advantage that to 
leading order the profile can be replaced by a given slit. 
The desired pressure distrubution along the surface of 
the a~rfoil can then be used ~n a boundary condition applied 
at the sl~t, and so the difficulties caused by t~e unknown 
boundary are avoided. The coordinates of the des~red air-
foil can be determ~ned from the resulting velocity components. 
This technique has the disadvantage that the flow is not 
represented correctly near the stagnation point at the 
lead~ng edg~ of a '",lunt-nosed a~rfo~l. It should be noted 
that applicat~ons of this techn~que to the des~gn of three-
dimens~onal wings have been initiated [17,34]. 
9 
The design methods of Carlson [12] and Tranen [36] 
solve the inverse problem for the full potential equation 
with a free boundary. Both of these methods use the 
prescribed !J.c~ss\'re d~stribution in a boundary cond~t~on 
for the determination of the velocity potential, and 
calculate the position of the surface of the profile by 
using the condition of flO\'1 tangency along the body. In 
Cdrlso~'s method the calculation is performed using Cartesian 
coordinates. The cQord~nates near the nose are given in 
advance and the remainder of the profile is determined as a 
free boundary. Tranen uses the analysis code H to perform 
the flow calculations and to provide a computational domain, 
and proceeds by alternat~ng between analysis and design 
computat~ons. At each c~cle the user modifies the prescribed 
pressure distribution in order to achieve convergence. 
Ihe design proced~re of Hicks and his associates [18] 
is based 0.1 the use of a numerical optimization routine 
together with the analysis code H to m~nimize the drag coeffi-
c~ent with respect to design variables that describe 
the shape ')f the profile, while satisfying various constra1l1ts 
on the operating conditions and geometry. This technique 
has the advantage of drag reduct~on w~thout the necessity 
of choos~ng the pressure d1str~bution. Its main drawback 
~s the large amount of computing tuae requ1red when many 
parameters are allowed to vary. 
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The method we present for supercritical wing design 
uses the prescribed pressure distribution in a boundary 
condition for the determination of the confor~al mapping 
from the unit circle to the desired airfoil. This 
approach to the de~lS!l problem is similar in spirit to 
Lighthill's inverse method [23], which is based on the 
linear theory of incompress~ble flow and so does not 
require an iterative procedure to determine the flow and 
profile. Other incompressible treatments along these 
lines have also appeared [1,13]. 
The practical success of an inverse method of a~rfo~l 
design depends on the prescribed pressure distribution. 
It is therefore important to study the relat~on between 
the assigned pressure distribution and the pertormance of 
the resulting airfo~l [7,29]. Much work remains to be done 
on th~s aspect of the problem. The many shockless flows 





II. THE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF 'fRANSONIC FLON 
In this chapter we consider the mathematical formula-
tion of the design problem. We summarize the basic equa-
tions of motion for gas dynamics and discuss the boundary 
conditions appropr~ate for the d~rect and inverse problems. 
1. The Equations of Gas Dynam~cs 
We begin lith some comments about the choice of equa-
tions to describe the prob~em. Ne wish to model the 
fl ight of aerodynamically efficient \orings at transon1C 
speeds. Ne are especially concerned with the drag on such 
bodies, wh~ch includes forces dve to skin fr~ct10n and 
shocks. For our treatment to be of pract~cal use we must 
consider equations which allow estimates of the wave drag 
due to st.~cks, and we mURt prov1de for the calculation 
of viscous effects. Furthermore, we must choose equations 
that are compa~~ble w~th the inherent storage 1~mitat10ns 
of computers. 
It 1S common in experiment as well as theory 
to treat the case of steady, two-dimensional flow past a 
w~ng of uniform cro~s sect10n. Th1s provides a good 
approx~mat10n of the flow near the middle section of 
a three-dlInens10nal \ring with a stra1ght leading edge 
12 
moving with a constant velocity. This geometrical simpli-
fication permits the use of just two independent var:~bles, 
which we take to be the x and y coordinates. 
Another important simplification is possible if the 
airfoil is streamlined so that viscous effects are confined 
to the immediate vicinity of the profile. In this case 
the flow outside the boundary layer can be obta~ned from 
lower order partial differential equat~ons describing 
inviscid fluid mot~on. The invisc~d solut~on can then 
be used to calculate a boundary layer correction to the 
flow past the airfoil, making it possible to obtain esti-
mates of the drag due to skin friction [28,32]. Separatio~ 
of the boundary layer should be avoided for aerodynamical 
reasons, too, so it is important for the theo:y to give 
reliable est~ates of the growth of the boundary layer. 
Inviscid fl~id flow can be descr~bed by conservation 
• laws consist~ng of nonl~near, first order 'partial d~ffer-
ential equations involving the velocity components of the 
flow and two thermodynamic var~ables such as the dens~ty 
and entropy. The conservation laws also provide shock 
conditioI1S which determine the jump in these quant~ties 
across a surface of discontinuity in the flow. For the 
case of flows past th~n bodies at speeds close to the 
speed of sound, the shocks are usually weak in the sense 
that che Jump in velocity across the shock is small compared 





is of third order in the shock strength; to a good 
approximation, the change in entropy can therefore be 
neglected in a \'leak shock. With this assumption, the 
entropy of a fluid particle is constant throughout its 
motion, and the flow may be considered isentropic. 
As u result of considering the entropy to be con-
served across a shock, the shock condition expressing 
conservation of the normal component of momentum is lost. 
The defect in this quantity can be interpreted as an 
approximation of the wave drag exerted on the airfoil 
by the shock. 
For isentropic flow, the velocity field is irrotational 
if the flow is uniform at infinity. This permits the 
introduction of a velocity potential whose derivatives are 
the velocity components. The inviscid equations of motion 
can then be reduced to a single second order partial d~[fer­
ential equation fOl the potential, and in the computation 
it is only necessa~y to store values ot a single dependent 
variable. 
l"le shall list below the equations describing the flo\l 
of an ~nviscid, isentrop~c gas. In Section 3.4 the equa-
tions used to describe a turbulent boundary layer correction 
will be d~scussed. It is found in practice that Lhese 
equations prov~de a description of the transo~ic flow past 
an airfoil that agrees well w~th experiment over a w~de 




The equations describing the steady two-dimensional 
motion of an ideal polytropic gas are familiar [14 ,25]. 
From thermodynamics we have the equation of state 
(2.1) p = A(s)pi 
where p, p, and S are the pressure, density, and specific 
entropy of the gas. A(s) is a known function of the 
entropy and y > 1 is a constant depending on the nature 
of the gas. 
Conservation of mass gives 
(2.2) (pu)x + (pv)y = 0 
where u and v are the x and y components of the velocity. 
Similarly, the conservation of momentum asserts that 
(2.3) (uu + vu ) + P = 0 , 
:x: y :x: 
(2.4) (uv + vv ) + P = 0 , :x: y y 
and the conservation of energy g1ves 
(2.5) 
As mentioned above, we cons1der the case of constant 
entropy, so that (2.5) is automatically satisf1ed and A(S) 
in (2.1) is a constant. The flows we cons1der become 
uniform at large distances. It then follows from a theorem 





I (2.6) u - v = 0 • y x 
Using (2.1), (2.2) and (2.6) we obtain Bernoulli's law 
(2.7) y + 1 
Y - 1 
where c 2 = dp/dp is the square of the local speed of 
sound and c* is a constant known as the critical speed. 
The dimensionless ratio 
is called the local Mach number and is greater than one if 
u
2
+ v 2 = q2 > c; (locally supersonic flo,.,.) and less than 
one if q2 < c; (locally subsonic flow). 
According to (2.2) and (2.6), there are two functions 
$ and ~ such that 
(2.8u) 
(2.8b) v = cp = -~ /p y x 
cp and ~ are the velocity potential and streum function of 
the flow. We may obtain a single equa~ion for $ from (2.1), 
( 2 • 2), and ( 2 • 7) , 
(2.9) 
= o • 
Th~s is the partial different~al equation that is the basis 








Equation (2.9) is a quasilinear partial differential 
equation which is elliptic when M2 < 1 and hyperbolic when 
M2 > 1. We are interested in the case of transonic flo~, 
so that (2.9) has m1xed type in the region of interest. 
It is appropriate to consider weak solutions to (2.9) 
or (2.2) under the conditions that $ is continuous and 
that any shocks present are compressive. This corresponds 
to tne proper entropy inequality in nonisentropic flow~. 
17 
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2. The Direct Problem 
In this section we discuss the formulation of the 
direct, or analysis, problem of determjning the flow 
past a given wing section. 
We consider an airfoil with coordinates (x(s),y(s)J 
parametrized by arc length s measured from tail to tail 
as in Figu~e 2. The included angle at the trailing edge 
is denoted by E. The frame of reference is chosen 
so that the airfoil is at rest and the air has a resulting 
velocity u = (q~ cos a, q~ sin a) at infinity, where 
the angle of attack a gives the direction of motion r~lative 
to fixed coordinate axes. 
The fact that the flow must be tangential to the 
surface of the airfoil provides one boundary condition 
'" for (2.9). If v is a unit normal to the profile, then 
this condition can b~ stated as 
(2.10) v·u = acp = 0 i)v 
on the curve (x(s),y(s». Since the airfoil is a stream-
line of the flow, this fact can ~lso be expressed by 
(2.11) ~(x(s),y(s») = constant. 
We con&ider lifting profiles with cusped trailing edges, 
o < E «1, ~n which case the potential cp need not be 
s~ngle-valued. The c~rculation r = [CP] of the flow around 







(2.12) 1~(x(O)/y(O» I < ~ I 
which states that the velocity must be fin~te at the 
trailing edge. If E > 0 the flow necessarily nas a 
stagnation point at the tra~ling edge. This is not the 
case for E = O. The presence of a stagnation point at 
the tail of the airfoil should generally be avo~ded 
since the result~ng adverse pressure gradient promotes 
separat~on of the boundary layer. 
It can be shown [241 that <p has an asymptotic 
expans~on 
(2.l3) r -1 ~ ~ q~r cos(S-a) + 2~ tan (8 tan(S-a» 
This is s~mi1ar to the corresponding e}:.?ansion for 
~ncompressible flow. The Prandtl-Glauert scale factor B 
commonly occurs in line~rized treatments of compress~ble 
flow. 
For the analysis problem it ~s conven~ent to express 
Bernou11~'s law (2.7) in the form 
<P~+~~ + c 2 = q2(~ + 1 'JI 2 Y-l 00 2 (y-l)H2 
OJ 
(2.14) 
where M is the Mdch number at infinity. With th~s nota-OJ 
tion, the direct probJem can be formulated by spec~fying 
the air!o1l coord~nates (x(s),y(s», the angle of attack a, 
19 
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and Moo < 1. In this case we are free to choose the units 
so that qoo is normalized to one. The flow is then obta~ned 
by solving the partial differential equation (2.9), along 
with the boundary condihons (2.10), (2.12), (2.13), and 
(2.14) • 
The lift of the airfoil is p~oportional to the 
c~rculation f. When the angle of attack lS var~ed, the 
circulation of the flow adjusts so that the Kutta cond~-
t~on (2.12) ~s sat~sf~ed. For a given Mach number Moo ' 
the lift is therefore a function of the angle of attack. 
A variant of the above formulat~on of the problem that 
is useful in app11cations is to specify the lift of the 
airfoil instead of u. The angle of attack necessary to 
pr01u.e this 1ift is then determined by imposing the Kutta 
condition. 
20 
3. The Inverse Problem 
In this section we describe the invers~ or desig~ 
problem of calculating the shape that a profile must have 
in order to achieve a given pressure distribution. 
Suppose there is a flow past a profile such as the one 
depicted in F1gure 2. If the velocity of the flow along 
the profile is written in the forM 
u(s) - iv(s) = O(s) e-i0 (s) , 
then the direct problem consists of specifying the angle 
0(s), which netermines the shape of the airfoil, and solv-
ing for the flow. For the inverse problem, the values of 
O(s) are given and both the flow and the body are to be 
determined. Since Bernoulli's law (2.7) provides a corres-
pondence between the values of q2 and c 2 = constant.p(Y-I)/Y, 
we may formulare the 1nverse problem 1n terms of either 
q or p, and the cho1ce of q is only a matter of mathematical 
conven1ence. 
The inverse problem 1S seen to be a free boundary problem 
and 1S for th1s reason more comp~~cated than the direct 
problf.m. The coord1nates (x(s) ,yes»~ of the airfoil are 
nmv unknovTn and are to be determined from the knowledge 
of the veloclty distr1butlon O(sj. We may write the 







(2.15) ~s ~(x(s),y(s)J = O(s) 
on the interval 0 < s < t, where t is to be the total 
length of Lhe airfoil. 
It is also necessary to specify the constant in 
Bernoulli's law. In the direct problem the Mach number 
and speed at infinity are prescribed as in (2.14); for 
the design problem we give ~nstead the value of the 
critical speed c* in (2.7). This means that the l1ach 
numbers of the flow along the airfoil are specif~~d. 
The choice of c* determines the type of the equation (2.8). 
If c* > max /O(s)/, the flow will be subsonic and (2.9) 
will be elliptic; if there are points with /Q(s) I > c* ' 
the flow \1ill be transonic and (2.9) ... Till have mixed type. 
We remark that with this formt.1ation qoo ::.s not specl-
fied as data, but must be determ~ned alcng with ¢ and 
(x (c:;) ,y(s»). 
The fact that O(s) is to be the velocity distribut~on 
of a flow past an airfoil places restrictions on the form 
Q(s) may have. A typical cho~ce for Q(s) ~s illustrated 
in Figure 3. O(s) must have a zero correspond~ng to the 
stagnat~on point that form& at the nose of the airfol.l, 
and then must be nonzero along the surface of the airfoil 
until the ta~l is reached. At tile tail the voloc! ty must 
be cont~nuous and may be taken to be nonzero provided the 





Q(s} must satisfy further ~ompatibility conditions in 
order to determine profiles defined by simple closed curves. 
Note that since the circulat~on of the flow 25 given 
by th~ integral of the speed along the prof~le, the lift 
of the airfoil can be calculated from the prescr~bed 
veloci~y distribution. The angle of attack may still be 
specif~ed ~n the asymptotic form (2.13), s~nce ~n the des~gn 
problem the airfoil is free to rotate w~th respect to the 
fixed coordinate system so as to satisfy (?.12). 
To summarize, the design problem is posed by specify-
ing the speed distrjoutl.on Q(s}, the critl.cal speed c* ' 
and the angle of attack Ct. The potential of the flow and 
the airfoil coordl.nates are then obtal.ned by solving the 
equations 
(2.9) 2 2 
- 2ct>x ct> y¢lxy + (c 2 + 2 0 (c -<I>x}¢lxx 4>y }¢yy = , 
4>2 + <:>2 
,,2 1 y+l 2 (2.7) x y + = 2 Y - I 2" y-l c* ; 
(2.10) ~ (x(s),y(s)) = 0 
(2.15) ~s ¢l(x(s) ,yes») = Q(s) 
(2.12) 1~(x(O) ,yeo») I < 00 
(2.13) ¢ '" q",r cos(S-a) + ~1T tan- 1 (6 tan(O-a») . 
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III. DI3CUSSION OF THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
In ttis chapter we describe th~ method used to solve 
the design problem outlined ~n Section 2.3. In Section 3.4 
we also provide a brief slliffioary of the equations used to 
compute the boundary layer correction. 
1. Overview of the Computation 
The procedure we describe he~e is based on the Bauer, 
Garabedian, and Korn analysis code H [2,3,41 wh~ch solves 
the direct problem descr~bed in Section 2.2. The analys~s 
routine computes the ~nviscid flow past a given a~rfo~l in 
two steps. The reg~on exterior to the a:i.rfoil in the 
z-plane is mapped conformally onto the inter~or of the 
unit circle in the ~-plane, ana the partial different~3L 
equation (2.9\ for ~(x,y) is expressed in terms of the 
(r,w), where ~ = r e iw The result1ng non11near 
equation is then aF-proximaled by a fl.nite d~ffe .... ·ence schell.e 
which is solved by a relaxatJ.on procedure to provide the 
solut10n cji{r,wl. 
For the 1nverse probleI'l, \."e are given the \'eloc~ty 
distribution Q(s) rather than the coord~nates of the 
a~rfo·l. The bas1c idea is to use Q(s) to deterrn1ne bott. 
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the mapping z = f(r.) of the unit circle onto the desired 
airfoil and th~ potential~. With this free boundary 
approach, the flow calculations ar~ done in a fixed 
computational domain and the geometry is determined by 
introduc~ng the appropriate mapping as an additional 
unknown. This results in coupled nonlinear equations for 
9 and for the mapping function f which we solve iterat~vely 
using existing routines in the analysis code. 
The iterations go roughly as follows. l'le start with a 
f:rst guess for the potential function which we take to be 
the incompress~ble solut~on ~(O) obta~ned by replacing the 
partial differential equation (2.9i by Laplace's equat10n. 
~he values of ~CO) are used in the equation for the mappjng 
function, whl.Ch ..... e solve for the apprmamation z = f (1) (s) • 
Using the mappl.ng fell in the flow equation then provl.des 
a better approximation ~(l) Cr,w) to the potential, and 
the process is rcpeat~d untl.l the approxl.mations converge. 
In tC'rms of the analysl.s code, at each cycle the design mode 
starts with an approxl.mation to the des1red al.rfoil p(n), 
maps it to the unl.t circle, and solves for the flow past pCn) 
in the usual way. The result1ng speed d1str1bution 15 then 
compared to the dcsi~('d speed distr1but10n O(s), and a correc-
t " pCn) d b h " pCn+l) 10n to l.5 rna e to 0 tal.n t e new approX1mat10n . 
The lterations contlnue until the computed 5peed d1stribu-
t10n agrees w1th the prescr1bcd d1stribution Q(s) w1th1n 







We now describe this procedure ~n mo~e detail. Cousider 
a conformal mapping z = f(~) from the unit circle onto the 
exterior of an airfoil such as appears in Figure 2. ~'le 
assume f has a pole at the origin and takes the point 
~ = I into the tail of the profile (x(O),y(O»). The 
included angle at the trailing edge will be taken to be 
zero, although the less important case £ > 0 could be 
treated similarly. The derivative of the map function ~as 
an expansion of the form 
co (3.1) dz dZ; = f' (1;) = 1 - ~ r c rk 2 exp L k" 
z; k=O 
where the behavior of the mapping at the trailing edge of 
the airfoil is taken into account by the factor (1 - l;). 
The mapping determines a boundary correspondence 
between the un~t circle z; = e iw ~nd the a~rfoil which we 
write as s = sew), where s is arc length along the profile. 
If we denote the inclinat~on of the tangent to the airfoil 
by 0(s), as in Figure 2, then on the unit circle l; = e iw 
we have 
(3.2) f'(1;) = Idzl exp {~ arg ~~ } dZ; 
ds 
exp {i(0 (s Cw») 1T J}. = dw - w - 2" 
If ck = ak + ibk , then (3.1 ) gives 
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( 00 as' 1 L (3.3a) log l2 ~. dwJ :::: akcos klAl - bksin kw sin k=O 2 
00 
(3.3b) 0(s(w») + w + 1T ~ bkcos kw + aksin kw "2 = . k=O 
These equations show that the mapping is essentially 
determined once the correspondence s = sew) is known. 
Under the change of v~riables z = f(~), iw z:=re, 
the partial differential equation (2.9) for ~ becomes 
where ~(r,w) = ~(x,y), h 2 = Idz/dtI 2 , 
Note that the mapp1ng function f appears in (1.4) through 
the Jacob1an h. Furthermore, for the inverse problem the 
solution ~(r,w) of (3.4) can be used together with the 
data Q(s) to provide boundary values for the determinat10n 
of f'(t). The relation i(l,w)= ~(xls(w)J,y(s(w»)) yields 
upon different1ation 
(3.5) ds dw 1 34> l J = Q(s(w» aw l,w 
wh1ch can be used in the expression (3.3a) for loglf' (e iw ) I. 
The problem 1S therefore described by the equations 







boundary c6nditions for ~ to supplement (3.4). The 
iterations used in the computation to solve this problem 
start with the approxiMation ;(0) (r,w) provided by 
incompressible theory. 1:f we introduce harmonic function 
G(t) = log It 2 (1 - C)-lf'(c) I, the iteration scheme then 






::-=--- = dw 
1 3${n-l) 
( ) '\ ". ( 1 , w) , Q(s n (w») c,-" 
[
l ds (n) , 
= log 2 sin; dw (w)J 
h (n) (~) 
(3.9) 2 (2 2); (n) + ru v .f: (n) + (c2_v2) ,-;: (n) 
r cn-un ~rr n n~'rw n n ~ww 
for n = 
and c~ 
1,2,3, •.• , where u~ = ~;n)2/h{n)2, 
~s g~ven ~n terms of u 2 and v 2 
n n 
by Bernoull~'s 
law (2.7). The boundary cond~t~ons used to solve (3.9) 
are those of the direct problem. 
The mapp~ng computation (3.7) can be done rap1dly using 
the fast Fourier transform to evaluate the coeff~c~ents 




The flow computation is performed llsing a nonconserva-
tive differencp. sche~e similar to the one first developed 
by Murman and Cole [27]. Its main feature is type-
dependent differencing which captures shocks over two mesh 
widths by effect~vely producing an artificial viscosity 
in the supersonic regions. 
The iterative procedure works very well for subsonic 
flows, presumably because the ~n~tial guess ~s a good 
approximation to the solution. In fact we prove in 
Section 5.2 that a similar iteration converges to a solu-
tion provided the maximum r-tach number in the flow is small 
enough. 
Fo: the case of transonic flow, the problem is 
compl~cated by the poss~ble presence of shocks in the flows 
past the various approxL~ations to the desired airfoil. 
A large grad~ent in ~he derivative of ¢ (n-l)(l,w) appearing 
in (3.6) is undesirable, since a discontinu~ty in (3.3a) 
causes a logarithmic singularity ~n (3.3b), which ~s 
incons~stent with the assumed smoothness of the a~rfoil. 
One way to avoid this difficulty ~s to solve the equa-
tions on a coarse mesh. The coeff~cient cf the artificial 
vi~cosity ~mpl~cit ~n the Murman-Cole scheme ~s of the 
order of a mesh w~dth. If the gr~d ~s coarse enough, weak 
shocks are suppressed by this viscosity, as ~llustrated 
in Figure 4. This smoothing effect allows the process to 
converge even ~n the case of trar.soni~ flow. If the grid 
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is refined, unwanted shocks may appea
r in the flow, 
causing the iterations to diverge. O
n the other hand, 
a solution compute~ on too coarse a m
esh may not accurately 
mode. the actual flow past the airfoi
l because of the 
smoothing effect of the artificial vi
scosity • 
• 
In order to operate on a fine mesh, w
e have added 
an additional smearing term to inhibi
t the formation of 
shocks. We describe this term in mor
e detail in the 
next section. It has the form of an 
artificial viscosity 
multiplied by a coefficient €l~W , w
here 6w is the 
mesh width in the angular direction. 
The factor €l can 
be varied to change the amount of smo
othing used. This 
permits the use of more viscosity in 
the early itera-
tions when ~t is important to suppres
s shocks, and less 
viscosity towards the end of the comp
utation whp.n a more 
accurate solut~on is desired. The ad
ditional F: .. loothing 
term therefore sign~ficantly increase
s the versatility of 






2. The Flow Computation 
In this section we discuss the difference scheme 
used in the flow calculation and also give the form of 
the additional artificial viscosity term used in the 
design procedure. 
For comput~tional purposes it is convenient to 
remove the singularities of $(r,w) and h(r,w} by defining 
-~(r,w) = 
a O qoo e 
---r--- cos (w+ a - bO) + ~(r,w) 
The equations for ~(r/w) then become 
(3.10) 
where 
2 a O u = [r ~r - q~e cos(w+a-bo}]/H I 
a 
v = [r~w - q~~ °sin(w + a - bO}]/H , 
h(r,w) = H(r,~) • 
r 
and c 2 is given by Bernoulli's law (2.7). 7he boundary 
conditions (2.13), (2.10), and (2.12) become 
(3.11) ~(O,W) = r -l( ) - 2n tan B tan(w+a-bO} 
a (3.12) 4J
r
(l,w} = qooc °cos (w + a - bo) , 






: _ ... 
In the flow computation, centered differencf~s are used 
to approximate the coefficients of ~rr ' ~rw ' and ~ww 
as well as all of the lower order terms in (3.10). A rotated 
difference scheme due to Jameson [20] is used to evaluate 
the second derivatives. This method uses centered differ-
ences at all subsonic points. At supersonic points, 
one-sided differences that are retarded in the local stream 
direction are used to produce an artificial viscosity 
similar to (3.15) below. The resul tir.g nonlinear algebraic 
equations are solved using line relaxation in the direction 
of the flow. 
For the two-dimensional flows past a wing section that 
we consider, the direction of supersonic flow is to a good 
approximat~on alligned with the w-coordinate direction. 
The original Murman-Cole scheme would suggest the approxi-
mation 
(3.14) 
which is first order accurate at (i ~r, j ~w). The dominant 
truncation error in (3.14) is Aw~ (~Ar, ) ~w), which has www 
the effect of an art~ficial v~scosity. We may consider 











The artificial viscosity on the right is absent in the 
subsonic reg~ons and the coefficient tends to zero 
at the sonic line. 
In order to improve the convergence of the design 
routine, we have added an additional artificial viscosity 
to the flow equation (3.10). The added term has the form 
(3.16) 
which is motivated by the Murman-Cole artificial viscosity 
appearing in (3.15). Here V(M) is a smooth function of 
the local Mach n~ber M which vanishes for M ~ MO and is 
one for M ~ MI. We choose the. numbers MO and HI so that 
this term is effective across the sonic line. For example, 
we may use MO = 0.B5 and Ml = 0.95. This is in contrast 
to the behavior of the artific~al viscosity in (3.15), 
which is s\·litched off at the sonic l~ne. 
The term (3.16) ~s added d~rectly to the rotated 
difference scheme, so that for El = 0 the orig~nal scheme 
remains unchanged. Figure 5 illustrates the smoothing effect 
of (3.1~) for a flow with a weak shock on a fine mesh. 
Note that the shock does not appear on a cruder mesh. 
By adding the term (3.16) to the partial differential 
equation (3.10) we can obtain satisfactory convergence of 





3. The Conformal Mapping 
In this section we discuss the calculation of the 
mapping function from (3.3a), and we also explain how the 
Mach number M", ' the coefficient .Jf lift CL ' and the 
rotation factor bO are obtained. 
During each design iteration we use the data O(s) 
and the previous estimate ~(n-l) (r,w) for the potential 
funct10n to calculate a boundary correspondence s = sen) (w) 
between the unit circle and the nth approximat10n to the 
airfoil. The values ;(n-l) (r,w) are obtained from the 
analysis routine, which uses dimensionless un1ts that are 
normalized by the free stream velocity qoo and the chord 
length L of the profile. Since qoo and L are not specified 
for the design problem, it is necessary to adjust the scal-
ing at each 1teration to make the prescr1bed data compat1ble 
with the units used by the analysis routine. 
In order to use the analysis rout1ne we need to supply 
values for the free stream Mach number M and the lift 0) 
coeffic1ent CL • To determ1ne M", w







= '2 + 2 ' (y-l)Moo 
which results fror.l Bernoulli's law (2.14) and (2.7). The 
speed qoo correspond1ng to the data O(s) and c* is obta1ned 
1teratively. In the f1rst cycle we use the value for q<~ 0) 





~n) is chosen to be the scale factor that minimizes the 
expression 
(3.18) 
where the points wi are evenly distributed around th9 unit 
circle and qin- l ) are the velocities along the surface of 
the (n-l) st approximation to the airfoil as computed by 
the analysis routine. 
The coefficient of lift supplied to the analysis 
routine, J: Q(s' )ds' 
CL = 1. q L 
2 00 
is also affected by the scaling and must 
adjusted. 
In order to evaluate sen) (w) we use 
~ en-I) (I,w) as follows. Formula (2.15) 
provide the function 
s 
~l(s) = f Q(s') ds' • 
o 
be sl.miIarly 




~l h~s a ml.nimum at the stagnation pOl.nt of Q, say So ' 
and is monotonl.C on either side of sO. We define a smooth 
fUnction 
(3.19) ~2(s) J- I~l (s) - <1>1 (sO) = 
l+ I~I (s) - <1>1(5 0 ) , 
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which is monotonically increasing anl can be inverted. 
Both the speed Q and the arc length s may then be considered 
functions of the modified potential ~2' 
At the nth stage of the iteration, the potential 
~<n-l)(l,w) is modified as in (3.19). The result is 
scaled to have the same range as Q2 and inserted into the 
appropriate express~ons for Q and s. This provides an 
expression s = sen) (w) which can be dif[erent~ated and 
used directly in (3.3a) ~nstead of using (3.5), which 
requires special treatment at the stagnation point. 
The series 
r ds(n) ) co a(n)cos b~n)nin (3.3a) log 1 I kw -l2 dw = sin w k=O k 2" 
is truncated at N terms and the coefficients a~n} and 
a(n) 
k 
+ ib (n) 
k , k =1, ••• ,
N-l are obtained using a fast 
Four~er transform. This procedure does not provide the 
coefficient bJn), which determines the orientvtion of 
the airfoil with respect to the coord~nate axes. To find 
bJn}, we appeal to the Kutta condition 
(3.13) 
a O Qw(l,O) = - qco e sin (a - b O) • 
At the nth stage of the ~teration, b~n) is determ~ned so 
that (3.13) will be sat~sfied as the ~terations converge. 
In summary, at each iterat~on \'le rescale the data to 
update 11co and CL ' and determ~n




a o and ck = ak + ibk ' k = 1, ••• ,N-I, which are used as 
input to the analysis rouL.ne. The .. malysis routine then 
provides the potential ~(r,w) along w~th the necessary 
rotation factor bo to complete the cycle. The iterations 
continue until the velocity along the airfoil comput...:d 
by the an~lysis code agrees wpll ellough \'Iith the prescribE>d 
• data Q{~). The remaining boundary conditions are automati-
cally satisfied, s~uce at each iteration we use the analysis 
routine to solve for the flow past a given airfoil. 
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4. The Boundary Layer Correction 
For the computat~ons to be of practical value it is 
important to supplement the inviscid equations discussed 
thus far with equations describing the flow near the 
surface of the wing section where viscous effects cannot 
be disregarded. To do this, the inviscid theory is used 
to design a profile with a finite thickness between the 
upper and lower surfaces at the trail~ng edge. Next a 
boundary layer correction is computed on the basis of 
the inviscid pressure djstribution. The displacement 
thickness of the boundary layer is then subtracted from 
the coordjnat~s of the inviscid profile. Th~s the end 
results of the computations are the actual coordinates of 
the a~rfoil, a V1SCOUS boundary layer next to the surface 
of the a1rfoil, and invisc~d flow outside the streamline 
determined by the boundary layer. 
The method o~ Nash and Macdonald [281 ~s used to 
compute the turbulent boundary layer correct~on. The 
momentum th~ckness 0* and the displacement th1ckness 0* 
are calculated from the von Karmen momentum eq~at10n 




where H ~ 6*/8* is the shape tactor and T ~s the skin 
fr1ct1on. M2 and q are funct10ns of arc leng~h s determ1ned 
by the 1nvisc1d solution, and Hand T are given by 
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semi-empirical f0rmulas. The ordinary d1fferential equation 
(3.20) is integrated from transition points (xR'Yn) that must 
be prescribed on the upper and lO\ver surfaces of the airfoil, 
and a starting valu~ for e* is obtained from the specified 
Reynolds number of the flow. 
Separation of the boundary layer is pred1cted when the 
Nash-Macdonald ~arameter 
e* d 
= --~ q ds 
exceeds 0.004. It is important to choose the input speed 
djstribu~ion so that C rema1ns around 0.003 on the upper sep 
surface near the trailing edge. This is our version of a 
cr1terion due to Stratford for avoiding boundary layer 
separation [35]. 
When theoret1cally designed airf01ls are evaluated 
in wind tunnel tests, 1t is sometimes found that the effects 
of the boundary layer cause losses in lift ap~ 'ther 
discrepa~c1es between theory and experiment. Howev~r, 
a1rfoils des1gned with such a Stratford pressure d1str1bu-
tion using a s1m1lar 1nverse formulation [4J have been 




IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
In this chapter we present some results produced 
by the design mode of the analys~s code. We include 
a description of pressure distributions that generate 
profiles with no significant drag creep according to 
the analysis code. Possible extensions of the main 
ideas to other problems in transonic flow are d~scussed 
in Section 4.2. 
1. The Design Procedure 
The inverse method of airfoil des~gn uses as input 
the pressure distribution rather than the airfoil 
coordinates. ~a order to obta~n airfoils with acceptable 
drag levels, an appropriate pressure distribution must be 
prescribed. In this section we discuss a method of using 
the design mode that produces wing sections w~th low wave 
drag as predicted by the analysis mode. 
Our f~rst example appears ~n Figures 6 and 7. F~gure 3 
shows the speed d~str~bution used to produce the airfoil 
of Figure 6. On the upper surface the speed d~str~but~on 
rises from the stagnat~on po~nt at the nose to a flat 





of chord, and then falls into a Stratford distribution 
near the tail. The distribution over the lower surface 
is entirely subsonic and is arranged so that the 11ft 
is evenly d1striuuted along the section, with aft load-
ing at the tail. The profile has been provided with a 
gap at trailing edge so that a boundary layer correct10n 
can be removed from the dlsplayed coordinates, as shown 
1n Flgure 7. 
Our experience w1th the design rout.ine to date 
indicates that drag creep can be avoided by designing the 
airfol1 to have a small enough supersonic zone. The 
supersonic zone can be increased or decreased in size 
as des1red by varylng the cr1tical speed c. used in the 
d0sign routlne. If too large a supersonlc zone is used 
at design, the nuddle part of the zone tends to collapse 
at speeds below design, giv1ng r1se to one or two shocks 
that can cause signif1cant wave drag at off-des1gn condi-
tions. This effect is reduced by designing at a lower Mach 
number with a smaller superson1c zone. 
Flgure 8 shows an airfoil design with a speed distri-
bution siml1ar to that of Figure 6 but with the crit1cal 
speed c. lowered so that the supersonic zone 1S signl.f1cant-
ly larger. The pressure distribution was altered slightly 
ncar the nose and tal.l of the a1rf011 to retain the sam0 






When drag rise curves are computed for these two airfoils, 
the profile designed with the larger supersonic zone 
exhibits drag creep as illustrated in Figure 9. The 
observed difference in the drag levels for the two profiles 
is due to increases in both the wave drag and the form drag 
of the second airfoil, although both airfoils have virtually 
identical form drag at subcritical speeds. 
The design mode can also be used to improve the 
performance of airfoils by altering off-design pressure 
distr~butions. For exa~nlple, we may exploit the fact that 
some shockless airfoils des~gned by hodograph procedures 
exhibit characteristic off-design distributions when 
evaluated near the design angle of attack w~th a lower Mach 
number (cf. [2], p. 96; [3), p. 131, p.143). The speed along 
much of the upper surface ~s roughly sonic, with a pronounced 
peak near the nose of the prof~le. Such peaky d~stribut~ons 
also recall the experimental work of Pearcey [31], as well as 
Boerstal and UiJlenhoet [9 ] and Nieuland and Spee [29]( 
who have published examples of shockless airfoils designed 
with peaky distribut~ons. 
We illustrate the use of this observation with another 
example. We beg~n with an a~rfoil that was obtained 
us~ng the design mode w~th a Mach number Moo = 0.745. We 
use the analys~s rout~ne to compute flows past this prof~le 
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At Mm = 0.710 there results the distribution shown in 
Figure 10, with an upper surface distr~bution that 
resembles the character~s~ic distributions except for 
a bump in the distribution around sixty percent of chord. 
Thia distribution is obtained as output from the code in 
the form of punched cards. We modify the distribution by 
removing the bump so that the distribution rema~ns relatively 
flat along this section of the airfoil. The resulting 
distribution is used in the design mode to obtain the 
airfoil shown in Figure 11. In Figure 12 we display drag 
rise curves for this airfoil and a shockless airfoil with 
similar spec~ficat~ons designed by Dr. Jose Sanz using 
the hodograph code of [4J. The airfoil produced by the 
design ~ode of the analysis code compares quite favorably 
with the shockless a~rfoil. Figure 13 shows that a near-
shockless flow is obtained at M = 0.740. <..., 
The two prev~ous examples illustrate the procedure we 
use to obta~n airfoils with low wave drag. We start w~th 
an upper surface speed distribution s~milar to the one 
appearing in Figure 3. Th~s portion of the distribution 
determines the wave drag experienced by the airfoil at 
off-design cond~tions and also determines the growth of 
the boundary layer near the tail. To obta~n airfoils w~th 
a given gap at the ta~l, lh~ckness-to-chord rat~o, and lift, 
the lower surface d~str~but~on should be modified as we 
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will indicate in Section 6.1. The value of c* used 
determines the free stream Mach number MCIO ' as \'lell as 
the size of the supersonic zone. In order to find the 
proper size for the supersonic zone, it may be necessary 
to make a tentative choice for c* and use the analysis 
code to calculate a drag rise curve for the resulting 
profile. The size of the supersonic zone should be 
decreased if the wave drag is too high at speeds below 
design. 
The size of the supersonic zone used at design 
determines the height of the pressure peak near the nose 
of ~ profile at off-design conditions, which in turn is 
related to the amount of wave drag occurring below design. 
The amount of wave drag near the des~gn condition is 
effected by the curvature of the profile at the rear of 
the supersonic zone, which is governed by both the 
prescribed pressure distr~bution and the amount of 
artificial viscosity used in the design routine. Rather 
than attempting to adjust this area of the profile when 
it is in the most sensitive region of flow, we have found 
it more conven~ent to make any necessary modif~cations ~n 
an additional design run at a lower Mach number correspond-
ing to the characteristic off-design condit~on as in 
Figures Band 9. To do this, the analysis mod~ is used 
to obtain the flow past the profile at the design angle of 




the flew should have a pressure peak near the nose 
followed by a sect~on of nearly constant sonic flow. 
The pressure distribution over the region corresponding 
to the rear of the supersonic zone at the design condition 
is examined for any irregularities, and, if necessary, the 
pressure distribution is modified near this p01nL so that 
it more closely resembles the characteristic off-design 
distribution of shockless airfoils. 
In taking this approach, our philosophy is therefor~ 
to use a relatively simple upper surface distribution as 
in Figure 3 at the design condition. At this stage we 
adjust the remainder of the input distriubtion so that the 
airfoil has the desired specifications and we determine 
the size of the supersonic zone so that the off-design 
performance is acceptable. In doing so we operate on the 
fine mesh of code H w~th enough added artificial v~scosity 
to ensure c('~vergence of the scheme. 
If the "1..7I"~:ysis mode is used to evaluate the airfoil 
at the deslJ~ ~ondition, the resulting pressure distribution 
usually agrees with the assigned pressure di&tribution 
except near the rear of the supersonic zone where the 
extra artificial viscos2ty ~sed in the des~gn mode has 
its largest effect. Rather than attempt~ng to achieve 
better agreement betwe·' i1 ("!~ gn and analys~s in this region 
by using les~ artificial viscosity in the design mode, W~ 
instead go to the off-design condition to make any necessary 
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modifications to the profile at this point. Small correc-
tions usually do not significantly alter the specifications 
of the airfoil that were determined at design. The result 
is a smooth profile with low wave drag at off-design condi-
tions. 
lie discuss the implementation of this procedure, 
together with the necessary boundary layer correction, 
in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. 
Figure 14 shows an airfoil with a larger supersonic 
zone designed on a fine mesh using a relatively small 
coef~icient £1 = 0.05 in the additional artificial 
viscosity term (3.16). The appearance of the sonic llne 
suggests the presence of a shock in the interior of the 
flow region which weakens as it approaches the profile. 
This picture illustrates the fact that this approach does 
not produce shockless airfo~ls, but ca~ provide some control 






2. Extensions of the Technique 
A procedure similar to the one presented here would 
allow the design of transonic cascades with low wave drag. 
Codes wh~ch compute transonic flow past turbines and 
compressors by using relaxation schemes similar to the 
one in the analysis code used here have been written [19] 
and \-lould presumably lend themselves to a similar des~gn 
modification. An attractive feature 0= this approach 
would be avoiding the complicated paths of integrat~on 
necessary for the design of transonic cascades using complex 
characteristics in the hodograph plane [41. For example, 
it might prove possible to obtain cascades with a smaller 
gap-to-chord ratio than can be obtained using the hodograph 
method. 
An important extension of this method ~s to the case 
of three-dimensional transonic flow past wing-body combina-
tions. The results obtained so far with the design rout~ne 
suggest that by choos~ng the proper pressure distribution, 
a satisfactory wing m~ght be obtained with the mesh widths 
usually available to three-dimens~onal codes. Analys~s 
codes that compute the transon~c flow past a g~ven wing 
are currently available [3,21]. It would be necessary 
to extend the method used in two d~mensions to treat the 
more compl~cated free boundary. One possibility would be 
to use a separate conformal mapp~ng at each wing section 
to define the wing. 
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- V. A CONVERGENCE THEORE~ 
This chapter treats some theoretical aspects of the 
design problem. Section 1 describes the simplest design 
problem in incompressible flow, where the method 2S exact. 
Section 2 outlines a convergence proof for an iteration 
scheme similar to the one used in the computations. The 
estimates needed for the proof are described in Section 3. 
1. The Incompressible Problem 
In this section the design problem is illustrated for 
the elementary case of incompressible flow. The explicit 
solution obtained here is u~ed in the next section as the 
basis for a convergence proof of an iteration scheme siwilar 
to the procedure out12ned in Chapter 3 i~ the case of 
subsonic compressible flow. 
To make the presentation as simple as possible we will 
consider the case of purely cirCUlatory flow around a 
smooth object. The Kutta-Jouk~wski cond1t10n (2.12) is 
then unnecessary and the speed of the flow at infin1ty is 
zero, which simplifies the as~~ptot1c representation (2.13). 
It is also conven1ent to formulate the problem in terms of 
the stream function ~ as well as the veloc1ty potential ~. 
We first estab11sh some notation Wh1Ch will be useful 
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in the next section. Consider a flow circulating around 
a smooth body as indicated in Figure 15. We choose units 
so that the total arc length of the body is 2n, so tha~ 
the dens~ty tends to one at infinity, and so that the 
maximum speed on the surface of the body is one. We 
measure 3rc length s from a fixed reference po~nt on the 
body and express the coordinates as functions (x(s),y(s») 
of s for 0 < S < 2 • The speed of the fluid along the 
body is deno~ed by 
(5.1) Q(C;) = I~(x(s) ,y(s» I 
for 0 < s < 2n. We let 0 = min Q(s) > 0 so that 0 ~ Q(s) < 1. 
The potential funct~on 
(5.2) 
s 
¢l(s) = f ~(s') ds' 
o 
is then monotonically ~ncreasing and ¢(2n)-~(O) - -r > 2wo, 
where f < 0 is the circulation of the flow. 
It is convenient to consioer Q(s) as defined by (5.1) 
to be a 2n-periodic funct~on defined for -~ < S < 00, and to 
cons~der ¢l to be defined on the w:l0le real line. The 
function 
(5.3) s = S(¢l) 
inverse to ¢(s) then satisfies 




for _w < ~ < w , and the function 
(5.4) 
has period -r over the real axis. 
In this section the motion is assumed to be incompres-
sible, which means we may take p = 1 in (2.2). Formulas 
(2.8a) and (2.8b) then show that the complex function 
(5.3) x(z) = ~(z) + i~(z) 
is analytic with derivative 
dX _ 
dz - u - iv • 
Near infinity, the asymptotic form analogous to (2.13) is 
(5.4) e) I\, r 1 X z 2ni _og z . 
We normalize X so th~t 
(5.5) ~(x(s),y(s» = o. 
t"le begin by observl.ng that the body is determined tAp 
to a rotation and translation by the function Q(s). ~o see 
this, consider the conformal mappl.ng z = f(~) which takes 
the interl.or of the unit cl.rcle in the ~-plane onto the 
region exterior to the body l.n the z-plane. \'Ie assume the 
pole of f is located at ( = 0 and f(l) = x(O) + iy(O). 
In the 4-plane, the complex po~ent~al X assumes the 
simple form 
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-r x{~) = 2ni log ~, 
and in particular for ~ = e iw , 
rw 
- 2n 
corresponds to the function ~(s). This provides a corres-
pondence s = sew) between the unit circle and ~he s~rfac~ 
of the body of the form 
(5.6) s = S (- ~~J, 
which is valid for all w. To determine the body from the 
boundary correspondence (5.6), we note that if 
F(I.;) = _1.;2fl (1.;), \ ~ have 
and therefore 
iw I (5.7) log/Fee ) 
= ds I dw (w) 
This determ~nes the boundary values of the ~armonic function 
logIF(~) I. If G(~) is a conjugate harmonIc funct~on for 
logIF(~) I, we have 
(5.8) 
where b O is a real constant. The mapp~ng f(~) is therefore 




~~~ ____________________________________ ~<~-'~J~'~~~~~'- -
--- (5.9) u - iv =- r 
2nil; f' ~l;) 
-ib 
is determ~ned a~ well up to a multiplicative factor e 0 
This is all that can be expected, since a Euclidean 
transfoLmat~on of the coordinates leaves the speed distri-
but~on Q unchanged. 
We may now change our viewpoint and let the formulas 
(5.7), (5.8), and (5.9) determine a nonz&ro analytic 
function fl(t) and a flow u - iV(l;), say with bO = 0, 
from a prescribed function Q(s). Provided that the func-
tion f(l;) determines a reasonable profile, the boundary 
cond~tion (5.7) shows that the resulting flow u-iv(z) 
does have magnitude Q on the body, sinc~ 
I u - i v (x ( s) , y (s) ) I = 1 ~s ¢ (x (s) , y ( s) ) I = I ~ ~ 1 I ~~ 1 = Q (s ) • 
The question arises whether eve~y smooth, pericd~c 
function Q(s) determines a reasonable profile (x(s},y(s»). 
This ~s not the case. For example, if 
fl(r.) I l c Z;;n = 
-7 exp n=O n 
then 














This imposes a compatibility condition 
2rr 
J "l-r"Ij -illl o = log 0 ~ e dw 
o 
on O(s) in order to obta1n a closed body in the z-plane: 
In the transon1C dcs1gn problem for flow past an a1rfo11, 
an analogous cond1tion on Q allows one to des1gn a1rf01ls 
that have a finite th1ckness between the upper and lower 
surfaces of the trailing cdge in order to represent a 
wake extending downstream from thL' tail of thL' airfo11. 
A more subtJ e dctail is that the mappin9 z = f Ct.) 
determined by O(s) may dcf1nc a prof1le w1th sclf-intersL'ct-
ing boundar1es. In the a1rfo11 des1gn problem, this 
considerat10n is important SInce the body dL'lL'rnl1ned by 
O(s) may have so much curvature that thc top and bottom 
surfaces overlap. 
Nevertheless, we emphasize· that the formulas (5.7), 
(5.8), and (5.9) do prov1dc a locally one-one nwppInq 
z = f(t.) and a flow U-1V(t,) 1f only Q(s) 1~; posl11.vL' and 
period1c. Sl.milarly, the lllUlll'l"lCal computllllons [or lhe 
transolllc dl~sl.qn problem llrc possible under \'l'ry nuld 
relllllrL'mL'nts on 0 (s), and thL' process conVl'rlh.'~ \IIhl'ther 




It falls to the user of our computer code to make the 








2. A Conv~rgence Proof for the Compressible Case 
We now consider the mor~ compl~cated case of subsonic 
compressible flow aro~nd a ~mooth obstacle. We wish to 
show that an iterative procedure similar to the one used 
in the numerical computation converges to a solution of 
the inverse problem. The approach we take exploits the 
idea that incompre~~ible flow can be considered to be 
a limit~ng case of compressible flow as the speed of 
sound c becomes inf~nilely large. The convergence proof 
requires the maximum Mach number in the flow to be small, 
which can be assured by tak~ng the pres~ribed critical 
speed c* large enough. In this case we obtain a Poisson 
problem with nonlinear inhomogeneous terms which we solve 
by iteration. ''Ie are able to use standard estirrtates 
expressed ~n terms of Halder continu~ty to show that the 
iterat~ve procedure def~nes a contract~on, so that the 
iterat~ons converge. Less restrict~ve results could prob-
ably be obtained us~ng deeper techn1ques from the mathemat~­
cal theory of subsonic flows. However, the proof out11ned 
here is a sat1sfactory illustration of the computational 
procedure, wh1ch is our ma~n concern. 
For the subsonic design problem, the cr~tical speed 
c* is given in add1t~on to the speed distribut~on Q(s) • 
We continue to use the conventions of Sect10n 5.1, w1th 
units chosen so that p approaches one at inf~n1ty and 




the free boundary problem by finding both the map z = f{~) 
from the interior of the unit circle to the region exterior 
to the desired body and by solving for the compressible 
flow ~(~). We show that for a fixed speed distribution 
O(s), if c* is sufficiently large we may construct a map 
z = f{~) and a stream function ~(~), both depending on c* ' 
which approach the corresponding incompressible solutions 
determined by O(s) as c* ~ ~ • 
For compressible flow, the velocity potential ~ and 
stream function~, considered as functions of the variable 
~ = ~ + in, satisfy 
(S.lOa) 
(s.lOb) 
We choose to work with ~ instead of ~ so that we may use 
the Dirichlet boundary condition ~ = 0 rather than the 
Neumann condition a~/av = O. 
By eliminating $ from (s.lOa) and (S.lOb) we obtain 
the equation 
(5.11) 
where u2 = ~ 2/p2If'12 , 
11 
and c 2 = (Y+l)c;pY-1/2. The density 0 can be obtained from 




(5.12) 1 y+l 2 2" 'V-I c. 
The solution we shall obtain has the asymptotic form 
as ~ ~ 0, where the circulation r is given by 
2 'IT 
r = - J O(s) ds • 
o 
We have 2'IT ~ -r ~ 2'IT6, with 6 = min O(s) > O. 
We again consider the analytic function F(~) = _~2fl(~), 
which satisfies the by r.ow familiar boundary condition 
(5.13) 
Using (5.10) we have p d~/aW = -d~/ar , so that we may express 
the potential funct~on on the boundary in the form 
(5.14) 41(w) = 
If \'1e knew the solut.i.on ~{re~w}, (5.14) could be used in 
the boundary condition (5.13) for the determ~nation of /f l (~) I. 
He consider the express~ons 
(5.15) '!'(Z:) = 1jI(r;) - (r/2n) 10gl<./ , 
(5.16) H (~ ) = log IF ( ~) I - log I F 0 ( ~) I , 
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where -G-2FO(~) is the derivative of the conformal mapping 
obtained by solv~ng the incompressible problem with the 
same data Q(s), as described in Section 5.1. ~ and Hare 
perturbations of the corresponding incompressible solutions. 
Note '.:hilt If' and II are not singular at the point ~ = 0, in 
contrast to both the mapping fCC) and the stream function 
1jJ(r;) • 
Substitution of the expressions (5.13) and (5.14) into 
the equations (5.11) and (5.13) for ~ and F shows that 
~ and H must satisfy equations of the form 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
where 11 and N depend nonlinearly on If' and H and formally 
tend to zero as c~ ~ ro We give the expl~cit form of M 
and N in the next section. M is a function of ~ and the 
partial der~vatives of If' up to second order, Hand loglrol 
and the~r f~rst order der~vat~ves, and the var~ables 
E; and Tl. N involves the boundary values of II, ~I , and 
the normal derivative (3f/3r) (e iw ) ~n a manner 
sim~lar to (5.13) and (5.14). Tile function Q(s) enters 





We are interested in solving equations (5.16) and 
(5.17) by iteration. lVe set 'i'(0) = H(O) = 0, and formally 
define 'l'(n+l) and H(n+1) as solutions of 
(5.19) { 
We denote this operation by 
(5.21) 
We w~sh to show that for a given Q(s), if c* is large 
enough the ite~ates satisfy an inequality of the form 
(5.22) ft'i'(n+l)_'i'(n)e + IH(n+l)_H(n)~ < e(I'i'(n)_'i'{n-l). 
+ IH(n)_H{n-l)l) 
with e < I, which implies convergence of the iteration. 
We therefore must examine how the solutions 'i'(n+l) and H{n+l) 
of (5.19) and (5.20) depend on the functions 'i'(n) and H(n), 
and we must define the norms to be used in (5.22). It 
turns out that since M and N are formally small as c* ~ 00, 
we may succee~ by us~ng basic est~mates for Laplace's 
equation which are expressed in terms of H~lder continuity. 
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Let 0 denote the closed unit disk and consider the 
space Cn+a(D) consisting of n-times continuously differ-
entiable functions u defined in 0 with finite norm 






where n is a nonnegative ~nteger and 0 < a < 1. Cn+a(D) 
is a complete space with th~s norm. In add~tion, if 
u E Cn+a(D), then u E Cn'+a' (D) when n' < n 
and a' ~ a, and 
then u1 ·u2 E Cn+a(D) and IUlou2ln+a ~ Kn+alulln+alu2In+a. 
If u E Cn+a(D) and G is (n+l)-times cont~nuously differ-
entiable on the real axis, then G(u(~») E C + (D). n a 
We also need the idea of H~lder continuous boundary 
values. If g(w) is an n-times continuously differentiable, 
21T-periodic function defined for all to, we \-lill say 
g E Cn+a (3D) if the norm 
Igl n+a ,3D w 
i<n 
Id~g(wI)-a~g(w2) I 
IWI - w21a 
is finiteo The norm UoBn+a,aD has properties sim~lar to 
1.ln+ao Note that if f(~) E Cn+a(D), then f{e iw ) E Cn+a{aD) 
iw 









For any fixed a, 0 < a < 1, we will show ~(n) E C2+a (D) 
and H(n) E C (D) by using the following fact, which is l+a 
an elementary instance of the more general a priori esti-
estimates of Schauder [6]: 
THEOREM. Let u(~) be the solution of 
where K3 depends only on a. 
We will also use the follow~ng consequence of (5.23). 
COROLLARY. Let ii (~) be the solution of 
{ tlu = 0 u(eiw) . = .p 
where cj> E C1+a (ClD). Then u E Cl+a(D) and 
(5.24) 
where K4 depends only on a. 
This result can be obtained from the previous th"'crul 
(5.23) by setting 
2rr 
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where u is obtdined by solving 
t.u = 0 
We assume the data Q(s} ~s three times continuously 
differentiable. The expressions (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4) 
show that the function 0(9) is also that smooth, and 
we set 
(S.25) Q (9) I 
Using (5.24) we see that the harmonic function logIFO(~) I 
determined by (5.7) is in C1+a(D) with IlogIFO(~) Il l +a 
~ KS ' where KS Q~F~nds only on KQ ' 0 , and a. This 
} 
implies IFoer,} I - ~ C1+a(D} with a similar bound 
I I F 0 (~) I 2! 1 +a ~ K 5 • 










) = {{?,H): ~~12+a ~ r l , IH~l+a ~ r 2} 
In order to show the iteration scheme (5.21) converg~s, 
we f~rst establ~sh the follow~ng 
LEMMA A. There ~s a constant KA depend~ng only on 
a, y, 0 = min Q(s), and KQ such that for c* > KA ' the 
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operator L(o,·,c.} formally defined by (5.19) and (5.20) 
is well defined on B(o/2,l} and maps B(o/2,l} into itsr.lf. 
Thus the iterates ~(n+l) and H(n+1) all exist and satisfy 
1~(n+l)1 < 0/2 IH(n+1). < 1. 2+a -' l+a 
We sketch the derivation of the estimates necessary for 
the proof of Lemma A in the next sect1on. There we show that if 
(~l,Hl) E B(o/2,1} ~nd if c* is large enough, we have 
M[~l,Hl'c.] E Ca(D) and N[lf'l,Hl,C.] E C1+a (cD) , with 1l-1[~1,H1,c*Jla = K 6/C*2 and IN[~1,H1,c.]ll+a,dD 
2 ~ K6 (1/c* + 1~112+a) , where K6 depends only on 
a,y,o, and KQ• Using the basic estimates (5.23) and (5.24), 
we tnen have that the functions (~2,H2) = L{~l,Hl'c*) 
defined by so1v1ng (5.15) and (5.16) sat1sfy 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
with K7 depending on a, y, 0, and KQ ' which estab1is.,es 
Lemma A with KA2 = K7/o. 
Lemma A shows that the funct10ns ~(n) ann H(n) can 
indeed be generated for n = 1,2, ••.• In order to show 
convergence, we have 
LE~~A B. There is a constant KB depending only on 
a,y,e, and KQ such that for c* > KB ' the operator 
LC·,·,c*} defined on B(o/2,1) is a contraction. More 
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specifically, if (~2,H2) = L(~l,Hl'c*) and 
(~4,H4) = L(~3IH3'c*), we have 
where e < 1. Thus the iterates ~(n) and H(n) form Cauchy 
sequences in the complete spaces C2+a (D) and Cl+a(D). 
To establish Lemma B we consider the expressions 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
~(~2-~4) = M[~l,Hl,c*J - M[~3IH3'c*] 
~ (e iw ) - ~ (eiw ) = 0 2 4 
In the next sect~on we see that 
IN[~2,Hl'c*] - N[~4,H3,c*1&1+a,aD 
~ Kg(I~2-~412+a+ IHl -H3 Sl +a /c*2) , 
where Kg dpends on a,y,o, and KQ. Applying the basic 








which together yield the statement of Lemma B with 
2 2 2 KB = KIO(l + 3KIO ) and e = KB /c* • 
The Cauchy sequences of iterates o/(n) and H(n} there-
fore converge to functions 0/ E C2+a (D) arid H E Cl +a (D) 
whi.ch must satisfy (o/,H) = L(o/,H,c*) if c* > KB• He 
note ~hat since L is a contraction, 0/ and H are the 
only solutions of (5.16) and (5.17) with DO/I 2+a ~ 6/2 
and IHl l +a ~ 1. l1oreover, the expressions (5.26) and (5.27) 
show that the solution satisfies 
Recall~ng that If al1d II are perturbation qUill,tities represent-
ing thE differe~ce between the cornpress~ble and 1ncompressible 
solutionn for a given O(s), we see that the compTess~ble 
solution indeed te~d~ to the correspo~ding ~ncompressible 
solution as the critical speed c* 4~. This fact, together 
with the explicit solut1on ava11a~le in the 1ncompress1ble 
case, is the under:Y1ng b~S1S of ~he above cr~vergence 
proof. 
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3. Inequalities for the Convergence Theorem 
In this section we consider in more detail the 
inhomogenecus terms M[9,H,c*] and N[9,Hl ,c*] appearing 
in equations (5.17) and (5.18) and ineicate how the 
estimates mentioned in the d~scussions of Lemmas A and B 
are derived. 
A calculation sho\"s that the inhomogeneous term 
M[~,H,c*] of (5.17) has the form 
(5.28) M[~,J,c*] = 
where ~l = ~, ~2 = n, and T is a third degree polynoMial 
in its arguments with co~ff~cients depend1ng only on the 
circu1at~on f. The term N[9,H,c*], taken the form 
(5.29) 
Here the density p 
to be a funct:ion p 
valid for C' ~ q2 < 
subsonic branch of 
= l 2n d~ iw J log 1 + - -- (e ) r dr 
iw ~ ~ 
- log pee )-10g[Q(¢(w»/Q(-rw/2n)] 
can be def1ned by Be,,:noulli's law (5.12) 
-2 2 
where -2 (1jJ2 + \lJ 2)/lf'12 = R(q /c*), q = ~ n 
2 with R(O) l. R is the 2Kl c* , = 
the mult1p1e-valued function g1v1ng 
p in terms of the gradient of the strea~ function. The 
constant Kl depends on y, 2K1 = [2/(Y+1)]2/(Y-1). The 
only 1nformat1on about R that we need 15 that for 
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-2 2 q ~ KIC* , there is a constant K2 depending on y such 
that I ~ R ~ K2- I > 0 and IR'I,IR"I ~ K2 . Recalling the 
expressions (5.15) ar,d (5.16) giving '¥ and H in terms 
of tP and f I, we have that 
(5.30) -2 q = 
The term 
for N['¥,H,c*J 
(5.31) ¢(w) = 
¢(w) appearing in the 
is written in the forM 
w 
(f/c) J 1 [-L+ p(e~w) 2n 
0 
expression (5.28) 
a~ (e iW)] 
ar dw 
rather than (5.14), where the constant c ~s given by 
(5.32) c = 
2n r i..o -, 
J' 1 I-I + a'¥(e }J dw • o p(e~w):~ ar 
The factor c ~s introduced to make sure ¢(w+2n}-¢(w)= -f, 
" so that Q(Q(w» is 2n-per~od~c and smooth. 
We first descrl.be the ~nequal~tl.es used ~n the proof 
of LeffiIlla A. S~nce the expressions (5.28), (5.29), (5.30), 
and (5.31) are rather complicated, we do ~ot attempt to 
present all the detal.ls. We have chosen the data 0(5) to 
be smooth enough so that noth~ng more sophist1cated than 
the mean value theorem ~s needed. 
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We assume ('I',H) E B(o/2,l) • 
large enough, M[!,H,c.] E Ca(D) 
We claim that if c* is 
2 with IM['I',H,c*]l a ~K6/c* , 
and N[',H,c*] E Cl+a(D) with IN[W,H,C*]l l +a ,3D ~ ~ Kb (l/c. 2 + l'I'i 2+a ). In the following expressions, K j 
will denote constants depending only on a,o,y, and RQ• 
Consideration of the expression (5.30) for q2 shows 
-2 
-2 I that q E Cl+~(D) with Iq Dl +a ~ K9 • Recalling the 
properties of the function p = R{q2/c ;} defined by (5.12), 
we see that p E Cl +a (D) \Y'i th I pll+a ~ Kio ' provided 
2 t 
-2 2 that we have chosen c* ~ K9/Kl • This choice keeps q /c* 
on the subsonic branch of the dens~ty-streom function 
relation. We then see from (5.28) that H[~',H,c*J E Ca(D) 
t 2 and we obtain !M['I',H,c*Jl a ~ Kll/c •• 
l~e next observe that each of the three terms on the 
right hand side of the expression (5.29) for N['I',H,c*] are 
in Cl +a (3D). The first term is well behaved si~ce we have 
If I ~ 2no and 1'I'1 2+a ~ 0/2, giving I (2n/f) (3'1'/3r) (e1W ) I ~~ , 
and its norm ~s bounded by a constant tL~es 1'I'1 2+a • The 
second term log p(e~w) is also well behaved since p is 
bounded away from zero, and we can est~mate 
I ( iw) I / 2 log p e 1+a,3D < K12 c* • 





R t ( tq2 /c* 2) 
-2 2 R(tq /c* ) 
dt 
,-. 
by the mean value theorem. 
The last term in (S.2a) can be estimated \ ., ..... 
This inequality is more complicated and we sketch it as 
" follows. Us~ng the fact that Q is three ':mes continuously 
differentiable one car easily obtain 
Ilog 6(9{W}) - log Q(-fw/2nJ' 1+a ,dD 
We then express O{w) + rw/2n in the form 
w 
¢(w) + rw/2"T f+ c f 1 [f a'l'J dw = -- - - + c p 2n ar 
0 
w w 
J ] ._p [l'- + a'l'J dw ( ~ dw p 2n ar - J dr 
0 0 
and estimate the three express~ons on the right in terms 











, - + - d!ll-2n '3 r 
( d'l' 
J ar dw. 
o 
We again ga~n a factor 1/c*2 from the exprcssio~ p-l, and 
we may obtain 
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r.. ,..-
and (5.31) follows. \~e therefore have an inequality 
2 
as stated in Lemma A, provided c A ~ K9/Kl • 
We now cons~der Lemma B. \'le wish to verify that if 
('l,Hl ), ('2,H2 ) E B(&/2,1) and c. is large enough, we 
have 
(5.32) IM['l,Hl,c*] - M['2,H2 ,c.]l a 
< (Kg/c*2)(1'I'l-'3 12+a + IH1-H3Il+a) , 
Consider the f~rst 1nequality. The form of (5.28) shows 
that, with an obvious notat1on, we may wr1te 
It is eas11y seen that the last term is ~ominated by some 
constant t1mes IHl - H211+a • EX3M1nat1on of the express10n 
( -2 5.30) for q shm ... s that '!fIe also have 
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and using this result with p -2 2 = R(q Ic. ) then g~ves the 
first inequality (~.32). 
To obtain the estimate (5.33) we wr~te 
and estimate each of the terms on the r1ght separately. 
The last express10n is the most complicated, and can be 
treatea 1n the same fash10n as was the term 
Ilog 6(¢(l,I») - log Q(-r<1.l/ 2"'l);1+('t,dO in Lemma A. 
Straightforward calculat10ns then show that an cst1mate 
of the form (5.33) holds, and the statements of Lenuna B 
follo\-J. The map 0'2,11 2 ) = L(~'l,Hl'c.) 1S a contrnction 
and has a unique f1xed point that can be obta1ned by 
1terat10n. 
There rema1ns a techn1cal p01n t due to the 1ntroductlon 
of the fuctor c 1n the expresslon (5.30) [or <I (t.I). 
He: desire the f1xcd p01nt (~' ,II) of the mapp1ng to prov1dc 
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solutions ~(~) and F(~) = _~2 f'(~) to the equations (5.11) 
and (5.13), where (5.14) rather than (5.30) is the expres-
sion for ¢ (w). Therefore we should check that for the 
fixed point (~,H) we have 
211' 
c = J !. IrI- + ~] dw :: - r p .211' a r 
o 
To see this, note that the corresponding funct~on 
~(~) = (r/2n) 10gl~1 + ~(~) by construction satisfies 
the equation 
with ~(~) ~ r/2n log I~I as ~ ~ 0, whether or not c = - r. 
By Green's theorem we therefore have 
211' 211' 
C = J 1 J 
o o 
r 
= - p (0) • 
The expression (5.30) for q2 shows that 
1 3~' iw dw ar(£e )£ 
-2 2 
p(O) = R(q (O)/c* ) = 1, so c = - r as des~red. This 
completes the convergence proof for the subsinic ~nverse 
problem. 
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VI. DESCRIPTION OF THE CODE 
. , 
In this chapter we explain how to modify the input 
speed distribution in order to obtain airfoils with given 
specifications. We also describe the other ~nput para-
meters necessary for the operation of the design mode. 
1. Ach~eving Des~gn Spec~fications 
We refer c~ain to the speed distribut~on illustrated 
3 
in Figure 2. The form of the upper surface d~stribution 
determines the amount of wave drag experienced by the 
airfoil and the growth of the boundary layer along the 
upper s11rface. We suggest using a distribut~on w~th 
constant superson~c values over the first portion of the 
profile, followed by decreasing vallles along the rest 
of the surface in accordance with the Stratford criterion 
C
sep ~ 0.003 near the trailing edge. 
The value of c* should be determ~ned so that the 
superson~c zone has the proper s~ze, as discussed in 
Section 4.1. 
The lift of the airfoil is rel~ted to the area between 
the upper and lower surface speed d~str~butions. By vary~ng 






as desired over the airfoil. The free stream Mach number 
is also affected by changes 1n the speed distr1bution. 
For example, increasing the magn1tude of the velocities 
along the lower surface w111 generally decrease the lift 
and increase Mco. 
The thickness-to-chord ratio of the wing sect10n can 
be adjusted by varying the slope of the speed distribution 
near the stagnat10n point Q = o. Increas1ng the slope 
will result 1n a thinner profile with little change in 
the lift of the airfoil. The free stream Mach number also 
increases as the thickness-to-chord ra~io 1S decreased. 
The vertical separation between the upp~r and lower surfaces 
is decreased as the slope is increased. 
The relat1ve position of the upper and IOvler surfaces 
at the trailing edge can be adjusted by chang1ng the 
velocity distr1bution near the tail. The vertical separa-
tion is Increased by raising the prescribed speed at the 
tail on both the upper and lower surfaces. Thi~ w~11 not 
have a strong effect on the thickness-to-chord ratio. For 
most purposes the vertical separation should be around 
0.015 so that after removing the boundary layer a gap of 
around 0.007 rema1ns. The horizontal separation can be 
adJusted by changing the amount of arc length near the 
tail. 
Finally, we ment10n that a decrease in the prescribed 





supersonic zone, increase the free stream Mach number, 
decrease the thickness-to-chord ratio, and increase 
the vertical separation at the trailing edge. It should 
have 1J.=tl~ effect on ~he lift or horizontal separation 
at the tail. 
When designing an airfoil with given specifications 
it is advisable to proceed in stages by modifying the 
pressure distribution in the appropriate areas one at a 
time so that the effects of each change can be isolated. 
When beginning a new design it is useful to make the 
initial runs on a coarse mesh of 40x7 or 80xj5 points, 
where results can be obtained in one or two m~nutes 
on the CDC 6600. The finer mesh can then be used to 
make minor adjustments to the pressure dis7.ribution and 




2. Operation of The Code 
We have included the design modification to program H 
in such a way that when design par~eters are not explicitly 
specif~ed, they nSSUMe default values th~t do not affect 
the operation of the analys~s routine. The description 
of the operation of the analysis code given in l4J therefore 
remains ~n effect for the ne\,l version also. We assume 
the user is familiar w~th this description of the analysis 
routine. 
For operation of the design mode, the input speed 
distr~bution should be provided on TAPE6 in the format 
given ~n Table 7.1, \·lith negative values along the lower 
surface followed by posit~ve values on the upper surface, 
as in Figu=e 3. The arc length s must be monoton~cally 
increasing. 
Table 7.2 contains the other input parameters necessary 
for operation in the des~gn mode. These parameters have 
default values as ~ndicated and can also be specified uS1ng 
standard namelist convent~ons. We provide some sample 
commands below to illustrate theJ.r us€'o 
The parameter NDES specifies the number of overall 
iteratJ.ons to be performed in the desl.gn mode. Each ~tera-
tion consists of NS cycles of flow computatl.ons, followed 
by a new mapping to the unJ.t cJ.rcle as descr~bed l.n Sec-





mapping function is small compareu to the time required 
to find the flow past a profile, we usc relatively few 
cycles of flow co~putation between each mapping. We 
generally specify NS = 10, NFAST = 0, and NREXLAX = 1, 
so that 10 relaxation sweeps are used between each 
mapping. The results we have prese .. ted have all been 
produced with this choice. 
The parameter T5TEP is a relaxation factor for the 
Fourier coefficients d~termining the mapping function. 
The rate of convergence of the overall iteration procedure 
depands on the value of TSTEP. If TSTEP is too large, the 
coordi~ates of the prof1le may oscillate a~d the scheme 
will converge slowly or not at all. When a small amount 
of artificial v1scosity is being used in the flow equatio~s, 
it is sometimes necessary to use smaller values of TSTEP 
to avoid abrupt changes in the successive prof1les that 
may cause undesirable shock formation. lve have TSTEP '" 0.2 
for the design procedure outlined in Section 4.1. 
An example of the control cards and data cards used 
to des1gn an airfoil on the CHtS CDC 6600 is given below. 
To improve turnaround time we have found it conven1ent to 
break up the Job 1nto several shorter Jobs rather than one 
longer Job. 








Speed contains O(s) as in Table 7.1 
HOES ~s a compiled version of the 
d o fO d \/ 1 ° d mo ~ ~e cana ys~s co e H. 
,'1 
Tape3 contains data to continue 
the computation if des~red. 
Tapc4 contains the coordinates 
of the resulting airfo~l in FSYM=l.O 
format, and the f~nal pressure 
distribution. 
For an initial run on a crude grid, the first card 
used as input to the program could be 
[ $P RN = 0., ALP=O., NOES=l $ ] 
NOES = I puts th~ code in the design mode. The specified 
angle of attack with respect to the x and y ax~s must also 
be given on this card. The Reynolds number is zero for the 
inv~scid flow calculations. The speed distr1bution is read 
from TAPE6 and a plot of O(s) is prov1ded. (If CSTAR < 0, 
the program will then term1nate.) 
The next cards are 
[ $P N5=-I, ITYP=1 $ ] 
The grid 1S coarsened from 160x30 to 80x1S. 






The gird is coarsened from aOx75 to 40vl. 
$P NOES=20, NS=lO, NFAST=O, 
NRELAX=l, EPSl=O.5, TSTEP=O.2, 
REH=0.5, ITYP=4, XP=l.O, 
KOES=lO ] 
Tw .... ,ty design cycles are performed. After e~ch increment 
of 10 (ROES) cycles, the coord~nates of the result~ng ai~-
foil, the Mach numbar diagraM, and a Calcomp plot of , 
~t~l 1- +-' 
the flow are produced. XP=l. causes the desired~pressure 
distr~but~on to be plotted on the graph 3lso; ~f xp=o. 
it will not appear. The results of this computation are 
automatically saved on TAPE3 after NOES cycles. 
[ $P NS=1, ITYP=-l $ ] 
The grid ~5 ref~ned from 40x7 to SOxIS. 
[ $P NOES=20, NS=IO, ITYP=4 
Twenty more des~gn runs are performed on the new gr~d, and 
the results re\Olr~tten on TAPE3. 
[ $P ITYP=O, XP=O. 
The computat~on ztops. XP=O. causes the a~rfo~l coord~nales 
to be wr~tten on TAPE4. ThlS run takes about 90 CP sec-
onds executl0n tlme. 
If the a~rfoil produced by th~s run does not mee~ the 
desired des~gn specif~cat~ons, Q{s) is changed and the run 
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is repeated. If the airfo11 is satisfactory, the run may be 
continued on a finer mesh as follows. 
GETPF(TAPE3 = COHP1) 
GETPF(LOG = HOES) 
LGO. 
SAVE (TAPE3 = COMP2) 
SAVE (TAPE4 = COORD2} 
The data cards are then 
SP NOES = 1, RN = 0., ALP = o. $1 
SP NS = -1, ITYP = 1 $ J 
Coarsen mesh from 160 30 to 80 15. 
[ $P NS = 0, ITYP = 1 $ ) 
Read in data stored on TAPE3 (stored t-rith HxN = 80xlS) 
to cont1nue the ~omputat10n. 
$P NS=l, ITYP= -1 $ J 
SP NOES ~ 10, NS = 10, ESPl =1., ITYP = 4 $ J 
SP ITYP = 0, XP = O. S J 
This run tak~s about 130 CP seconds execut10n time. 
The next run might have 
SP NOES = 1, RN = O. , ALP = O. S 1 
SP NS = 0, ITYP = 1 J 
$P NOES = 10, NS = 10, EPSI = 0.75, rryp = 4 
SP ITYP = 0, XP = O. S J , 
and so on. 
80 
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If it is desired to do the design in a single run, 
the data cards mlght read: 
$P NOES = 1, RN = 0., ALP = O. ~ 
$P NS = -1, ITYP = 1 ] 
SP NS = -1, ITYP = 1 ] 
SP NOES = 20, NS = 10, NFAST = 0, 
NRELAX == 1, CPSI == 0.5, TSTLP = 0.2, 
RI;H 
== 0.5, ITYP = 4, KOES = 10, XP == 1. 
SP ~S = I, ITYP = -1 $ 
$P NOES = 20, NS = 10, ITYP = 4 S ] 
$P NS = I, ITYP == -1 $ 
SP NDES = 10, NS =- 10, EPSI = 1.0, ITYP 
$P NDBS = 10, NS = 10, EPSI = 0.75, ITYP 
$P NOES = 10, ~S = 10, CPSl = 0.50, ITY:!? 
SP ITYP = 0, XP = o. J 
$ ] 
= 4 $ J 
== 4 $ 
.. • $ .. 
ThlS run takes nbout 520 CP seconds e~~cution tl~e on the 
ClMS COC 6600. 
Fo:- the present verSlon of the code, a sep.trate run 
1S required to perform a boundary layer correctl0n for 
the airfol1 desl.gned with lnvi3cld th~ rye Assurnlng the 
coordinates and pressure dl~trlbution from the dcsiqn run 
\vere storC'd on TAPE4 = COORD1, the cont.rol carJs for a 
boundary layer correction would be 
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GETPF(TAPE3 = COORD1) 
GETPF{LGO = HDES) 
LGO. 
SAVE(TAPE3 = COORD2) 
The requj red data :.a:.-Js have the form 
$P RN = 20.~a6, XP = -1., PC5 = 0.07, PLTSZ=B a $ ] 
$P ITYP = 0, xp = O. 
COORD2 tht~n contcuns the corrected coord~nates tn FSYM = 2.0 
format. A plot of the profile is also generated by this 
run. 
Finally, we ment~on that the paramet~l XOUT can be 
~sed to obtain speed distribut~ons for use ~n the des~gn 
mode. The command 
$P XOCT = 1. 0 
will cause the speed distr~but~on currently ~n memory to be 
written on TAPEJ ~n the format slrown ~n Table 7.1. 
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TABLE 7.1. TAPE6 INPUT SPEED DISTRIBUTION 0(5). 
1~.lS. 1-10 11-20 21-40 
... , 
... , (;ards ........ I 
1 XIN CSTAR 
2 
-101 at tail initial value of 
arclenqth 










TABLE 7.2. DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Glossary of Input Parameters for Design Mode 
Parameter Default Description 
CSTAR 100. Real. Critical speed c.. If c. < 0, the 
program plots the prescr1bed speed d1stri-














Integer. Graphs and flow printout are 
generated every RDES design cycles. 
Real. Artificial V1SCOS1ty cocffic1cnt £1 
appearing in the express10n (3.16). 
Integer. Number of des1gn 1terat1ons 
to be performed. 
Real. Length in inches of profile in 
graph generated when boundary layer 
correction is performed • 
• 85 Real. Lowe~ limit HO of the cutof:': 
furction V(H) in formula (3.16) 
.95 Real. Upper li~it HI of the cutoff 





Real. Relaxat10n pa:ameter for determ1na-
tion of Hoo. 
Real. Relaxat10n parameter for coeff1c1-
ents of mapp1ng funct10n. 
Real. XOUT = 1 causes the current 
ve1oc1ty d1stribut10n to be written 
on TAPE3 in the format of Table 7.1. 
The computation 1S then term1nated 
Real. Number of p01nts used 1n prescr1bing 
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M = 1 
M < 1 
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- ANAl YSIS 
M*N=160*30 NCY= 
M=.750 RLP~ 2.00 
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2,-t: 
10 NO VISCOSITY 
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upper surface distribution 
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stagnation point at nose 
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lower surface distribution 





















c ___ -==---= 
AIRFDIL 72-05-12 M=.750 CL=O.600 RN=O.on 
M*N=160~30 NCY=10 CO=.0008 
M*N= 80~15 NCY=20 CO=.0003 










c ___ --==-====== 
AIRFBIL 72-05-12 M=.750 CL=0.600 RN=O.OO 
M*N=160*30 EPS1=0.O CO=.0008 
M~N=160*30 EPSl=O.l CO=.0002 
EPSl=O.4 CO=.oooo 
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VISCOUS DESfGN M~N=160~30 NCY= 300 EPSl= .500 
RRT. VISe. M~.746 qLP~ O.UO CL= .619 CO=.0011 
6. r NPUT CP rIc: .118 OO~ .64E-02 DPHI= .JIE-03 
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REPRODUCIDILITY OF THE 














































~ INPUT rp 
Fiqure 8 
.-----
M*N=160-30 NCY~ 200 ~PS1= .750 
M~.776 ALP: 0.00 Cl~ .639 [0=.0056 
TIC: .118 OU: .Y5c-02 OPrlI=-.Y9~-04 
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DRAG RISE CURVES FOR AIRFOIL 75-06-12 AND 













Alf\fLJIl 7i-LJ6-13 M;j(N=16l))I(3LJ NCY= lLJ NO VISCOSITY 















8. fNPUT CP 
Figure 11 
E.PS 1 = 500 
M=.712 RLP~ 0.00 CL~ .Y80 eD~-.G002 



























+ DESIGN MODE 
.002 ~ HCDOGRAPH CODE 
o . 000 ~---r----l-I---+-I -----jll--- MACH 
.500 .600 .700 .800 
DRAG RISE C' !P.VES FOR SUPERCR I T I CAL 
























AIRFOl~ 75-05-13 M*N~160*30 
-- THEORY M=.740 RLP= 
102 
NCY= 10 R= 8 MILLI 












D. INPUT CP 
Figure 14 
M~N~160~30 NCY~ 700 EPS1= .050 
~=.775 ALP= 0.00 Cl= ·639 CD~.OOYO 









'~J.PIWDUCIBILITY OF THE 




















liEPRODucmILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POO~ 
llSTIt-.G OF COuE 
P~OGPA~ H(I~PUT c bb,OJTPUT • 50C,TAPE3 ~ t00,TAP~4 • 4Gu,/APE2 • lOUTP~T,TA~E; a INPvT,TAPcO) 
C~M~C~/FL/FlUXT4,CD4,~u~,lhLCL 
CO~MUN PHIClb2,31),rPCio2,3i),A(3l),oC31),C(31),DI31),EC31) 1 ,~P(31),~PP(31),RI31),RSC31),~IC31),AA(loZ),bb(lbl),CO(1~2) 2 ,SI(lb2),PHIR(lb2),AC(loZ),YCllb?'J,rM(!~2),A~Cl(lt2J,DSur.ll~2) 3 ,AN~OLGClb2),XGLLCl~2J,YJLDllt2),A~tOlOClb2J,OElOlD(lb2) 4 ,~P4(31),kP5C31) 
CLMMu~ IAI Pl,TP,KA~,E~,ALP,F~,PCH,XP,T~,CHO,GPHl,CL,~Cl,Y~ 1 ,XA,YA,Tl,DT,DR,DtlTM,Dtl~'KA,DCN,DSN,RA4,EPSIL,QCRIT,Cl,el 2 ,C4,C5,Cb,C7,blT,~tIA,F~YM1X~FP,SePM,TTLE(4),M,N,MM,Nh,hS~ 3 ,IK,JK,IZ,ITyp,MOOe,li,hFC,~CY,N~N,NG,lJIM,N2,N3,N4,NT,lxX 4 ,NprS,lL,I,l~EP,~4,t-.~~,~P~1,~~ES'ALEN,SCALQl 5 ,SCAl~J,Nb,GA~~A,NQPTIC~TAR,RcM,DcP,QI~F,TSTEP,X~LT b ,INC,QFAC,GA~,KDLS,~LT~Z,~Pl,OPU 
DI~E~SI8N COHC(87),CLAI2),NAM~~~(b) 
EQUIVAlE~~F CCOMCCl),?r),(CL~,CL~:l»,(ALPX,CLA(Z» LST~RR IS THF SLdRCUTl~E T~ PRCCES~ A hA~ELIST tRkUR EXHPNAL LSTE~R 
***"l(JN-AN~ I ** * 
NAHELIST IPI ALP,8ETA,oCP,Cl,lM,rSYM,G~M~A,lS,ITYP,lZ,KP,lL,l~EP, 1 M,~,~FC,NPTS,NR~,~S,NSl,PCH,RBCP,~CL1~GEl,~FLO,R~,SEPh,sr, 2 X10~,XP,XSEP,~RELAX,~~A~T 
3 ,EPSl,CSTAR,NDfS,REM'JEP,TST~P,~OuT,KCES,?LTSZ,Q~l,uPu DATA GAMMA/l.41 , ST/O.I , XMGN/.Q51 , ~3CP/.IOI , RFLO/l.41 , 1 ~DEl/.l~51 , bCP/.41 , ~Sl1201 , N$/ll , KP/11 DATA ~~/51 , ~Ar.EkP/o.JI , Ul,D2,Sl/3*C.1 , ~Pl/.41 ,XPF/l.1 1 ,~f::bl 





THESE TWa CARDS TRANSMIT TO THl SYSTEM THE RECOV~~Y ADD~E~S ~AME~R(5) = LOCF(LSTt~R) 
CALL SYSrl~C(b6,NA~E~K) 








IF (lZ.GE.80) N4 = N2 
IF (~~.E~.O) Gu TQ 30 
Ct.ll RESTRT 
CLX • 1.L 
ALPX:: KAD*ALP 
GG Te 140 
10 wRITE (N2,180) 
~~h=l 
ALP .. 100. 
Cl = 100. 
C ****~J~-ANSI** •• 
~EAD lN5,P) 
L~ :0: RN*I.E-b+.~ 
TH ., 3HALP 





IF (ABS(XOUT).GT •• ~) GJ 1::1 7727 
GO TO 7726 
7727 CALL OUTPT 
CALL ~LOT(O.,0.,999) 
STOP 
772iJ CONT INUE 
C SELECT 8UTPUT TAPE 
N4 = M4 
IF (lZ.Gt.80) N4 = N2 
C2 a .5*(GAMMA-I.) 
C7 = GAMMA/CGAMfA-l.) 
IF (ALP.EC.IOO.) GJ TJ 20 
C A~P nAS 6lE~ INPUTTEL, KEEP IT FIXED 
NCY = a 
MODE • : 
ALPX .. ALP 
20 ALP = ALPX/RAD 
If CCL.EC.100.) GO Te 25 
C CL HAS BEEN I~PUTTED, KEEP IT FIXED 
NCY .. 0 
MODE = 0 
YA :: .S*Cl/CHD-DPHI 
00 114 L :0: 1, M 
DO 114 J .. l,NN 
114 PHI(l,J) :: PHl(L,J)+YA*PnIPCL) 
DPHI ... 5 *CLlCHt, 
CLX :: r.L 
?5 CL .. ('LX 
C ChANGE PAkAMETERS whl~H DEPEND ON rrll rACH NUMBER 
EM :: AMAXl(tM,.1[-4~) 
If CEM.NE.EMX) ~CY :: 0 
C1 • C2+1./(EM *tM 
C6 = C2*£M *EM 
C4 = 1.+Co 
C; = 1./(Cb*C7) 
J 
OCRlT • (Cl+Cl)/(GAMMA+l.) 
BET a SORTCl.-Eh .~M )-1. 
C CHECK FOK TE~MINAT~,~ErRIEVt, OR STOkE INSTRUCTIONS 
C IK wILL 8E -1 G~LY If rH~~E IS A NAMlLlST lRROR 
IF (ITYP.EC.O).GR.(IK.lO.-l)' GO TO 170 
CALL COS I 
IF (~S.NE.O) ~o TO 4~ 
kt: W!fiD N 3 
IF (ITYP.GT.O) GO TO 30 
W~ITECN3) C0~C,PHI,AA,tlB,ARCOLD,A~GOlD,XOLD,YOLO,UELULOlk,KS,~I 
1 ,DSuMIGA~HA,XMONIRacp,~~LG,RDEl,BCPIN51,Kp,ST 
GO TO 140 
30 klAn (N3) COMC,PHI,AA,&B,AkC8LDtANGOLU,XOLU,YOLD,DElOLL'K,K~,Rl 
1 ,DSUH,GAMMA,XMON,RBCP,RFLO,k~E~,~~P,N~I,KP,ST 
CALL MAP 
GO TO 14v 
40 CONTINUE 
I~ C~S.GT.O' GO TO 70 
NS • C 
C Gu TO CRULE GRID IF ITYP.GT.O 
IF CITYP.GT.O) CALL kEM:~H(-I) 
GO TO 140 
70 IF (liYP.GT.C} GO TO ~9 
C ~O BACK TO rI~EK GRID 
CALL REMESH(l > 
GO TO 140 
C SEt UP CONSTANTS AND DJ CUN~OkKAL M~PPING 
qq KD = 1 
100 XPHII .. O. 
IF ( RCl.NE.O.) XPHIl = 2 .• CH~/~CL 
XA ,. 1.-2./kF-LO 
AN GO = -RAD*BB(I' 
TXT = 3H Cl 
Ir (MOD~.tC.O) TXT = 3rlAlP 
DO AT M~S' NS CY~lFS 
If (~N.lt.O.) ~SI • 10JOOJO 
LXX = M+2 
80 LXX := IXX-l 
IF eXCeIXX-l).GT.XMON) Gu TO 8e 
lC = 0 
DO I?G K • 1, t.j~ 
lr C~OES.GE.O) GO TO IJ~ 
If (MODeLC,~6J.~E.O) GJ TJ 10~ 
~PITE eN2,210) TXT 
lC c LC+1 
10; CONTINUE 
IF(NFAST.LE.JI GO TG 1~1 
CAll SWHPI 
141 IFeNRELAX.LE.O) GO TO 1,1 




NCY = ~CY+l 
107 
REPRO/) Ucm 
aRIO Jl. TAL ILl 1'"r 0" 
J.\ PAG I •• : 
E IS POIlU 
I 
8 
ALPX • RAOHLP 
C l X • 2. * 0 PHI * C:'i 0 
YA .. YA*XPHll 
C wRITE RE~IDUAL~ ON ~~ EV~KY KP CYCLES 
IF (NOES.GE.O) GO TO 110 
IF (MOO(K,KP).NE.O) GJ TQ 110 




ANGO • -RAO.9B(l' 
WRITE (N2,1~O' NCY,YR,YA,Dl,C2,IK,JK,NSP,ClA(Z-MUuE),ANGG,CP1, 
1 CD\tI~CD4 
C CO A aOUNDRY LAYER CtRRE~TIQN EVERY N31 CYCLES 
110 IF (MOD(~,NS1'.NE.O) GO TO 14~ 
IF (K.EQ.~S' Gu TO 140 
WRITE: (N2,190) 
LC • lC+l 
FSYM ,. 6. 
CAll GTU~e(Dl,02,C~l,dCP,Sl/R~El,RbCP) 
ANGO ,. -~A~*dB(lJ 
IF (~ODE.E~.O' DPHI :: .5*ClX/CH~ 
C CHECK TO SEE IF ~E HAV~ SATISFIED CONVE~GE~Cl CkITENIA 
125 I~ (AMAX1(ABS(y~),ASS(YA».lT.ST) GO Te 310 
120 CONTINUE 
310 IF<NOES.U:.O) Gl! TO 14J 
CAll CYCLE 




13~ IF (KD.EO.NO~$) GC TO 139 
K~ :: 1(0+1 
GO TO lOu 
139 REW!PcD N3 
IT YP = 1 
W~ITE(N3) COMC,PHI,AA,~B,ARCOlD,A~GJlO,XJLO,YOLD,O~LOLU,RI~S,RI 
1 ,DSUM~GA~~A,XMONIRBCP,RFLO,RDEL,dCP,NSl,~P,~T 
140 I1YP = IAbS(ITYP) 
(L :: CLX 
L~ = RN*1.~-b+.!; 
XPF • XPF*AMINO(1,IA6S(M4-N4» 
XP :: XP*XPF 
C~LL SECU~D(lIXE) 
NTPE = N4 
TXT • 3HALP 
IF (NODE.EJ.O) TXT = 3~ CL 
1 ~ 0 V. f< IT E (N T P E , 200 ) E'I, T Xl , C L A ( M 0 [. H 1) , L N, M, til, N S , T 11'1 E , H L G, .. C. l t 1\ lH: L , 
1 kBCP,PEjA,ST,PCH,SEPM.X~EP,~PT~,I~,LL,IZ 
Z ,EPSl,~DES,k~M,N~AS1,~{ELAX,ITYP,FSYM,r51tP,ULP 
IF (~TPE.E~.~2) GU TO l~u 
NTPE " N2 
GO TO 150 







l:HX • EM 
lTYP-l 
GO TO 10 
170 !TYP .. " 
IF (lK.E~.-l) WRITE (N4,220) 
CALL GTU~B(Dl,D2,CPl,dC~,~lIRUflIRBCP) C TEPMINATE PLOT 
CAll PlCT(O.,O.,999) 
CAll EXIT 
180 FORMAT (7~ REAV PI) 
190 FGR~AT(;X'I4,"F12.j,1~IIj,Ib,2~lO.4,cFl!",Fll.~) 200 fORMAT (4HOEM=F4.3,3X4j,lH=r;.2,3XjHRN-l~,2H~t,3X4H~~~.,lJ,lH+,12, 1 3X3HNS·I4,3X5hTl~t=F7.2/blf ~FlO=F~.~,3X.4H~Cl.F4.2,3X~H~CtL-f4.3 2 13X;HR6CP~F3.2,3x;NlEr~.F4.2,3x3HST .. ,~7.11 5H PCH.F4.~, 3 3X5HSEPM~F~.4,3X;HXScPzF4.2,3X5HNPTl=I313x3hrS·12,3X3NLL-13, 4 3X3HIZ=I31 6H l:PS1=~d.4,3X6H NuES-I3,3X 5 ,4HKE~=F8.4.7H NFAST=I3,3x,7HNkELAX=I3,1, b 3X,;Hlryp-13,3X,;HfSr~.Fd.4,3X,bHrSTtP=,fb.4,3X,4HDl:P- ,~e.4,11) 210 FGRMAT(lH15X3HNCYbX4HOPHI~X3HUCl,dX,4H~Del,hX,4BubCP,5X,2HIK_ 1 2X,2HJK,ZX3rlNSP,5XA4,'X4HANGO,6X3HCPI,dX3HC~w,UX2HCU/) 220 FORMAT (2IHO*9*NAMELI~T tRRGP***,10Y,20HPRUGQAM Tu TEKMl~Arl: ENO 
SUB~~UTIN~ lST~RR 
Cw~MON IAI M(47),IK 




CGMMO~ PHI(16~,31),FP(162,31),A(31),d(31J,r(31),~(31),~(31J 1 ,RP(31),~PP(31),~(31),~S(31),~I(Jl),AA(162),rlu(lb2),CG(l~,l 2 ,SI(16?),PHl~(lt2),)C(ltl),YC(16lJ,F~(lb~),ARCL(ltl),DS~M(lb2) 3 ,ANGJlD(162),XOLU(lt2),yalD(lb2),ARCOL~(162),UElULD(ltil 4 ,RP4(31JrRP5(31) 
CU~~ON IAI Pl,TP,~AD,[~,ALP/~~,PC~,XP,l~,CHG,UPHl,Cl,~LL,rK 1 , XA, Y A I T Et 0 T ,OR, Dll Ttt, D ll~, "A, 0 eN, t> ~ N, R A 4, E ? S ll, (.. C R 1 T, C 1 , C, 2 ,C4,C5,:t,C7,eEr,oETA,FSYM/XSEP,StPM,TILE(~),M,N,MM,N~,~~? 3 , I K , J K, 1 Z , IT Y 1> , M l; [J L ,IS, N t- C , i'c C Y , i\ lUi, r,,;, 1 J 1 N , N Z , :0, r~ 4 , NT, I ~ X 4 ,~PTS,LL/I,L3EP,M4,hL~,~PSl/NDES,AlEN/~CAlO, 5 ,SCAl~J,hh,GA~MA,Nu~r,C5TAK/KE~,uEP,~I~F,TSTtP,XLuT 6 IINC,wFAC,GAM,KuEl,PLI~l.u~L,CPu C SET UP CJ~ST~~T~ 
Tf' = PI+PI 
,,'AO a: ISO.IPI 
ALP :: ALP/RAD 
IF ((r-..+l).i'iE.NN.UR.(f'1+1).M.t'~·) NCY:: C 
;1,.. :: M+l 
109 
IF Cll.EO.O) II • 1'1/2+1 
N~ .. ~+l 
D~ D -l./fLOAT(~J 
or • TP/FlOATU-:) 
DCN a CO~ C oTJ 
OSN I: SINCoT) 
DElR .. • 5/DR 
DelHi • • 5IDT 
RA .. DT/oR 
RA4 .. oHOT 
00 10 K a 1,N 
RCK) • 1.+DR*FLOATCK-IJ 
RSCK) .. CRA*RCK»)*CRA*RCK») 
RICK) .. -.2~*OT/RCK) 
10 CONTINUE 
R(NN) • O. 
B~T • SORTCl.-EM*EM) -1. 
IF CNOES.GE.O) GO TO 5 
CALL AlRFOL 
GO TO b 
5 CALL REAOOS 
6 CONTINUE 
IF CMODE.EO.l) CL .. 6.*Pl*CHD*SIClI/C1.+SETI OPHI • .5*CLlCHO 
liA .. MM/3 
Hb • MM-~.((MA+IJ/2' 
IfCCNT.GT.140).OR.CXP.LT.O.» JK • -1 Ja1 
DO 40 L .. 1,MM 
OHOlO(l) '" O. 
OSUM e J) If O. 
ARCOLO«().ARCLeJ) 
IF(J.GE.MM) GO TG 70 
IF(CJ.LE.MA,.DR.(J.Gl.~BJ) J·J+1 
O~UM ( J) • O. 
JaJ+1 
40 CONTINU!: 
70 NT • L 
WRITE CN4,100) NT 
100 FORMAT (IHO,I4,45H POINTS wILL BE USlO TO DEFINt INNeR AIRFOIL) CALL SPLIFCMM,ARCl,XC,YHII1,3',PHICl,?),PHICl,7),3,O.,3,0.) CALL INTPL'NT,A~COLD, XOLO,A~tL,XC,PHICl,J),PHlC1,~J,PHlI1,7» CALL SPlIFCMM,ARCl,YCIPHICl,31/PHIel,~"p~I(1,71,j,U.,J,u.J CALL INTPl(NT,APCUlO, YOlU,ARCl,YC,PHICl,3),PH!el,5),PHlel,7') CALL SPLIF(M~,A~Cl,FM,PHlel,3),FHlel,5),PHlCl,7),3,v.,3,O.) CALL INTPle~T,ARCOLC,ANGOLO,ARCl/FM,PHIC1,J),PHICl,~),PHl(1,7» DO 60 l • I,M 
DO 50 J .. 1,NN 
~o PHICl,J) • RCJ)*COCl)+aPHI*PHIRCl) 60 CDNTINlJE 
FSYM = FSYM-12. 






SlJBROUTI NE COS 1 
C SET THE SINES,COSINE~, AND T~E TeRM AT INFINITY 
C 
COMMON PHI(162,31),FP(162,31),A(31),~(31)/~(31),D(31),t(Jl) 1 ,RP(31),RPP(31),R(31),RS(31),R!(31),A~(lt2),5B(lb2)/CO (lbZ) Z ,SI(16Z),PHI~(162),XC(162),YC(162),FM(162),ARCL(162),DSUM(lo~) 3 ,AN60LD(lo2),XOlD(162),YOlUt162),A~COLD(162),OELGLDClo Z) 4 ,RP4(31),RP5C31) 
COMMGN IAI PI,T~,RADIEM,ALP'kN,PCH,XP,TC,CHD,DPMI,Cl,RCl'YK 1 ,XA,YA,T~,LT,OR,DllTH,D(lR,~A,LCN,DSN,~A4,EPSIL,OCklT,Gl,C2 2 ,C4,C5,Cb,C7,ElT,BfTA,FSYM,XSEP,SEPM,TrLE(4),M,~,M~'N~,N~P 3 ,IK,JK,IZ,ITYP,MOOE,!5,NFC,NCy,NRN,NG,IalM,~2,N3,N4,~T,lXX 4 ,NPT~,LL,I,LScP,~4,~E~,£PSl,NDE~,XLEN,SCALQI 5 ,SCAlOO,N6,GAMMA,NQPT,CSTA~,REM,UE?,QINF,TSTEP,XUUT 6 ,INC.QFAC,GAM,~DfS,PLTSZ,QPl,QPU 
TPI = 1.ITP 
ANG .. ALP+OB(l) 
SN .. SIN(ANG) 
CN = SORT Cl.-SN*~N) 
DO 10 L .. I,M 
CO(U .. cr-. 
SHU" st-. 
PHIR(L) "(ANG+ATAN(CBET*SN*CN)/(l.+B~T.S~*SN»)*TPl CN .. CN*DCN-$N*DSN 
SN ~ CO(L)*DSN+SN*DCN 
ANG .. ANG+DT 
10 COIU INUE 
C[HI1M) = CN 
CO(M",+!) .. CO(2) 
SI(MtoI) ,., SN 




S~EEP THROUGH THE bRI~ O~E TIME 
CLMMON/FL/FLU.T4,C04 
CO~MON PHl(lb2,31),fP(lo2,31),~(31),B(31),C(31),D(31),t(31) I ,RP(31),RPP(31),R(31),RS(31),PI(31),Al(Jb~),BB(lt~),CG (lb~) 2 ,SX(lb2),PHI~(lo2),XC(lo2',YC(lb2),rM(162),ARCL(!t2),D~uM(lt2) 3 ,ANGOLO(lb2),X[LD(lb~),YuLG(lo2',ARCOlD(lb2',OELGLC(lb2' 4 ,RP4(31"RP?(31' 
COI1MLN IAI PI,TP,RAD,E~,ALP,R~,PCrl,XP,TC,CHD,OPHI,Cl,RCL,YK 1 ,XA,YA,Tt,DT,DP,uELTH,DElR,RA,GCN,OSN,~A4,EPSll,OC~lT, Cl,CZ 2 ,C4,C5,C6,C7,~ET,BETA,FSYM,XSEP,SEPM,TTLE(4),M,N,MM,~h,~SP 3 ,IK,JK,Il,ITYP,~ODE,lS,NFC,~Cy,h~N,NG,IDIN,~2,h3,N4,hT,I~~ 4 ,NPTS,Ll,I,LSEP,M~,~En,£P51,NDlS,XLEN,$CALOI ? ,SCALOO,Nb,GAM~A,~OPT,CSTAR,REM,OEP,QINF,TSTEP,XOUT 6 ,INC,QFAC,GAM,KDES,PLT~Z,OPL,QPU yp ~ o. 
NSP .. 0 




PHI(MM,JJ .. PHl(l,J)+OPHI 
PHI(MM+l,J) - PHICZ,J'+OPHI E(J) .. O. 
RP4(J) c O. 
RP5(J) = O. 
10 RPP(J) - O. C SWEE? THRuUGH THE GRID FROM NOSE TO TAll ON U~PE~ SU~FACt TE - -2. 
LlP-ll+1 
Du 30 IcllP,M 
CAll HUilMAN 
DO 30 J - l,N 
30 PHI(I-1,J) • PHI(I-l,J)-RP(J) 
DO 32 J-1,N 
3Z PHI(M,J)cPHICM,J)-E(J) 
DO 51 J-l,N 
E(J)·O. 
RPP(J)·O. 
RP4CJ) II O. 
RP5(J) - O. 
51 CONTINUE 
C S~EEP THROUGH THE Gkl~ fROM ~OSE TG TAll ~N lO~ER SU~FACE Tl = Z. 
I .. II 
80 I - I-I 
CAll MURMAN 
ilO 60 J .. l,N 
60 PHIC)+1,J) .. ?HICI+l,J'-RPCJ) 
IF (I.GT.Z) GO TO ijO 
DO 70 J • 1,N 
70 PHICZ,J) = PHICZ,J)-tCJ) 
DC 11 .:. 1, NN 
PHICMM+l,J)=PHI'Z,J)+DPHl 
E(J)"O. 
I<P4(JJ • C. 
1{f'5CJ) ,. O. 




DO 50 J",l,N 
PHICMM,J)=PHICMK,J)-E'J) 
50 PHI<l,J)=PIiI(/",M,J)-DPHI 
DO 1Z JlIl,N 
I:(J)=O. 
RP4CJ) .. O. 





DlI 13 J a 1,N 








IF (RCL .EQ.O.) GO TO 90 VA • RCL*«PHltM,l)-(PHI(Z,l'+OPHI»*DELTH+SI(l» IF (HOOE.EQ.l) GO TO 90 IF (NDES.GE.Ol GO TO 41 ALP • ALP-.5+YA GO TO 42 
41 8B(1) • BB(1)-.5*YA 42 CALL COSI 
GO TO 95 
90 YA - TP*YA/(l.+BETl OPHI - DPHl+YA 95 DO 97 L - 1,M 97 PHI(L,NN, - DPHI*PHIRCL) FLUXT-O. 
NF-N-lO 
IflN.LT.30J NF-N-5 DO 2"2 L-Z,HM U-RlNF,tCPHI(l+l,NF'-PHI(L-l,NFll*DELTH-SI(Ll V-RINFJ*R(NF)+CPHlrt,NF+l'-PHICl,NF-1')*OELR -COCl) CF-(U*U+V*V)/FPll,NF' RH-(1.+.Z*EM*EM*Jl.-QF"**Z.5. FLUX-RH*V/R(NF' FLUXT aFL UXT+F lUX 242 CONTINUE 
FLUXT-DT*FLUXT·CHD FLUXT4-FLUXT 
IF(HOOE.EQ.Ol RETURN DO 100 J .. 1, N 
DO 100 L • 1, M 100 PHIll,J' • PHI(L,J)+YA*PHIR(L' RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE HURMAN SET UP COEFFICIENT ARRAYS FOR THE TRIDIAGONAL 5Y~TEM USED FUR LINE RELAXATION AND COMPUTE THE UPDATED PHI ON THIS Ll~E COMMON PHI{162,311,FPClb2,31),A(31),S(31),C(3l),O(31l,EC31l 1 ,RP(31),RPPC31',R(31l,RS(31l,RIC311,AA(162',BBllb2',CO(162) Z ,SI(162),PHIR(162),lC(lb2l,YCC1621,FM(lbZ"ARCl(1~Z',D5UM(162) 3 ,ANGOLDC162"XOlD(lbZ),YOLO(162',ARCOlO(lb2l,DElOLO(lb2) 4 ,RP4(31),RP5C31) COMMON IAI PI,TP,RAD,EM,ALP,RN,PCH,XP,TC,CHD,DPHI,rL,RCL,YR 1 ,XA,YA,TE,OT,DR,DELTH,OELR,RA~OCN,OSN,RA4,EPSIL,~tRIT,C1,(2 2 ,t4,C5,Cb,C7,BET,SETA,FSYM,XSEP,SEPM,TTlE(4),M,N,MM,NN,NSP 3 ,IK,JK,IZ,ITYP,MOO£,IS,NFC,~CY,NRN,NG,IOIM,N2,N3,N4,NT,IXX 4 ,NPTS,LL,I,lSEP,M4,NEW,EPSl,NDES,XlEN,SCALOI 5 ,SCALOO,N6,GAMMA,NOpr,CSTAR,REM,DEP,QINF,TSTEP,XOUT 6 ,INC,OFAC,GAM,KDES,PLrSZ,OPL,QPU 00 THE BOUNDARY 
ECNNl - O. FAC • -.5*TE 
113 
HI .. 1-1 
IF (fAC.LT.O.) 1M • 1+1 
KK = 0 
PHIO .. PH!(I,2)-2.*O~*COC1) 
PHIYP· PHICI,2)-PH!CI,1; 
PHIY~ • PHIYP+PHIO-PHICI,I) 
PHIXX = PHI(I+Ill)+PhICI-l,l)-~hI(I,l)-~rlICI,I) PHIXM .. P~l( 1+1,1)-)),,1( I-l,l) 
PHIXP .. PHIC1+1,2'-PhICI-l,2) C CHECK FOR THE TAIL PCl~r 
IF CI.NE.MM) GO TO IG 
CCl) • CCl+ClJ*RSCl) 
ACI) = -CCIJ+XA*CI-CI 
O(1) = Cl*'PHIXX+PSCI'*PHIYY+~A4.CO(I)-E(1)J GO TO 40 
10 U .. P~IXM*OtlTH-SI(I) 
BO ,. U/FPCI,lJ 
OS ,. U*BC 
CS .. CI-C2*QS 
80 • BQ*OS*CFPCl-l,l)-rP(I+l,l» 
X • RA4*CCS+OS)*COCI) 
C(I) .. CCS+CS)*PSCI) 
DCl) .. CS.KS(lJ.PHrYY+KICI'.H~+X CMOS .. CS-QS 
PHIXT .. ~tTA*ABS(U).AdSCC~CS) 
EM2 = as/cs 
EPS2 = EPSl*VlA'EPC~M2.~Pl,~P~) PHIXXx= EPS2*PHlxx-RP4CI) 
RF4Cl) .. EPS2*P~IXX 
0(1) .. OCl) + PhlXXX 
IF (vS.lt.JCPIT) Gu TJ 30 
C FLOw IS SUP~RSO~lC, BACKwA~O llFFtKt~CES 
KI<. • 1 
PHIXT .. PHIXT-CMQS 
PHIXXM .. RDPC 1) 
ACl) .. -(C(l'+P~IXT' 
f(I) • OCl'+CMCS*PHIxXM-Prl!XT*fCl' ACI) .. ACI)-2.*tPS2-RP~Cl) OCI) .. OCl) -(E~S2+2.*KP~Cl')*ECl) PP5(l) .. EPS2 
GO TO 40 
C FLOw SUHCRIT!CAl, CE~TRAl DlfFEkE~CE~ 30 ACl) .. X4*CMQS -CCl)-?rlIXT 
OCl) = DCl)+CMQS*PHI~X-PHIXT.E(l) A(I) .. A(1)-2.*EPS2-KP5(1) 
vel) • O(1) -Cf-P.)2+2.*KhCl)Hll) RP!JCl) .. EPS2 
C OG NON-B8LNDAMY POINTS 
40 RPPCl) = PHIXx 
DO 60 J • 2, f'I 
PHIXX ,. P"'UI+l,J)+Ph!(l-l,J)-PHHl,J)-PrIICI,J) 
au .. PHIXP 
PHIXi> = PHI(I+l,J+l)-?rlI(I-l,J+l) 
PHIXY • PHIXP-PHIXM+CteJ+l'-leJ-l»*FAC 
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~. 
PHIXM .. Dll 
OU • DU*UEl TH 
PHIVY,., = PHIYY 
PHIY/1 .. PHlYP 
PHIYP • PHICI,J+IJ-PhICI,JJ PhIYY a PHIYP-F~IYr-
U • R(JJ*~u-SI(I) 
UV 2 RCJJ*CPHICI,J+l)-PHI(I,J-lJ'*DELR V = LV*RCJI-COCIJ 
RAV • RCJJ*RA*V 
BO '" 1./FPCI,J' 
lieu .. BQ*u 
l..S = BClU*U 
U'J • (iHJU+!3vUJ.V 
VS '" BO*V*V 
OS = US+VS 
CS '" C1-C2*v$ 
C~VS .. CS-V:i 
eMuS :II CS-lIS 
PHIXT :II BETA*ABSCU' 
PHIYT .. 8E1A*AeSCPAV) 
EM2 • as/cs 
EPS2 '" EPS1*'JLAYERCfr.2,QPl,OPlJ, PHIXXX= ~PS?*PHIXX-RP4CJ) 
RP4CJ) = EPSZ*PHIXX 
____ __ ___ • _ _ __ ___ ,_____ r-,
C CO~PUT~ CONT~I~urION OF RIGHT-HAND SIO[ f~UM lO~ OROtR T[R~~ DrJJ "RA4*C(CMVS+U~-VS)*DV-u~*UL'+RI(JJ*J~*SQ*CU*CFPCI-1,JJ-1 FP(I+l,JJJ+PAv~cr.prl,J-lJ-FprI,J+lJJ' 
O(J' '" oeJ' +PHIXXX 
UV = .5*a"U*RAV 
If (OS.lF..CCRIT' GJ TO ~0 
C SUPERSU~lC FLG~, USE BACK~A~D DI~FtRENCI~G t<K '" KK+l 
CNClS = CS-C,S 
FCl = l.ns 
AtJU .. lJS*FO 
BlJU '" RS(J'*AUu 
BVV = VS*fO 
A'JV = PseJ)*l3vv 
BUV .. UV*~O 
AUV = B'u*AB$(RAV'*f~*rE 
PHIN~ .. BVV*~HIXX-dUV.PHIXY+~LU*PHIYY 8(J) .. C~*Bl:U 
PHIX! z PHlxr-C~Q$*CA~U+AUu-AUVJ +CS*B~v PhIYT = PHIYT -C~OS*(AVV+AVV-AU'JJ 
LCJ' = seJJ+?rlIYT 
PHIXXi'I = P?PCJ) 
IF CII.LT.OJ (,0 TO 45 
PHIYY~ & PHICI,J+Z'-PrlI(I,J+l)-PhIY? P~IXYM = P~IYP+PhI(Ih,J)-?HICIM,J+!) GIJ TO 46 
45 PHI\Y'1 = f-HICUi,tJ)-PH!CII'1,J-!)-PHIYM [H.: ,. ~CJ) 
8(J) = C(n 
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'-~-
"J) • Be 
~b PHIS~ • A~~.PHl~~~+A~V.PHIAYM+AVV.~HIYYM 
ACJ) • -Cb(J)+C(J)+PhIXT) 
DCJ) • D(J)+CM;S.PHl~S+CS.?HIN~-(J).PHlXT 
AfJ) • AeJ)-2.*EPS2-~P5eJ) 
oeJ) • oeJ) -e~PS2+2 •• ~P5(J».E(J) 
RP5(J) or E;PS2 
GO TU 60 
C SUBSO~IC FLOw, LSE Cl~TRAl uIF~E~ENCtS 
50 CCJ) .. RS(J)*C~VS 
B(J) • C(J)+PHIYT 
PHIXT • PHIXT+CMUS 
AeJ)· X~.CMUS-B(J)-C(J)-PHIXT 
oeJ) .. O(J)+CMUS.PHI~A-UV*PHl~Y+C(J).P~IYY-~HIXT*t(J) 
A(J) • A(J)-2.*[PS2-RP5(J) 
O(J) .. D(J) -(~FS2+2.*~P5(J)*l(J) 
RF5(J) .. EPS2 
If (V.LT.O.) GO TO be 
fCJ) .. C(J) 
C(J) • C(J)+PHIYT 
bO RPP(J) • PHIXX 
NSP II NSP+KK 














CGMMGN /A/ PI,Tr,RAD,EM,AlP,kh/PC~,XP,TC,CHG,DPHI,Cl,RCl,Y~ 
1 ,XA,YA,TE:,DT,O~,uELTH,OELR,PA,uC~,OSN,~A4,EPSIl,UCRIT,Cl,~2 
2 ,C4,C5,C6,C7,~ET,BETA,Fsr~,XSl~,StPK,lTlE(4),M'N,hM,~h,~SP 




XA = 1./A(l) 
PP(l) • ECl) 
Ell) = XX*D(l) 
DO ELIMINATION 
DO 10 J = 2,N 
C(J-l) ~ C(J-l).XX 
xx = 1./(A(J)-BeJ)*C(J-l) 
RP(J) = EeJ) 
10 EIJ) = IDIJ)-BIJI*UJ-1)I.XX 
DO BACK SU~STITUTI0N 
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REPRODUClB1Ll'l'Y m' 'tHE 




I <' " 3-










EHX .. ABS(ECN» 
DO ZO J .. Z,N 
L • NN-J 
ECl' .. ECl'-CCl)*E(l+l) EMX z AHAXICEHX,ABS(E(LJJ) 
FIND THE lOCATION OF THE MAXIM~M RESIDUAL If CEHX.LE.ABS(YR» KETURN IK .. I 
DO 70 J ,. I,N 
IF (ABSCEeJJ).EQ.EMX) GO TO 74 CONT !NUE 
JK .. J 




GO TO CRUDER GRID IF LSIG~ IS -1 GO TO FINER GRID IF lSIGN IS +1 COMMON PHI(162,31),FP(162,31),A(31),8(?11~CC31),D(31),E(31J 1 ,RP(31),RPP(31J,R(31),RSC31),Rle31),AAeI62),BB(16l),COel02) 2 ,SI(162)-PHIR(16Z),XCCI62),YCC162J,FHtlbl),ARCL(162J,OSUM(16Z) 3 ,ANGOlDCl62J,XOlD(162J,YOLOCI62),ARCOlOC16Z),OElOlOClb2) 4 ,RP4(31),RP5C31) 
COMMON IAI Pl,TP,RAO,EM,ALP,RN,PCH,XP,TC,CHD,OPHI,CL,RCL,YR 1 ,XA,YA,TE,OT,DP,DELTH,DELR,RA,OCN,OSN,RA4,EPSIL,QCRIT,Cl,e2 2 ,C4,C5,C6,C7,BE1,BETA,FSYM,XSEP,S~PH,TTLE(4),M,N,MM,NN,NSP 3 ,IK,JK,IZ,ITYP,HODE,IS,NFC,NCY,NRN,NG,IDIM,NZ,N3,N4,NT,IIX 4 ,NPTS,ll,I,lSEP,M4,NEW,EPSl,NDES,XLEN,SCAlQI 5 ,SCAlQO,~6,GAMMA,NQPT,CSTAR,REH,OEP,QINF,TSTEP,XOUT 6 ,INC,QFAC,GAM,KDES,PLTSZ,QPl,QPU X • l ••• lSIGN 
NG ,. FlOAT(NGJ/X+.2 
M .. FlOATCM)*X +.2 
N ,. FlOATeNJ*X+.2 
IF (N.EO.l4J N-lS 
Ll .. FlOAT(ll-l)*X+l.l 
IF (LSIGN.GT.O) MH 3 M+l 
IF (lSIGN.GT.OJ NN a N+l 
lSEP - FlOAT(LSEP-lJ*X+l.2 
PF = 1./X 
DElR .. X*DElR 
OElTH .. X*OElTH 
DR • PF*OR 
DT .. PF*DT 
DeN • COS (OTJ 
OSN "' SINCOTJ 
RA4 - PF*PF*RA4 NCY • 0 
I .. lSIGN 




-. ------- ----.. ---,.- ....... ~----. ----
CALL PERMUT (F,NN,l) 
CALL PERMUT (RS,N~,11 
DO 5 J .. 1,N 
5 Pl(J) • -.2~.DT/R(J) 
CALL PlRMUT (DSLM,MP,l) 
DO 20 L = I, t~ N 
20 CALL PERMUT (PHI(l,l),hP,l) 
DO 30 L .. 1.MP 
30 CALL PERM~r (PHl(l,l),~N,IDIM) 
/'1M • 1'1"'1 
t-IN .. N+l 
IF (X.Ee •• 5) GO TO dO 
DC 40 L = lIfoi,2 
DSUM(L+l) • .5*(CSUM(l)+DSUM(l+2» 
00 40 J .. l,NN,2 
40 PhI(L+1,J) ... 5*(PHI(L,J)+PHI(L+2,JI) 
DO 5C J or 1,N,2 
DO ~o L .. 1,1'11'1 
50 PhI(L,J+1) = .?*(PHl(L,J)~PHI(L,J+l) 
80 tALL MAP 
HTU~N 
END 
SUBPOUTINE PEPM~T (AX,NX,JX) 














L .. 1 
JY = JX+J)t. 
NY • 2*«~X-l)/2)+1 
NZ .. 2*(NX/2) 
Ir(I.GT.O) GO TG 30 
NY = JX*CNY-l)+l 
til. JX*(NZ-lI 
DO 10 J = 1,NY,JY 
A(l) :II AXeJ) 
10 L ,. L +1 
00 2C J .. JX,NZ,JY 
A(l) .. AX(J+l) 





GO TO 60 
30 DO 4t J = 1,NY,2 
A(JJ = AX(l) 
40 L = L+JX 
DU 50 J • 2,tiZ,2 
A(J) .. AX(l) 
50 L .. L+JX 
bO L = 1 
lJO 7C J .. 1,NX 
AXel) .. A(J) 




ltBPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
C COMPUTE (P,CD, A~D CM oY INTEG~ATluN A~~ UUIP~T MACH ~J'G~Ah 
COM10~/FL/rL~)T4,CD4,Cuw,I~UCu 
COMMON PHI(16?,31),F~(lo~,31),A(31),9(31),C(jl),J(31),r(31) 




C~MMuN lA/ PI,TF,RAD,E1,AlP,~~,PCH,~P,TC,ChJ,OPHI,CL,~Cl,YR 
1 ,XA,YA,TE,UT/OR,DELTrl,OELR,~A,OC~,D~N,<A4,E~SIL,QCK11,~1,C2 
2 , C 4 , C 5 , C C , C 7 , a E: r , dE T .\, F ~ Y r. , x S E F , S l ? r. ; TTL t ( Of ) , 'I , ", /',,1, N ~, ,\ S ? 








(I A T A Hi A(. H/l He, 1 H R, 1 H.J , .l H T ,If-< l.., lIW, 1 H ..J, l.il X , 1 H Y , 1 HZ, 1110, J rll, 1 Hi, 1 rl 3 
1,lH4,lH5,lH6,lH7,IH8,lrl9,lrl+1 
DATA TX 14HCDF=1 
~ACH(~) a SOKT("(CI-C2*~)) 
IMC{C) = MINO(21,lrIX(1~.~O)+I) 
CLC~ = O. 
CM = O. 
IF «XP.GT.O.).CK.(IZ.Lt.~O)) Gu Tu 10 
Oy .. YOLD(NT)-Y~LD(I) 
IF (F$YM.NE.O.) Dr = YC(M~)-YC(I) 
REwING M4 
"K I H ( :14, 12 C) l ~:, C L, u Y , T C, '" IH" N:i 
10 LO 20 l = I,MM 
CP == CPX(ll 
C CG:1PGTE tP*DZ 
TM~ = CP*SJ~T(FP(l,I»*CMFlX(CwS(~~(L)),SlN(rM(L))) 
C SGM uP CL,CD, .U.;} CN 
CLCD = CLCL>+T:-IP 
119 
CM = CM+(XC(L)-.25)*~E4L(TMP;-YC(L)*AIr.A3(T~P) 
C W~ITE PUNCH OUTPUT uN ~4 I~ XP&O AND IZ.uT.80 
If «XP.GT.0.).OR.(IZ.LE.80» GG TO 20 
Q • hACHN(l)·SOkT(C1/(1.+C2·~ACHN(L)*MACP.~(L») 
V • O*SHHFM(L» 
U = O*COS C FM( U) 
IF (XP.EU.u) UO TO 15 
~RITE (114,130) U,V,XCCL),YGlDCl),CP 
GO TO 20 
15 wRITE (M4,130) u,V,XCCL),YC(L',CP 
20 CONTINUE 
C COR~EC; CL,CO FOR ANGLE OF ATTACK 
ClCO = -CD T*CHO)*ClCU*CrlPLX(SIN(ALP),COSCALP» 
CM = DT*ChO*CM 
C wRITE CD,Cl,CM eNTO ~4 
COW = REAL( CLCD) 
OCR=SORT( OCklT) 
OC04=2.*(~CR-1.)·FlUXT4 
CD • CDI'l+CClF 
C04=CD+DCD4 
CD~=COW+DC04 
Ii(INDCU.~~.O) PRiNT 2~1,CO~,CD~,Cu4 
261 ~ORMAT(5H CDWaF10.~,5H CDF=rlO.5,4H CDaFlO.5) 
ClZ = AIMAG(ClCD) 




IF (M4.E_.N3) GO TO e5 
If (COF.EO.O.) Gu TO 70 
WPITE (N4,90) E~,CL2,C~,CD~,TX,LDF,CC4 
GO TO 80 
70 Wf.' IT E (N4, 90) EM, eL2, C "I, CD4 
C CGNSTRUCT MACH NUH8ER DIAGRAM 
WRITE eN4,140) 
80 I = IMC(EM) 
I • II1ACH(I) 
C USE PRINT ~IUTH OF Il FG~ MACH H~~BER DIAGRA~ 
MB = 11M 
Me = MAXO(1,MB/IZ' 
MA = MC+MAXQ(l,rS-IZ*MC) 
C wRITE O~T MACH ~UMbE~S AT INFI~ITY 
wklTE (N4,lOO) (I, l .. MA,M~,MC) 
C DG MACH N~M6ERS uNE LINe AT A TIME OJft~ TO TH~ 8UuY 
J = NN-MC 
40 RSJ = R(J)*ReJ) 
DO 50 L = MA,Mb,MC 
U • (FHI(L+l,J)-PHI(l-l,J»*R(J)*OlLTH-SI(L) 
V = (PHI(L,J+l)-PMI(l,J-l»*uELR*KSJ -CUCL) 
Q = (U*U+V*VJ/FFCL,J) 
I = IMC(MACHCQ» 
MN(l) • IMACH(l) 
50 CONTI~UE 





J • J-MC 
IF (J.GT.l) GO TO 40 
C 00 THE LINE ~HICH ~S THE iDDY 
00 be L :: MA,M&,MC 
I • IMC(MACHN(l» 
60 MN(L) = IMACH(l) 
~RITE (N4,100' (MN(l),L = MA,N~,M~' 
IF (ITYP.bE.4) CALL GRAFIC(CC) 
HTURN 
65 R~X a .1*AINTCRN*1.E-S) 
~RITE (N4,1~O) EM,CL,TC,CM,RNX,COF 
RETURN 
gO FORMAT (1HI2X3H~M~F5.4,4X3HClcF7.4,4X3hC~=Fb.4,4X4HCDh=F7.,,4XA4 
1 ,f7.5,4X jHCu=~7.?III) 
100 f~RMAT (3X,13CAl' 
120 FORMAT C3H M=,f4.3,5X,3HCL=,F5.3,5X,3HCY=,f5.3,6X,4HT/C=, 
1 F4.3d4X,215) 
130 FO~MAT (4020) 
140 FOR~AT (lHOII' 
1~0 FORMAT (lHOI17X3hEM=,F4.~,4X3HCL·,F~.4,4X4HT/C=,F4.3,4X3HCMz, 

















b ,I~C, C,GAM,KDES,PLrSZ,QPl,~PU 
OlME~SIO~ CPx(ll,~ACHN(l),T(o) 
EQUIVALENCE (CPX(ll,PrlIR(l» ,(MACHNCl),ACl» 
DATA T1L/l.~-bl I PF/-.41 , SCF/;.OI,Y[~/4.01,SIZE/.l~/,~Cu/,v~.1 
C MOVE THE ORIGIN T~O INCHE5 OVt~ ANO rwc IhChcS UP 
CALL PLOT(2.0,2.~,-31 
YOR = AMAXl(3.5,.5*AINT(20.*EM-7.0» 
C PLOT CP CuRVE AS A F~~CTIJ~ u~ X 
CPF z 1./PF 
CCP ,. CPF*CPX(ll 
C~LL PLOT(SCF*XC(1),Yu~+CCP,3) 
DO 10 L = 2,Mi1 




10 CALL FLOT'SCF*~t(L',YJ~+CCP,2) 
C DRAft A~O LAtlEL THE CP-4~lS 
CALL CPAXISt-.~IYC~,1.-1./PF,7,'-YOR,PF) 
C CUMPUTE A~D PLGT CPITICAL SPEEL 
CALL SYhbuL ,-.~,YJR.CPf*CPX(MM.l),Z •• SIZE,l~,O.,-l) 
C PLOT BODY 
CALL PLOT(SCF*XC(I),S~F.YC(I),3) 
DO 20 l - £,to'M 
20 CALL PLOT(SCF*XC(L),~~~.YC(L),2) 
C LABEL THE PLOT 
ALPX .: RAO*ALF' 
TXT=tiHANAL YSIS 
If (EPSl.GT.O.) TXT. lOHART. VISCo 
IF(FSYM.~c.6.) TXT~6HT~EuRY 
XL--.9 
C * •• *NON-A~SI - SEE ~~IrEup AT ENe** •• 
If(F~YM.Gf.b.) GL TO 30 
IF ((NDES.LT.O).AND.(EPSI.LE.O.» GO Te 200 
TTLE(l) • 4HVISC 
TTLE(Z) .. 4HDUS 
TTU(3) = 4HrESI 
lTLE(4) • 4nGN 
~hCJCE (oG,21C,T) TTLl,MIN,NCy,~PSl 
Gu TO 40 
200 ENCO~E (60,1~1,1) TTLl,M,N,NCY 
GO TCi 40 
30 L~·R~*1.E-o+.5 
ENCODE(b0,190,T) TTLE,M,~,NCY,LN 
40 CALL SYr.~eL(-1.14,-1.O,SlZE,T,u.,?6) 
C ****~ON-~NSI - SEE ~kIT~UP AT ENC**~* 
chCGDE(bO,170,T) lXT,~M,ALPX,LL,CD4 




SN=S J( 1) 
C R~AO AND PLOl EXPf~I"~~TAl DATA IF XP l~ NGT ZERU 
IF (~P.E~.O.) GG TO 130 
PEWINO M4 
READ (M4,140) NP 
If (EOF(M4).~t.O) GO TJ 130 
IF (~DES.GE.O) GO TO 220 
READ (;;4d5C,) tMX,ALf-X,CLX,COX,SNX 
READ (M4,160) (CO(l),S!(L),L = l,NP) 
TXT : lOHlXPERIM~NT 
GO TO 230 
220 READ (M4,240) TtX,O~AVE/YRX,SNX 
RlAD (M4,160) (Cr(L),SI{L),l = 1,NP) 
TXT K 8YINPUT CP 
230 CUNTINUE 
NC=~q 








C •••• NGN-ANSI - SEE ~~IT~UP AT ENO.¥ •• 50 ENCUDE (60,170,T) TXT,lMX,AlPX,CLX,CDX IF (C04.LT.0) [NCODf(bO, 71.,1) TXT,EMX,ALPX,CLX,COX IF(N~ES.GE.O) ENCUUE(bv,~~O,T) TXT,TCX,OOAVE,YRX CALL SYMdGl{Xl,-1.7,SllE,T,O.,bO) CALL SYH80L(Xl-.I0,-1.7+.~.SlZt,SIZE,NC,O.,-IJ DO HO l .. 1, NP 
CCP .. YOR+CPF*SI(L) 
IF (CCP.GT.8.4) GO TO 180 CALL SYM60L(SCF.CO(l),CCP,.;.SlZ~,NC,O.,-l) 160 CONTINUE 
130 IF (ITYP.EO.5) GO TO 122 C PLOT THE ~u~IC LINt 
Ex .. 1.-EPSIl 
C S~T SINES AND CGSINES FOR USE IN FUU~IE~ SfRIES M)l .. M/2 
CO(1) .. 1. 
SHU .. o. 
Ou b',) l = lIMX 
COCl+l) = CO(l).DCN-SI(L).oS~ 
CO(~M-L) .. CO(l+l) 
SI(l+l) a CO(l)*OSN+SI(L'*OCN bO SI(~M-L' = -SI(L+l) 
DO 120 l : 2tM 
C LGOK FOk SONIC POINTS ON THE BODY 
IF (MACH~(L).LT.l.) GO TU 110 IF (MACHN(l-lJ.bE.l.J GJ TO 8e IPEN .. 3 
C COMP~TE Z AT SONIl lINt O~ BODY 70 ~l = (MAtnN(L)-I.J/(r.A~H~(L'-M~CHN(L-l» ZP .. CHPlX(XC(l)t~l.(XC(L-l)-XC(l»,YC(l)+Rl.(YC(L-l)-YC(l)) CAll PLOT(SCF*PEAl(ZP),SCF*AIMAG(lP),IPEN) IF (IPEN.EJ.2) G~ TO 12u C FIND THE SeNIC LINE AlONb A RA~ 
60 0 = MACHN(f.) 
SX .. SI(L)*CN+S~*CO(l) 
Cx = CO(L)*C~-~~*SI(L) 
FAC ... 5+uR 
ZQ .. CMPLX(XC(L),YC(LI) 
DO 90 J .. 1,~ 
ZP = SFAC 
RJ = R(J) 
OS '" Q 
If- (J.EO.lJ GO TO 82 
U '" (PHI(L+l,JJ-PHI(L-1,JJ)*RJ*DElTY-SX V '" (PHICL,J~lJ-~HI(L,J-l)J*uELR*RJ*RJ-CX Q .. (U*U+V*V)/FPlL,JI 
~ '" SOKTC~/(CI-C2·~» 
82 SIG '" CMPLXC~J*tO(L),RJ*SI'l') C COMPUTE (l-SIGMA)**(l-EPSIL»SIGMA S~AC = CEX~(EX.tLOG«I.,O.)-~IG»/SIG C SUM ~p FOURIER SlRIES TO OBTAIN CuNJU~ATE OF W S = -68ClI 
DO 84 K • 1,NFC 
123 
,. 
LT • HOO«L-l)*k,H) S • S+RJ*(AA(K+l)*SI(LT+l)-BB(K+l)*CO(LT+l)) RJ • RJ*R(J) 
IF (RJ.lT.TOL) GO TO 86 
81t CONTINUE C COMPUTE ThE ARGUMENT OF OZ/OR 
86 SFAC • -SFAC*CHPLX(COS(S),SIN(S»/CABS(SFAC) C HULTIPlY THE ARGUMENT dY ThE MAGNITUOE TO OBTAIN OZIOR SFAC • SFAC*(CHO*SQRT(FP(l,JJJJ/(R(JJ*ReJ)J C PERFORM THE INTEGRATION 
ZQ • ZQ+FAC*SFAC 
FAC • OR 
IF (Q.lE.l.J GO TO 100 90 CONTINUE 
100 ZQ • ZQ-.S*OR*SFAC 
ZP • ZQ-.S*OR*CSFAC+ZP) 
Rl • (Q-l.J/(Q-OS) 
ZP • ZQ+Rl*(ZP-ZQ) 
CALL PLOT (SCF*REAl(ZPJ,AHAXl(-2.0,SCF*AIMAGCZPJJ,2J GO TO 120 
110 IPEN a 2 
IF CMACHN(l-l).Gt.l.) GO TO 70 120 CONTINUE 
C POSITION PEN AT BEGINNING OF NEXT PAGE lZZ CAll FRAME 
CALL PLOTC-2.0,-2.5,-3J 
IF e(FSYH.NE.7.J.O~.(ITYP.EQ.6)J RETUk~ C PLOT THE BOUNDARY LAYER OISPLACEMENT HX • INOEXR (O.,XC,H) 
CALL PLOTCZ.,1.5,-3J 
CALL SYMBOLC1.36,-.65,SIZE,19HLOkER SURFACE OElS ,0.:19) CALL CPAXIS (O.,O.,O.,4.,1./SCDJ C PLOT lOWER SURFACE 
CALL PLOT CSCF*XC(1),SCO*OSUMCIJ,3) 
00 132 L • Z,MY. 
132 CALL PLOT (SCF*XC(l),SCO*OSUMCL),Z) CAll ?lOTCO.,4.S,-3) 
CAll SYMBOlCl.36,-.6S,SIZE,19HUPPER SURFACE DElS ,0.,19) CAll CPAXIS (0.,0.,0.,4.,I./SCO) C PLOT UPPER SURFACE 
CALL PLOT (SCF*XC(MX),SCO*OSUM(MX),3) 
00 13't L • I1X,11 134 CALL PLOT (SCF*XC(l+l),SCO*OSUM(l+l),Z) CALL PlOT(~0.,-6.,-3) 
RETURN 
140 FORMAT (lOX,I3) 
150 FORMAT \3F6.3,F7.5,E9.1J 160 FORMAT (ZFI0.4) 





C O~AYS AND LABELS THE CP A~IS 
C XOR,YOR IS THE LOCATION OF THE ORIGIN OF THE AXIS 
C BOT IS THE LENGTH OF THE AXIS BELOW THE ORIGIN 
C SCF IS A SCALE FACTOR USED fOR LABELING 
C DRAW THE LINE fOR THE AXIS 
C SCF NEGATIVE FOR CP AXIS AND POSITIVE FOR DELS AXIS 
SlZE - .12-SIGN(.02,SCF) 
CALL PLUT eXOR,YUR+TOP,3) 
CALL PLOT (XOR,YOR-BOT,2) 
C DRAW HATCH MARKS AND LABELS ONE INCH APART 
N • l+INT(BOT)+INT(TOP) 
S • -AINTeBOT'+SCF +1.E-12 
XH • XOR-e3.+SIZE)/.7 
YH • YOR-AINTeSOT) 
DO 10 I • 1,~ 
CALL SYMBOL (XOR,YH,SIZE,15~0.,-1) 
C •••• NON-ANSI - SEE ~RITEUP AT THE ENO •••• 
IF (SCF.GT.O.) tNeODE elO,l5,A) S 
IF (SCF.LE.O.) ENCOOt (lO,ZO,A) S 
S - S+SCF 
CALL SYMBOL (XH,YH,SIlE,A,O.,4) 
10 YH • YH+l. 




C DRAW THE X-AXIS 
30 CALL PLOT eXOR,YOR-D~T,3) 
CALL PLOT (XOR+5.0,YOR-BOT,2J 
CALL SYMBOL (XO~+~.5,YOR-.07,.14,lHX,O.,1) 
YH • YOR-BOT-SIZE-SIZE 
DO 40 I • 1,5 
S • .2*FLOATeI) 
ENCODE (IO,lO,AJ S 
XH - YOR~fLOAT(IJ-SIZE-SIZE 
CALL SYMBOL (XH,YH,SILE,A,O.,4, 
40 CALL SYMBOL (XOR+FLOAT(I"YOR-BOT,SIIE,1~,90.,-I' 
CALL SYMBOL (XOR+.l~,YOR+3.0,.14,4HDtLS,O.,4J 
RETURN 
25 FORMAT ( F4.3) 





SUBROUTINE GOPLOT (NRN) 
C INITIATE PLOT 
C •••••• * •• *** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SHOULD BE R~PLACED BY tNY KOuTI~t hHICh INSTRuCTS 
C THE SYSTEM TO INITIATE A PLOT 
C •••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •• * •• ~ •••••• 
IF (NRN.GT.IOOO) GO TO 50 
CALL PLOTS(bOO,2bHJ~fF MCFADDE~, FOLuE~ 3210) 
RETUPN 




C READS IN DATA FOR AI~FJIL ANu MAKES INITIAL GUESS FOR MAPP!N~ 
C fUNCTION BY COMPUTING fOURIEP COEFFICIf~TS 






COMMUN IAI PI,TP,PAD,EM,ALP,kN,PCrl,XP,TC,CHO,OPHI,Cl,Rtl,YK 
1 ,XA,YA,TE,DT,D~,CELTH,DEL~,RA,LCN,~SN,RA4,EP~IL"CRIT,Cl,C2 
2 ,C4,C5,Cb,C7,BET,bETA,F5rM,~SEP,S~PM,TlL~(4),M,N,MM,N~,N~P 






E QUI V ALE~. C t ( X X (1 ) , F P ( 1 , 3 » , ( yy ( 1) , F P n , 5 ) ), (U (1 ) , F P ( 1, 1 ) ) J 
1 (V(I),FP(1,7»,(w(1),FP(1,Q»,(SP(1),FP(I,11»,{lIP.C(1),~P 
2 (1, 13) ), (T H ( U, F P (1, 15) ) , (T T( 1 ) , F P ( 1, 17 ) ), ( OS (l ) , F P ( 1, 19 ) ) , 
3 (SS(I),FP(I,21»,(CX(1),FP{I,23»,{~X(I),FP(1,25»,(OS~(1), 
4 FP(1,27»,(Z(l),FP(l,29» 
$U(02) = CZ*C2 
SMOQlH(01,C2,03,O~) • Q2+S'(S~(SQ(~4»)*.25.(OI-J2-C2+U3) 
DIS(~l) = (CI-ERR)*«YI-EKR)*(Ol-ER~)+CONST) 
DATA TOl,NT,ISYM,CO~ST,VAl/.4[-7,999,O,.2,4MRUN I 
DATA DXDS1,DXOS2,OYDSl,DYOS2/4*0.1 , Xl/-I.' 
C NMP IS THE NUMbE~ OF PUINTS IN CIRCl~ PLA~t FO~ FOURIER St~I~S 
lC • NFC 
NMP .. 2*LC 
MC = NMP + 1 
PIlC = PI/FlOATCLC) 
IF (FSYM.(;E.6.) GO TO 150 
wRITE (N4,470) 
REWIND N3 
READ (N3,410) TIllE 
IF (FSYM.GE.3.) GO TO 100 
126 
C READ IN CCO~OINATES AS PKJUU~tt BY PRUGRAM~ 0 AND F EPSIL = 2. 
X).(l) II O. 
Nl - Z 
REWIt.D N3 
READ CN3,510) [M,CL,Dy,TC,h~N 
IMC = MOD\INT(lOO.*(M+.~),lOO) ICll II MODCI~T(Cl+.05),10) 
ICl2 II MODCI~T(10 •• CL+.5),lO) 
ITC1 :I MJOCINT(10 •• TC+.O'),10) 
ITC2 :I MOD(I~TCIOO •• TC+.5),10' 
ENCOCE C40,530,TTLt) IMC,lCl1,ICLZ,ITCl,ITC2 MODE II 0 
IF C~RN.lT.O' FSYM-2. 
DO 40 l = 1,999 
REAO CN3,~OO) UCL',VCl),XX(l),YY(l),FAC C *.**CHECK FOP E~D uf FILE •••• If (EOFCN3).N~.O) GO TO ,0 
IF (xXCl).lT.XX(Nl» Nl II l 
40 CONTINUE 
C AIRfGIl rlAS UEEh EXTENUED IN PMOGRA~ 0 50 ~IT :I l-l 
NRN :I IA6SCNPO 
GIJ TO 150 
C RtAD IN AI~FuIl DATA rkOM CARDS 100 READ CN3,42C) FhU,FNl,£PSll 
HAD (N3,470) 
NT II FNU+FNl-l. 
Nl :I FNl 
CU 110 1 = Nl,NT 
110 REAJ (N3,4?0) u(I),V(I),XX(I),YY(I) 
READ (N3,470) 
DO 120 I II 1,Nl 
J " t-.l+l-I 
120 READ (N3,4?O) U(J),VCJ),XX(J),YY(J) LO 130 J .. 1, It 
130 TTlE(J) .. TITlE(J) 
IF CF~YM.lE.4.' GO iO 1,0 
DO 140 l = 1,NT 
TH(l) = XX(l'/KAD 
nCll " U(U 
140 YY(U II VeL) 
Gc, TO 19, 
C NO PERIOD IN THE STFEA~ FUNCTIL~ 
95 tPSIl = o. 
C DEFINE SlUPES 5C THAT ARC lENvTH~ CAN EE CGMPuTEv TO f!kST O~~EK 150 IF ((fSY:1.EO.l.).OK.(FSYM.U,03.)) GO TG 170 DO HO I .. 1, NT 
IbO Th(!) = o. 
ISYI'I = 1 
Gu TO 200 
C COMPuTE SlJPES F~OM VELOCITIES 170 TH(!) " ATAN(V(U/U(l)) QSR(l) = LC1,*U(1)+VCl)*V(I) 
127 
00 190 I • 2,NT 
C CHOOSE NEAREST BRANCh fOR ThE ARCTANGE~T 
DTH = ATANCCUCI-1J*V(1'-U(11*V(I-1IJ/(U(I-1I.U(II+V(I-1I.V(1III 
THeI) • THCI-l)+DTH 
190 QSR(I) • U(I)*UCI)+VCI)*VCI' 
195 IF CEPSIL.GT.l.1 EPSIL • CTH(ll-(PI+TH(NTJII/PI 
IF (FSYM.GT.5.) EPSIL a CTHCl'+TH(l'-ThCNTJ-THeNT-1"/TP-l. 
C COMPUTE ARC LENGTH TO FOU~TH OROE~ ACCuRACY 
200 SP (11 a O. 
DO 210 I • 2,NT 
DUM. AMAXIC.1E-20,.5*ABSCTHCI)-THCI-1II) 
OX = XX(II-XXCI-1) 
DY • YYC!)-YYCI-1) 
210 SP(11 • S?CI-1)+SCRTCDX*OX+OY.OYI.UUM/SI~(DUMI 
ARC a Spn~T} 
SN .. 2./ARC 
SCALE • .25*ARC 
~E • .5*Cl.-EPSIL) 
00 220 L .. l,NT 
ZZO SSCL) .. AcaS(l.-SN*SP(L» 
SSCNTI = PI 
If (ISYM.NE.OJ GO TO 350 
CALL SPLlf (NT,SS,TH,u,V,W,3,O.,3,O.1 
IF CFSYM.GT.5.1 GO TO 232 
W~IT~ (N4,410) TITLE,VAL,NRN 
IF CN4.NE.N2) w~ITE (N2,4101 TITLE,VAL,NR~ 
C PRINT OUT DATA ON TH~ AIKFOIL 
WRIT:: (N4,430) 
00 230 L = 1, NT 
VAL = THCU*RAD 
SUM =-SNtU(lI/AMAX1(.lE-5,SI~CSS(L)11 
If CCL.EC.ll.0R.(l.EC.~rll SUM • V'L).SIG~(SN,FLQAT(L-2) 
230 ftRITE (N4,4801 XX(LI,Yt(LI,SP(ll,VAL,SLM,V(LI,~CLI 
WRITE (N4,4401 
C MAKE INITIAL GU~SS OF ARe LENGTH AS A fU~'TION U~ CI~CLE ANbLE 
232 OX a (XX(NTI-XXCIII/lP 
OY • CYY(NT!-tY(ll)/TP 
DO 240 I .. 1,l1e 
ANGL = FLOAT(I-l)+PllC 
CIRC(I) = ANGl 
CXCI) • COS(ANGl) 
SXCI1 • SINCANGL) 
¥VCIl = 1. 
If (~E.NE.O.) Y~(I) = (Z.-2.*CX(I).*EE 
FAC • SIGN(l.+eX(I),FLUAT(LC-I)) 
240 SPCII = ACOSC.5*FACI 
3PCMC) .. PI 
CIRC(MC) .. TP 
IF (FSYM.LT.o.) GO ru 244 
SCALE • ARC/A~CL(~MI 
SNl=Z./AKCL(MM) 











00 2 It 2 L • 1, M M 
HL' • FLOAHL-l)*OT CALL SPLI~ CMM,2,AkCL,CO,SI,PklR,3,0.,3,0., CALL INTPL (NMP,CI~C,SP,Z,AkCl,CO,Sl,PH1R' 00 Z4, L c 1. lC 
BB(L' • CX(Z*l-l) AA(L) • -SX(Z*l-l) 00 AT MOST 100 ITERA1IJNS TO FI~O THE FOURIER CUcFflCIENT~ 00 3?O K .. 1,100 CALL INTPLCNMP,SP,TT,SS,TH,U,V,W' 00 250 I • 1,NMP Z50 TT(1) • TT(I) •• ~*(CIKC(I)+EPSIl*(CIRCll)-Pl» TT(11=.5*(THCl)+THlNT'+PI) C ~NSURE CLOSURE 
DUM = O. 
SUH • O. 
FAC = o. 
DO 260 L c 1,NMP OLM II DUM -TT (L I SUM .. SUM-TT(l'*CX(l) 260 FAC c FAC+TTll)*SX(L) DUM = OUM/FLOAT(N~P) CA = 1.-EPSIL-(DX*SIhCOUM)+OY*CO~(O~M»/SCALE-FAC/FLOATCLC) DB • (OV*SIN(OUMI-DX*COSCDUM)J/SCALE-SUM/FLOAT(LCI DO 270 L • 1,NMP 270 TT(L) • TT(LI+DA*SXCLJ-OS*CX(l) C FIND THE LONJUGATE F~~CTIOh OS CALL CONJ(NMP,TT,CS,XX,BB,AA' 00 Z90 I • 1,M\P SUM = OS(!) 
290 OS(II .. YY(I'*EXP(SUM) [)S(MC) = OS(lJ 




00 Z9S J=3,NI,2 




DO 299 J a 2,NII,2 MCJ=MC-J 
Z(MCJ)=ZIMCJ+2)+VALl*(OS(MCJ+21+4.*DSIMCJ+l)+DSIMCJ)) 299 Z(MCJ-l)=Z(MCJJ+VAL*(uS(MCJ)+DS(MCJ-l» 300 CONTINUE ZlaZ(MC-~II)+VALl~(DS(MC-NII)+4.*OS(MC-NI1-1)+OS(MC-Nl1-2») ll-ZINI+l)-ll 







..... ,. - -
lCNFC+J-l)~Z(NFC+J-Z)-Zl 
If(J.EC.NI) GO TO 303 
ZI=Z(NFC+J+l)-Z(NFC+J) 
303 CGNTI r-..UE 
Z(NFC+J)·zeNFC+J-l)-DSl 
301 CONTINUE 
SCALE .. A~C/Z(~C) 
ERR .. O. 
00 310 I • l,NNP 
VAL = ACOS(1.-2.*Z(I'/Z'MC» 
EkR .. AMAXlelRk,ASS(SP(I)-VAl» 
310 SP(I) = VAL 
If (FSYM.lE.5.) wKITE CN4,490) ~RR,DA,DS 
IF (ERR.LT.TeL) GO TL J3u 
320 CONTINUE 
WRIT E (N4, 450) 
330 CAll FOUCF(NMP,TT,CX,d~,AA' 
AA(!) = AKC 
AA(2) • 1.-EPSIL-CDX*SINCBtlCl»+Df*CGSCgdCl»'/SCALE 
BB(Z) .. (-Dx*COS(Btl(1»+uY*~INCtiBC1)')/SCALE 
IF (FSYM.GT.5.) GO TO 342 
\ri~ITE. CN4,460) EPSLL, ''IMP 
IF C(FSYM.~E.l.).ANC.(FSYM.NE.3.» GO TO J41 
or. 344 L .. 1,MM 
344 ZeL) .. FLOAT(L-l)*DT 
CALL SPLlf(MC,CIKC,SP,u,V,w,3,G.,3,0.) 
CALL lNTPL(MM,Z,DS,CIRC,~P,U,V,w) 
CALL S~llF (NT,SS,QS~,u,V,w,l,O.,l,v.) 
CALL I~TPL(MM,DS,A,SS,~SR,U,V,~) 
00 4 L = 1,MM 
It IF 'A(U.LE.O.) A(L) = O. 
341 IF (IZ.NE.l20) GG TO 342 
",RITE (N4,540) 
DO 340 L .. 1,~FC 
340 wKITl (N4,490) AA(L),~~CL) 
342 CALL MAP 
Rt:TUj;N 
350 IF (FSY~.LE.5.) GO TC 35, 
DXOSI .. (XX(2)-Xx(1»/5S(2) 
DXDS2 .. eXX(NT)-XX(NT-ll)/(SS(~T)-SS(NT-l» 
DYDS' z (YY(2)-YY(1)1/5S(2) 
&YDS2 = (YY(NTI-YY(NT-lll/(SS(~T)-S~(NT-lll 
155 CALL SPLIF(NT,SS,XX,~,~P,~,1,UXOSl,1,DXUS21 
CALL SPLIF(NT,SS,yy,V,TT,JS,1,DYD$l,1,GY~S2) 
IF (IS.LT.O) GO TO 397 
LC = PI/FLOAT(~MP) 
E~R .. SS(~LI 
DUM .. OIS(O.) 
FAC • PI/(OIS(PI)-uUM) 
OU 360 L = 1,MC 
360 CIRCCll = FAC*C~lSCFLuATCL-l).DC)-DUMI 
CALL INTPL(Nr.P,CIPC,~x,ss,xx,~,~P,~1 
CALL INTPL(NMP,CIRC,CI,Sl,YY,V,TT,0Sl 




CX(MC) • YY(Nf) 
SFAC = 1./(XX(NT)-XX(Nl)) 
XXNL = XX(~U 
00 370 L • 1,Me 
CX(l) • S~AC*eX(L) 
SX(l) • SFAe*(~XCL)-XXNL) 
XX(U = SX(U 
370 YY(l) & eX(l' 
~~ITF (~4,~20) 15 
IF (N2.NE.N4) wRITE (N2"ZO) IS 
IF(IS.EQ.O) 6G TU 39~ C DO IS S~uOTHING ITE~ATIJNS 
DO 390 K = 1, IS 
DO 380 l • 2,NMP 
XXCL) = SMUDTH(SX(L-l),SX(L),$Xll+l),SXCl)) 380 YY(L) = SMDDTH(CX(L-l),CX(L),CX(L+1),SXll») ou 390 l = 2,t-.XP 
SXCl) • XX(L; 
390 eX(l) = YY(L) 
395 NT = MC 
CALL SPlIF(~T,CIRe,XX,U,SP,w,I,O.,l,G.l CAll SPlIF(NT,CIRC,YY,V,TT,OS,l,O.,l,O.J 3q7 ISYM • 0 
IF (FSYM.GT.5.) Gu TO 170 
U(l) = spell 
VU) = TT(ll 
UPH) • SpeNT) 
V(NT) = TT(t-1T) 
GG TO 170 
410 FOR~_T (lxI6A4,I4' 
420 rO~MAT (~F10.7) 
430 FL~MAT (35HOAIRFOIL CJJRDINATE~ ANU e~RJ~TwRES/IHC,~X,lHX,14X1HY 1 ,~X,10HA~C LENvTH,7Xjh~~G,8X?hKAPPA,1'X,2hKP,11X,3H~PPII) 440 FO~MAT (lHl,4X,3HE~~,1~X,2HDA,14X,lHLall) 450 rORMAT (32H FQu~IE~ SE~I[5 Clu ~CT CG~~c~GE) 460 FORMAT (34HOMAPPl~G T~ THE INSICE uF A ~IKCLEI13XIIH~Z/OSI~~A = 1 50H -(1/SIGMA*~2}·(I-)IG~A)·*(1-E~~Il)·'lXP(~(SIG~A))113x, 242H~(SI~MA) = SUM('A{N)-1*B(N))~SI6'A**(N-1))113X,7H=P~lL = 3 F5.3,20X,I4,25~ ?uI~TS AKUUNC TrlE Cl~CtE ) 470 FORMAT (lHlJ 
4~0 FuR~~T (r12.6,2F14.6,F14.3,F14.4,2l14.3) 490 FORMAT (3E1'.6) 
C ****C'"iAN6E: (4020) TO (20A4) Ll~ 16M 3c,OU** 500 FJR~~T (4020) 



















C •••• CHANGE TO I.E-b FOR SINGLE PRECISIDN IBH 3bO •••• 
DATA POW,TOL/-12.,10.E-121 
C NOTE THAT THE SQUARE OF THE MAPPING MODULUS IS BEING COMPUTED 
HX • M/2 
C SET THE SINES AND COSINES 
coeu • 1. 
SICU • o. 
Du 5 !. • I,MX 
eOCL+l) • COCL)*DCN-SICL)*DSN 
COCMM-L' • COCL+l) 
SICL+I) • COCL'*DSN+SICL'*OCN 
~ Sl(MM-L) • -SI(l+l) 
C SET MAPPING HPOULUS FOR CUSP AT THE TAIL 
00 10 J • I,N 
FP Cl,J) • 1.+ReJ)*CRCJ,-Z.) 
DO 10 t. = I,MX 
10 FPCL+l,J) • 1.+R(J).(RCJ)-2.*CO(l+1» 
IF (EPSIl.EO.C.) GO TO 30 
C ADJUST IF THERE IS Ah ANGLE AT THE TAll 
00 ZO J • 1,N 
FP(l,J) • FP(l,J)**Cl.-EPSIL) 
00 20 L • 1,MX 
20 FPCL+1,JJ • FPCL+I,J)**C1.-EPSIL) 
C NOW COMPUTE CONTRIBUTION FROM FOURIER SERIES 
30 00 50 J .. I,N 
NfCX • MINOCNFC,I+INTCPOW/AlOG10(RCJ)-TOl») 
RJ ., 2~*R(J) 
K • NFCX 
S .. AACK+1' 
35 S B ReJ)+S+AAeK) 
K • K-l 
IF (K.GT.l) GO TO 35 
FP(l,J) • FPCI,J)*EXPCS*RJ) 
DO 50 l • 1,MX 
K D NFCX 
~x • K.L 
LT or HOO(LX,IH 
S • AA(K+ )*COClT+l) 
C • BB(K+1)*SI(LT+1) 
132 
,. 
40 L J( • LX-L 
LT • f100CLX,M) 
S • FCJ)*S+AACK).COCLT+1) 
Q • R(J)*~+BBCK)·SI(LT+l) 
K • K-l 
IF (K.GT.l) GJ TO 40 
DUM = FPCL+1,J) 
FP(MM-l,J) = EIP(KJ*C~-~».OlJM 
50 FP(l+l,J) • FXP(~J*C~+Q»*OUM 
DO 6!; l = I,M 
S = PI-BB(l) 
DO 60 K = 1,NFC 
LT • MOO(Cl-l)*K,~) 
60 S = S+AA(K+l)*SI(lT+l)-BdCK+l,*COClT+l) 
ANG = FLOAT(L-l)*DT 
FPCL,NN) ,. 1. 
6~ fM(l) & S-.5*(A~G+EPSIL.(ANG-PI» 
FM(M~) = fM(lJ-(l.+tPSIL)~PI 
DO 7{' J = 1,l-tN 
FPC~M,J) :: FPCl,J) 
70 FP(MM+l,J) ,. fPCZ,J) 
C COMPUTE ARC LENGTH AND BOOr ~ROM THE MAP~l~G BY I~lEbPATluN 
XMIN = O. 
VKIN = O. 
VMAX = O. 
S • -SORTCFPCl,l» 
TMP = CMPlXCS.CG5CFM(1»,S*SI~(FM(1») 
DO 80 L :: 1,MM 
Q :: SQRT(FP(l,l» 
S ,. S+O 
ARCL{L) :: S 
S :: 5+0 
IT = CMPLX(Q*COS(FM(L»,Q*SlN(FM(L») 
H:P :& TMP+n 
XC(L) = REALCTMP) 
YC(l) = AIMAGCTr?) 
XMIN = AMINl(XMl~,REAl(TMP» 
YMI~ • AMIN1(YXIN,AIMA3(TMP» 
VMAX = AMAXl(YMAX,AlMAG(T~P» 
TMP = TM?+TT 
80 CONTINUE 
CHO :: 1./(.~.XC(~M)-X~IN) 
1C • (YMAX-VrIN)*CHD 
DO QO L :: 1,MM 
AkCL(L) = CHD*APCL(L) 
le(L) = CHD*(XC(L)-XMIN) 
90 YC(l) ,. CHD*YC(L) 
CHO = CHD/C.5*OT) 
IF (NDES.GE.C) KETU~~ 
IF (ABS(FSY"').GT.~.) GJ TO 10C 
f~GO= -RAu.d6Il) 
wRITr CN4,120) TC,ANG0 
IF (~Z.NE.N4) ~FITE (NL,120) TC,ANG8 




100 CALL COSl 
RETURN 
120 FORMAT (3ZHOTHE THICKNESS TO CHORD RATIO IS ,Fb.4111uH THE ANGLE 
1 17H OF ZeRO LIfT IS ,Fb.3,8H ~EGRcES) 
E~[j 
SUBROUTINE SPLIF (N,S,F,FP,FPP,FPPP,KM,VM,KN,VN) 
C SPLINE FIT - SUBRGUTINE CJNTRIB~TED BY ANTH8NY JAMES~N 
C GIVEh S A~D F AT h CO~~t~PONDING POINT~,COMPUTE A C~uIL ~PLINE 
C THRO~GH THESE POINTS SATISFYiNG AN END CONDITION IMPUS~O ~~ 
C EITH~R END. FP,FPP,FP?P ~ILL BE THE FIR3T,SECOND ANU THI~O 
C DERIVATIVE RESPlCIIVELY AT tACH ~OINT ON THE SPLINE 
C KM IS THE DERIVATIVE I~POSED AT TH[ START OF THE SFLINE 
C VM wILL dE THE VALUE OF THt CtRIVATlvE TrlEKE 
C KN IS THE rEkIVATIVE IMPOSED AT THE END Of THE SPLlhE 
C VN wILL BE THE VALUE OF THE DERIVATIVE THERE 
C KM,KN CAN TAKE VAlUE~ 1,Z, OP 3 
C S MUST BE MUNOTONIC 
OIME~SION S(I), FCI), FPCl), FPPCl), FFPP(l) 
K = 1 
M • 1 
I = M 
J = ~+K 
OS .. S(J)-S(I) 
o • os 
IF CDS.Eu.O.) CALL A80KT 
OF = CFCJ)-F(I»/DS 
IF CIABS(KM)-Z) 10,20,30 
10 U = .5 
V .. 3.*(DF-VM)/DS 
GO TO 50 
20 U = O. 
V .. VM 
GO TO 50 
30 U = -1. 
V .. -DS*VM 
GCJ TO 50 
40 I = J 
J = J+K 
os = S(J)-SCl) 
IF CD*OS.LE.O.) CALL ABORT 
OF • (F(J)-FCI»/OS 
8 :0 1.ICOS+OS+U) 
U :0 c*OS 
V = B*(b.~DF-V) 
50 FPC!) • U 
FPP(I) ., V 
U = CZ.-U)*DS 
" ,. b.*OF+OS*V 
IF CJ.NE.N) GO TO 40 





60 V .. (b.*'v .-V)/U 
GO TO 90 
!{:'PRODUCffiILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
70 V • VN 
Gu TO 90 
dO V = 'DS.V~+FP?CI))/(l.+FPCI)) 
qO B = V 
100 
105 
(l • OS 
OS .. SCJ)-S(I) 
U .. fPPCI1-FPCI).V 
FPPP(!) " (V-U)/DS 
f-PPCll • U 
FPCI) .. CFCJ1-F(I))/US-DS+(V+L+UJlb. V .. U 
J = I 
1 • I-K 
If (J.NE.M) GO TO 10U 
FPPPCN) = FPPP(~-I) 
FtlP(~) = B 
fPCN) • D~+D*CfPP(N-l)+8+S1/b. IF 'KN.uT.O) R~TURN 
If KM 15 NEGATIVE CLMPUTl THE l~TEGKAL I~ FPPP F P P P ( .1) = O. 
V & F-?P(J) 
1 =: J 
J .. J+K 
OS .. SCJ)-S'I) 
U • t-PP(J) 
FPPP(J) = FPPPCI)t.~*J5*CF(1)+F(J)-J5*DS*(U+V)/12.1 V = t; 
IF CJ.NE.~) ~Q T~ 105 
I'.ETl.IPN 
thO 
SUBRCl.lTIN~ INTPl (NX,~I.FI,S,~,FP,tPP,FPPPI C GIVEN S,reS) ANl THt FIRST TH~E~ DEKIVATl~l~ AT A SEI ~F PulNTS C fIND FI(S!) AT TH~ ~x ~ALUlS U~ SI ilY LV4LUATl~b THE rAYLu~ ~cKIES C GtlTAINtD av ~SING THl Fl~ST TH~EE OEKIVATIVES ~IM[~SIO~ SI(1), FICl), ~(l), ~(1)1 ~P(l), ~PP(l), FP?P(i) CAfA PT/.333333333333j31 
J = C 
!)(J 3C I =: 1,I'.X 
VAL = O. 
55 = SICU 
10 J " Jtl 
TI • S(J)-SS 
IF (TTl .LO,30,2C 
20 J = M4XO(1,J-l) 
S5 = 5S-SCJ) 







S~BROUTINE CONJ (N,F,G,X,CN,S~) 
C CONJ~GATI~N BY FAST FOu~IER TkANSFQRM 
C GIVE~ TH~ REAL PART F OF AN ~~AlYTIC F~NCTION U~ THE UNIT ~l~ClE 
C THE IMAGINARY PART G IS CJNSTRUCTEU 
COMPLEX F,G,EIv,EIT 
DIMENSIUN F!l),Gll),'(l), CH(l),SN(l) 
DATA PI/3.141~q2b535bq7ql 
L .. Nil 
ex s 1./FLOAHl) 
EIV .. CMPlXCCOS(PI*DX),SIN(PI*DX» 
00 2 r .. l,l 
2 G(I) • F(ll 
CALL FFORM(L,G,J,CN,SN) 
GU) s O. 
1 • 1 
00 le J • lIl,2 
EIT .. CMPlX(S~(I)*DX,CN(I).OX) 
I .. 1+1 
G(J) • G(J)*EIT 
10 G(J+I) .. G(J+l)*EIT*EIV 
00 22 r"lIl 
22 SN(I) .. -~N(I) 
~~lL FrO~M(L,G,X,CN,SN) 
DO 32 I .. l,l 
32 SN(I) '" -S~(Il 
ELY .. CMPLX(AlrAG(G(L»,~EAL(G(l») 
I • L 
40 G(I) • CNPLX(AIMAG(G(I-1»,RcAL(G(I») 
I .. 1-1 
IF (I.GT.l) GO TO 40 




C FOURIE~ COEFFICIENTS BY FAST tOURlcR T~ANStOKM 
COMPLEX G,EIV,CP,X,GK 
DIMENSION G(l),X(l), A(1),B(1' 
O~T~ PI13.141S9205358Q791 
l .. N/2 
V .. PIlL 
EIV .. CMPLX(CGS(V),SIN(V» 
ENI .. l./FlOAT(N) 
CALL FFORM<L,G,X,A,B) 
GK .. O. 
1·1 
DO 5 J = 1,l,2 
X(J) .. CMPLX(S(l),A(l)) 
XlJ+l) = ~(J)*EIV 
5 I .. 1+1 










DO 10 J & l,l QP .. GK-CONJGCG(J') 
GK • GK+CGNJG'G(J»-~p.X(J' ACJ) .. -kEAlCGK)+ENI 
bCJ) • AIMAG(GK)*ENI 
GK .. GCK) 
10 K .. K-l 
A(l+l) .. -8(1) 
BU) • O. 
BCl+}) .. O. 
RETU~N 
END 
SUBROUTINE FFOR~CN,F,X,Ch,SN) FAST FOURIER TRANSFOkM 
INPUT ARRAY F wITH REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS IN ALTl~NATE CcLL~ REPLACED BY ITS FOURIER TRAN~FORM COMPLEX FCl"XCl),W 
DIMEhSION CNCIJ,SN(l) 
IF (h.LT.2) RET~RN 
NS .. 1 
NR .. 2 
NO .. N 
SET lHE SINES 'NO COSINES 
PI·3.141~92b53'bQ19 
DT .. (PI+PI)/fLuAT(NJ 
IFC(SN(1).E~,O.'.ANO.(SN(2).~O.SIN(DT») GO TO 11 A/'4G = o. 
DO 5 J • 1. N 
CNeJ) - COS(ANG) 
SN(J)--SIN(At\G) 
5 ANG = ANG+DT 
11 00 10 K • ~R,N 
Ir (MODeNQ,K).f~.O) Gu TO 21 
10 CONTINUE 
21 NO"N~/K 
NS :& NS*t<. 
NI\ .. K 
IQ .. 0 
10 • 0 
DO 22 I = 1,hS 
00 24 J .. IINC' 
L .. IQ+J 
LP=l +,'W 
MaIO 
W ·F(L)+F(LP)*CMPlX(C~(h+l),SN(M+l') IFeNR.EQ.~) GO TO 24 
l=LP 
DO 20 t< .. 3,~1< 
L • L+N[l 
M .. M+ID 
137 
· ~ 
IF (M.GE.N) M • M-N 
Z6 W - ~+F(l)*CMPlX(CN(M+l)#SN(M+l» 
Z4 X(IO+J) = 'II 




t~o a NO 
IF (f\O.GT.lJ GO TO 61 
00 32 K .. liN 
32 F(K) ,. X(K) 
RETlJRN 
61 CO 60 K = NR,N 
If (MOO(NC,K) .EC.O) GO TO 71 
60 CONTINUE 
71 NU=NO IK 
NS :II ~S*K 
NR ,. K 
10 - 0 
10 a 0 
DO 72 I = I,NS 
(l0 74 J = },NO 




IHNP.EO.2) GC TO 74 
l-lP 
OU 7b K~."NR 
l .. L+NO 
M .. M+ID 
IF (M. G E • N) M II M-I\ 
76 W = ~+X(L)*CMPLX(CN(~+l),SN(M+l» 
74 F(IO+J) = W 




NO = NO 





S a ABS(X-ARRA(~» 
1)0 10 L ,. 1,111 
IF (ABS(X-A~RAY(L».~T.~) 
INOOK ,. L 








SUBRGUTINE GTuRB(DEL~A~,DELB~,CPO,S~P,SL,RDEl,RBCP) COMMON/FL/FlUXT4,CD4,CO~,INDCC COMMON PHI(lb2,31J.;PCl02,31J,A(31),S(31J,C(31J,O(3l),E(31) 1 ,RP(31),RPP(31),R(3l),~S(31),~1(31),A~(!6lJ,BaC16ZJ,CU(102) 2 ,SI(16l),PHIR(lbl),XC(lbZ),YC(lb2),FM(lbl),ARCl(lbZ),OS~MClbZ) 3 ,ANGOlO(162),XOlu(162"YillO(16l),ARCOLOClb2),DElOlO(lb2) 4 ,RP4(3l),RP5(3l~ 
COMMON IAI PI,TP,~AO,tM,AlP,RN,PCH,XP,TC,CHD,OPHI,Cl,RCl'YK 1 ,XA,YA,TE,DT,DP,DElTH,DElR,RA,DCN,DS~,RA4,EPSIL,QC~lT,C1,Cl l ,C4,C5,Cb,C7.8ET,BETA,FSYM,XSEP,SEPM,TTLE(4),M,N,MM,N~,NS~ 3 ,IK,JK,Il,ITy?,MODf,IS:NFC,NCY,NRN,NG,IOIM,NZ,N3,N4,NT,lXX 4 ,NPTS,ll,l,lSEP,M4,NEW,EPSl,~C~S,Xl~~,SCAlOl ~ ,SCAlOO,N6,GAMr.A,~QPT,CSTA~,~EM,OEP,OlNF,TSTEP,XO~T 6 ,INC,UFAC,&AM,KDES,PlTSZ,CPl,OPU RtAl MACH,MACHN,NEw,MACHS 
DIMENSION HP(16lJ,S~PPC16Z),CPPClb2',THETAP(lbZJ,DELPClbZJ 1 ,DElX(lJ,TDCl) 
DI~ENSIO~ HCl),THETA(lJ,DELS(lJ,XX(l),YY(l),MACHNCI) 1 ,SEPR(l),CPX(l),OSOT(l),$(l),MACHS(l),ANGN~~(l) EQUIVALENCE (M4CHNCl),A(1» ,(H(1),FP(1,b»,(TH~TA(1),FP(1,6» 1 , ( X X ( 1) , FPC 1, 3 )), (yY C 1) , FP (1. !)) ) , ( [j El S (1 ), F P ( 1, 10) ) 2,CANGNEwCl',FP(1,24),(SEPR(1),FP(1,14),(CPXCl),PHl~(1» 3 ,CS(1),FP(1,16),(~ACHS(lJ,FPCl,lo),(DSOTCl),FP(1,30'J 4 ,CDELXC~),FP(1,l2»,(TDCl),FP(1,20») CP(QJ = C~*(C4/(1.+C2*O*J»**C7-1.) USXCO) = (C4-(1.+0/C5'**(1.IC7))/C6 
rACH(O) = SQRT (U/(CI-C2*Q» 
DATA ISw/OI,CDF/O.I,XPlT/.5/,~FAC/IOO.1 IF (~OES.GE.l) GO TO 5 
DO 10 J = 1,NN 
PHI(~M,J) = PH!(l,J)+OPHI 
10 PHI(MM+l,J) = PhIC2,J'+OPHI 
, IF (ISW.EO.O .AND.CSTA~.EO.IOO.) CAll G~PluT(~R~' C CuMPUTE AND STO~F CP CKITICAL CPX(MM+l) = CP(I.) 
C ISX SET Tu 1 Fu~ FSYM=l. AND FSY~=3 IF fLuw HAS NLT B~EN CuMP~lcD ISX = (NCY+l)tCITY?-3)+ABSCFSYr+lO.)+.2 If (ISX.NE.l) GO TO 30 
114 • N3 
FSYM = O. 
ALP = O. 
XSEP a AHAXl(O.,XS~P-l.' 
OS • b(MM' 
DO 20 l = 1,I1M 
XOLO(U = XC(L) 
YOlO(L) = ycel) 
MACHI'4(U • MACH(ACUl 
20 CPXCL) = CP(llACHN(L» 
Ir (ABSeYC(MM'-YCCl)).lE.l.t-5).AND.(IAdS(NRN).GT.99~)1 bU TU 50 GU TG 110 
30 DU 40 l = 2,M 
~ • (PHI(L+l,l)-PHI(L-L,l»)tDElTH-~I(l) CS = (U*UJ/FP(L,!) 
MACHh(l) = MACH(CS) 
139 
40 CPX(L) a CPCMACHN(l)' 
HACHN(MM) a .5*(MACHN(Z)+NACHN(M)) 
MACH~(l) .. MACH~(MM) 
CPX(l) c CPCMAChN(l» 
CPX(MM' a CPXCl) QS .. QSX(CPX( MM» 
IFCCINOCD.EQ.l).AND.(FSYM.EC.7» GO TO 50 IF (FSYM.EQ.b.) GO TO 00 
IF '(FSY~.LE.5.).OR.(lryp.LE.2» GO TO 50 C ADVANCE PLOTTER PAPER TO THE NEXT BLANK PAGE 
c 
C 
IF(XFLT.GT •• 5) CALL PLUTC12.0*FLUATCINT«20.2+XPLT)/12.»,U.,-3) XPLT ... 5 
50 CALL GETCP(COF) 
IFCIhDCD.EQ.l) IS~=l 
IF(INDCD.EO.l) RETURN 
CALL GOPRIN (HP,THETAP,S£PP,CPP,DELP,XT~ANS) IF CISX.EC.l) CALL eXIT 
ISW c 1 
RETURN 
60 DO 70 l • 1,MN 
70 CPP(L) .. CPX(l' 
IF«IS~.l~.O).UP.(FSYM.Nl.b.» FINO THE eASE PRESSURE 
DEldP = 10. 
CPO c CP(MACHN(IXX-1» 
DO >30 l .. IXX,M 
CP~ .. CP(MACHN(l) 
DEl3P = Ar.IN1(DtLBP,CPN-CPU) 
80 CPO .. CPN 
BCP .. BCP+RBCP*DElBP 
90 ISw .. 1 
PCH .. ABS(PCH) 
IF (lSEP.GF.MN) CO TO 110 
MUDIFY TrlE MACY DISTRlaUT!O~ CPO .. CP(MACHN(LS~P» 
SEPX .. XC(LSEPI 
SL = (BCP-CPU)/(XC(MMI-SEPX) 
DO 100 L • lSEP,MM CPP(L) = CPO+Sl*(XC(l)-SEPX) 
100 MACrlN(L) .. MACH(QSX(C?P(L)) 
110 KuM IN .. 1 
KCMAX • 1 
OHIN = MACrlN(l) 
CMAX = OHIN 
DARC = TP/FlOAT(NPTS-1) 
00 115 L = 1,NPTS 
115 H(ll .. FLOAT(L-l)*DARC 
H(NPTSI :r TP 
DO 116 l = I,M 
116 YY(l) • fLDAT(L-l)*UT 
YY(Mt") = TP 
GO TO 90 
CALL SPLIF (~M,YY,ARCL,USOT,CO,TO.3,O.,3,O.) CALL I~TPL (~PTS,H,~,yy,A~Cl,QSuT,CO,TC) S(NPTS) • ARCL(r.M) 
140 
• I 
CAll SPLIF (MM,ARCL,NACHN,D~CT,LO,TD,J,O.,3,0.) 
CALL l~TPL(~PTS,S ,MACH),ARCL,~A~H~,OSOT,CO,TO) 
CAll SPlIF (MM,ARCL,~C,DSOT,CO,TD,3,O.,3,O.) 
CAll INTPl (NPTS,S,XX,ARCL,XC,OSOT,CO,TO) 
00 120 l • 1,NPTS 
IF (MACHS(l).GT.CMAXI ~QMAX • l 
IF (MACHS(LI.LT.QMINI KQMl~ • L 
QhIN • A~IN1(MACHS(L),~~INI 
UMAX = AHAXl(NACHS(LI,JMAX) 
SEPR(l) • O. 
H(ll • o. 
OElS(l) • o. 
120 THETA(L) • o. 
If (FCH.LT.O.) GO TO 140 
~~MA' • K~MIN+l~D~xRCPCH,XX(KOMl~+l',NPTS-kQMl~) 
IF (KQ~AX.GE.NP1S) CALL AdORT 
140 CALL NASHMC (KU~AX,NPTS) 
XTRA~S = PCH 
IF (PCH.lT.O) XTkA~S = XX(ku~AX) 
KOBOl • INDEXRCXTRANS,XX,~QMI~) 
I~ (KQBilT.Lr..1) CALL AJOR! 











C COMP~TE THE SKIN FRICTIO~ DkAb 
~ = S~PT(OSI 
RT • (CI-CZ*CSI/CC1-Cl) 
h~T = (HCN~TS)+1.)*(1.-CZ*OSIC1)-1. 
HuB = (H(I'+1.)*e1.-C£.~~JC1)-1. 
COF • 2.*THETA(NPT~).~**c.~*e HBT +5.J).~T.*3 
CCF c CJF+2 •• TH~TACl)¥~ •• (.5*( Hb~+~.I)*~T •• 3 
IF (ISX.tC.I) GO TO ZJJ 
C MAKE DISPlACEMEhT Mu~JTJNi I~CREASINb ON THE UPPE~ SU~FACl 
LG 170 l = KQMA1,~prS 
I~ (DELS(L+l) .LT.GELSCLI) DEL~(L+1) c DELSCL) 
170 lu~TINUl 
C LUWE~ SURFACE - FIND ~~E~E O~LS STAR1S U(CkEASIN~ 
C TkEAl THl LO~f~ SURrACt LIKE THl UPPE~ S~RFAtl If ~ScP.lT.O 
xPC = .60 
IF (XSEP.LT.O.) XPC c 2. 
J = kOBOT 
180 J = J-1 
If (LfLseJ-1).lT.rCLS(J» bO TO Id~ 
l~ CJ.G~.2) CQ TJ IdO 
G~ T~ 200 














DELS(J-l) = OELS(J) 
GO TO 180 
~ISPlACEMENT MUST STAY MaNOTON~ DECREASING 
J • J-l 
If (DELS'J-l).~T.D~LS(J» DELS(J-l) .. OELS(J) 
If (J.GT.2' GO TO 190 
SMOOTH DELS IS TIMeS 
If (I S • L E • 0) "G 0 T 0 ·2 Z 0 
DO 210 I" 1,15 
OLD • DELS (1) 
DO 210 L .. 3,~PT~ 
NEW. OELS(L-l) 
OELS(L-1) s .2~*(CLD+NEW+N~w+O~LS(L» 
OLD .. NEw 
X.PLT • XPLT+.5 
FAC·(S(~PTS-l)-5(NPTSl)/(S(NPTS-l)-S(NPT~-2» 
OELS(NPTS)=FAC*DEL5(~PTS-2'+(I.-FAC)*DELS(NprS-l) 




IF (ISX.fQ.l) GO TO 260 
YFAC • 10./S(NPTS) 
Oh • (HtKQMAX+l)-h(~~~JT-l»1 FLUAT(?+~~MA.-~~MIN) 
FAC • A~CCLD(NT)/S(NPT~) 
IF(XPLT.LT.l.2' CALL SYM8JL(.35,8.74,.14,55H~ISPLACEMENr TtlICKM.S S 
I AT EACH BOUhOA~Y LA~E~ IT~RATION,270.,,~, 
CALL PLUT (XPlT+XFAC*D~lStl"lv.~,3' 
DU 230 l • 1,~PT5 
CALL PLOT(XPlT+XFAC*LcLStl',lO.5-YFAC*S(L'.2) 
IF (tL.GE.KQBOT,.AND.lL.LE.KQMAX), H(L' = HlL-l)+DH 
YY l L) = :d L) ... F Ae 
YYlNPTS) .. ARCOtC!~T' 
DELX WILL BE BOUNORY LAYtR OISPLAClMENT AT NT POINTS 
CALL SPLI~lNPT5,yy,UtLS,D~DT,CC,TU,3,O.t3,O.) 
CALL INTPL(NT,A~COLD,DELX,yy,O~LS,US~T,~J,TC) 
THE FOLlJwING A~E 8EIN~ C~MPUTEU F~R FLTuRE PRINT OUT 
CALL SPLlfCNPTS,S,DEl5,D5DT,CO,Tu,3,O.,3,O.l 
CALL INTPllMM,AkCl,OElP,S,OELS,OSOT,CO,TO) 
CALL SPlIF (NPTS,S,H,DSUT,CO,TO,3,U.,3,O.' 
CALL INTPL(MM,ARCL,HP,S,H,DSVT,CO,TO) 
CALL SPLIf(NPTS,S,THETA,uSDT,CO,TD,3,O.,J,O.) 
CAll INTPl (MM,ARCL,THETAP,S,THtTA,~~OT/CO,TD) 
CALL SPLIFlNPTS,S, StP~,OS~T,CO,TU,3,C.,3,O.' 
CAll INTPLlMM,A~Cl,SEPP,S,SEP~,DSOT,CO/T~) 
~H THE: SLlJPES FuR THE: OI.~TEk AIKFOll AI CLJI'.t{ESPONl..l~G 
DlI 240 l = 1,MM 
DvEL : RDll*(OELPlLJ-)Su~.l" 
DELP(l) • DOEl 
OSUMCl) :: DSII"!~~)+DDtL 
S(L) z FAC.ARCL(l) 










uELMAX • O. 
~O 2~O L • 1,NT 
DDEL • DELX(l)-CELOLO(LJ 
DELMAX = AMAX1(D~LMAX,A~S'OOELJ) 
DY • OElOLD(L)+~~~l.GOll 
ANG • .5*(ANGOLO(L)+ANGNEW(LJ) 
XX(L)·XOLG(LJ 
YY(L)=YOlO(l)+OY/COSCANG) 
250 OELOlOCL) • OY 
ISS. IS 
IS = -1 
IF (ITYP.EO.99) CAll GJPR!N (~P,THETAP,SEPP,CPP,O~LP,XTRAN~) 
CALL AIRFOL 
IS • ISS 
FSYH • 7. 
PETUPN 
260 DO 270 L = 1,MM 
A~COlOCL) = ARCL(l) 
CPPCl) = CPXCL) 




CAll l~T?l CKM,ARCl,SEPP,S,S~PP,DSDT,CC,TD) 
CALL SPlIF (NPTS,S,ThETA,DSDT,CC,TD,3,C.,3,O.J 
CAll INTPl (MM,ARCl,T~ETAP,S,ThETA,J~DT,CO,TO) 
CALL GOPRIN (HP,TH~TAP,SEPP,CPP,OELP,XTRA~~) 
~T = ~M 
CALL GETCPCCOF) 

























SN • -Z./ARCLCHH) 
QHIN-HACHN C 1) 
00 10 L • 1,M QMINaAMINl(MACHN(L),QMlNJ 
10 ARCLCL) • ACOSCl.+SN*ARCL(llJ 
ARCL(MM) • PI 
CALL SPLIFCMM,APCL,fH,OSJT,FPP,FPPP,l,O.,l,O.J 
OSOT(1) • FPP(1)*1.E-5 
DSDT(HH) • -FPP(MM)$l.E-~ 
DO 20 L • 1,HM 
FPP(lJ = RAO*FM(lJ-180. 
20 FPPP(L). SN*DSDTClJ/AMAXl(1.E-5,$IN(ARClCL)J) 
IF (FSYM.GT.5.) GO TO 120 
IF (FSYM.EQ.O.J GO TO bO 
WRITE (N4,310) 
Z~ IF (FSYH.EQ.O) WRITE (~4,320) TTlE 
IF (XP.EQ.O.) WRITt(N4,300) IOFF 
IF (XP.NE.O.) ~~ITE(N4,b60; IOFF 











READ C "'4, ~~5) 
READ CM4,5!15) 
FORMAT (lHU 
DO 30 L • lJ f'lM 
IF (~P.EQ.O.) GO TO 610 
IF (MOO(l+1,55).EQ.0) ~RlTE CN4,660) ION 
PEADCM4,556) ~U~,DUM 
FORMA T( 2Fl 0.4) 
~RITE(N4,b70) l,XC(l),YCCL),FPP(L),FPPP(L),MACHN(L),CP(LJ,uUM 
GO TO 30 




flESTORE QuANT IlIES TO VALUES ThEY liAD lJPOr-. ErHERII\G THIS ROUT lt~E 
DO 50 l • l,MM 
ARCl(L) • (COS(ARCL(l»-l.)/SN 
FP(l,NN) • 1. 
CALL COSl 
RETURN 
RNX • .1*ArNTCRN*1.E-~} 
IF «ABS(YC(MM)-YC(I».LE.l.E-5}.AND.(lA3S(NR~)~GT.9q~» G~ TG 2~ 
~RITE (N4,390) TTlE,RNX 
WRITE (N4,330) IOff 
IF ( JK.GE.O ) GO TO 80 
CALL PLOT (2.,0.,-3) 
ENCODE C30,37C,TTlE) EM,Cl,TC 
CAll SYMBOL (1.2,.7,.14,TTLE,O.,~0) 
~~CODE (20,380,TTlE) R~X 
CAll SYM30L (1.5,1.O,.14,TTLE,0.,20) 
CALL PlOT(PlTSl*XC(1),~.+PLTSZ*YC(1),3) 
DO 70 l I: 2,MM 




IPEN • 3 
80 00 100 L • 1,MH 
X~ .. XOLO(l)+OSUM(l)~SI~(ANGOlO(l») YS • YOLO(l)-OSuM(l).CJS(A~GOLOCL)) 
)(C(l) • XS 
YC(l, : YS 
IF (JK.lc.-l) CALL PLJTCPlTSZ+XS,5.+PlTSZ+YS,IPEN) IPEN • 2 
IF (MOO(L+3,55).EO.O) ,oIRlTE (N4,330) leN IF (XOlO(l).GT.XTR) GO TO 90 
TRAN~ II IH 
If ('ACHNCl).EQ.OHINJ TRA~S .. 10HSTAGNATIOk IF (XOlOCl+l).GT.XTRJ.OK.(XOLD(l-lJ.GT.XTP) GO TO 85 IF «XOlO(l+2).GT.XTR).O~.(XOLD(l-2).GT.XTk»)TRANS. 10HTKA~SITION 85 WRITE (N4,340) XOlO(lJ,YUlDCl"FPP(lJ,FPPP(lJ,CPP(l),TRANS,XS,YS GU TO 100 
90 WRITE (N4,350) XOLO(l),YOLO(l),FPP(l),FPPP(l),CPP(L),THETACl) 1 ,SEP(L),XS,yS 
100 CONTINUE 
IF (XP.Ea.O.) NRN • -IABS(NRN) XP n -ABS(XP} 
RETURN 
120 wRITE (N~,310) 
WRITE (N4,300J IOfF 
I·! 
YSEP • A8S(XSEP) 
IF (XSEP.GT.O.) YSEP .. 2. 
DO BQ l : 1, MM 
IF (MOO(l,55).EO.O) hKITE (N4,300) ION IF (XC(L).GT.XTR) GO TO 130 
TRANS .. IH 
IF (~ACH~(lJ.(Q.OMIN) TRANS" IOHSTAGNATION If «XC(l+l).GT.xTR).OK.CXCCl-l).GT.AT~» Gu TO 125 I .. -1 
YSEP '" ABS(XSFP) 
If (CXC(l+2J.GT.XTR).OR.(XC(l-2J.GT.Xr~») TRANS : 10HT~ANSITIOh 125 WRITE (N4,290) L,XC(L),YC(L),~PPCL),FPPP(l),r.ACHN(l), 1 CP(l),CPPCl),Z,Z,TRANS,l 
GO TO l~O 
130 ~L(l) • IH 
BL(l) = IH 
BU3) .. IH 
eLC4Ja: IH 
If (l.EO.LSEPJ BLCI)· 2HlS If(SEP(l).GT.SEPMAXJ.AND.CSEP(L+I).LT.~EPMAX» SLeZ): 2riC) IF (l.EQ.IXX) dl(3)= 2rlLM 
IFCCXCCL).GE.YS~P).A~u.(XCCl+I).lT.Y~EP)J Bl(4) = 2HLP ~RITE (N4,280J bL ,L,XCel),YCCl),fPPCl),FPPPCL),MACHNCL), 1 CP(L),CPP(L),T~ETA(l),D~uMCL),SEP(l),~Cl),DEl(l),L ISO CONTINUE 
GO TO 40 
260 FGRMH(Il4,2F9.~,2F8.2,2F~.4) '" 
- 2dO FORMATC3x, 4A2,I5,2f9'~3F~.2,F8.2,F8.4,2~~.4,F9.~,F9.5,~~.5,F7.2, 1E9.2,IS) 
145 
290 FOR~Ar (I16,ZF9.5,F9.2,Fd.2,F8.4/2F9.4,2F9.5,~X,Alv,7X,I~) 
300 FO~MAT'Il,14~lHL~X2HXS,7~,2HYS,7X,3HANG,4X,~HKAPPA,4X,4HM~~HcX2YC 
1 ,bX3HCP1,4X5HTHETA,~X4hDELS,oX3HSeP,6~lhH,~XZHDu,bXIHL I) 
310 FORMAT(lHl,1~X,40HLO~E~ SUKFACe TAIL Te U~PE~ )URFACE TAIL 
320 FOR~Al(lHll 17XZbHlISTINu OF CCuRDl~ATES fOR,2X,4A4) 
330 FOR~AT(II IIIXIMx,8x,lHY,~X$3HANG,4X'~MKAPPA,6X,2HCP,~~, 
1 5HTMETA,'X,3HS~P,bX,2rlXS,7X,2HYS/) 
340 FORMAT (F14.~,F9.5,Fd.Z,F3.~,Fq.~,4X,AIO,4X,lF9.5) 
350 FORM~T (F14.~,F9.5,F8.Z,Fd.£,fq.4,4F9.5J 
300 FORMtT (Il/12XIHl,bX,IHX,8X,lHy,6X,3HA~G,4X5rlKAP~A4X~HMA~hc1~HCP/. 
370 ~ORMAT ( 2HMK,F4.3,4X,3HtL=,~~.3,4X,4HT/C=,F4.3) 
380 FOR~AT (4H RN&,F4.1,9H MILLION) 
390 FORMAT(lHll 9X26HLISTING Or COOKDINATES fu~,2x,4A4 ,4X,3rlKN=, 
1 f4.1,BH MILLION) 
660 FUR~AT (Il/12XIHl,bX,lrlx,dX,lHY,6X,3HA~G,4X5HKAPPA4x4HMACHcX~hC?, 
1 8X,4HDA TAl) 
EtiD 
SU8RUUTINc NASHr.C C~l,KZ) 
C CUMPLTE THE ~OUNDRY LAYEk FR~h POINT Kl TG ~2 






CQMMGN IAI PI,TP,RAD,cM~ lP,RN,PCH,XP,TC,CrlD~uPMI,Cl,~Cl,Y~ 
1 ,XA,YA,TE,DTIDr,OELTH,DELR,kA,DCN,U~~,~A4,E?Sll,~CklT,~1'L2 










DATA TR,RTHO,TE1,TE2,SEPXAX,PIMIN,PIKAX 1.3~24,3iO.,~.i-3,5.l-~, 
1 .004,-1.~,1.E41 
GA:il = .5/C2 
CSII,..,F " C4 
INC" ISIGN(1,K2-Kll 
YSEP • ABS(XSEP) 
I~ «XSEP.GT.O.).AN~.(lNC.LT.O» YSEP = 1. 
Sf.PMAJI. " SEPM 
('l = 6.5 
l " 1<.1 
~s ~ AdS(S(L)-SCL-INC» 
1 0 L P = L + It .. C 






MhS") • MH*f'lH 
CSIH :0 1.+C2*MHSQ 
lISOlO • OS 
nLPRODUClBlLl'fY 01<' TUB 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
os • A6SCSClP)-SClJ) 
oeOS • CMACH$CLP)-MACHS(L»/(OS*MH*CSIH) T = CSIINF/CSIH 
PHOH • T**G4Ml 
~L :0 T*Cl.+TR)/(RHOh*(T+TR» 
RTH = RN*MH/(fr.*NU) 
IF (L.NE.Kl) GO TO 3C 
THETtH= RTHO/PTH 
THT = THlTAH 
30 FC :0 1.O+.066.Mr.SC-.~O~.Mrl.MHSO fk :0 1.-.134*MHSO+.027*MHSQ*hH DU AT MaST 200 ITE~ATrONS 
DL 140 J = 1,,,99 
RTAU= 1.ICrC*(2.4711*AlJGCFP*RTH*THETA~)+".7S)+1.~*~c+1724.1 1 CGE*GE+200.)-16.87) 
TAU • RTAU*RTAU 
HB = 1./(1.-GE*~TAU) 
HH = (rl~+1.)*(I.·.17d.~HSO)-1. 
ScP = -ThETAH*OOOS 
IF (SEP.LT.S(PMAX) G~ TO 50 
IF C~X(L).lT.YSlP) ScP • ~EPMAX ~c PIE = HH*S£P/TAU 
PIE = AMAXI'PI~IN,AMIN1(P~MAX,P'EJJ G = t.l*SJKTCPI£+1.B1J-1.1 
T2 • ASS(~-G~)/GE 
GE " G 
OT2 = OTl 
DT1 = 'HH+2.-Mrl~O'*~~P+TAu 
If (J.EQ.1) GO re lIe 
TI = ABS(DTI-DTZ"DT1) 
IF (CTI.lT.TE2'.AND.(TZ.LT.TE1» GO TO 130 110 THETAH = THT+.~.DT1*DS 
140 CuNT lNU( 
130 THfTA(LP) = THT+DTl*US 
SfP • -TH~TAH*D'DS 
THETAH = TrlETAClP) 
THT = THETA(lP) 
SEP~(L) = (SEPRCl)~DS+S£P.uSUL~)/(uS+O~uLC) S£:PRClP) • SfP 
HCU ,. (H(L)*D~+HH*O~UlP)/(r~+(lSOU) H(lP) = HH 
CclSCL) = H(l)*THETA(L) 
l • l P 
IF (l.NE.KZ) GO TO 10 
HCK2)=H(K2-I~C)+(DS/(SJlJ)*(~(KZ-I~C)-h(~2-1~C-I~C») SEPO,(K2) = 2.~S~PP(KZ)-S~P~(~2-INC) OELS(K2) c H(K21*THETA(Kl) 
H(I{l) = u. 
HPR(r(l) = O. 
CALL NASrlLS(t(Z) 




DflSCK2) = HCK2'*THETA(K2) RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE TRIOl(A,8,C,RHS,U~T,~,IDIM) CUMPLEX RhS,QIJT 
DIM~NSION ACI)/B(l),CCl) 
OIME~SION GA(35),RHSCIDIM),OUT(3~) REC:ol./B(l) 
GACl)-REC*CCl) 
OUTCl'aREC*RH$el' 
DO 10 J-2,N 
REC=1.IC8(J)-ACJ)*GACJ-l» 
GI.CJ)"REC*CCJ' 






COMMON PHIClb2,31),FPClo2,31),AC31),S(31),C(31),OC3l',E(31' 1 ,RP(31),RPP(Zl),R(31),RS(3l),PIC31),AA(162),BUClt2),CO(16~) ? ,SI(162),PHIKelb2),XCClo2),YC(lt2),FM(162),ARCLCl~2J,DS~r.(lb2} 3 ,ANGOLO(162),XGlD(lt2),YOLD(162),ARCOLOC162),OELOLOCl6Z} 4 ,~P4(31),RP5C31) 
CGM~CN IAI PI,iP,~AD,EM,ALP,RN,PCrl,XP,TC,Ch~,uPHI,CL,~~L,YR 1 ,XA,YA,TE,DT,D~,~ElTH,~ELK,RA,OCN,DSN,~A4,~PSIL,~CkIT,Cl,~2 2 ,C4,C5,Cb,C7,6ETIB~TA,FSYH,XSEP,StPM,TTlE(4),H,~,MM,N~,N~P 3 ,IK,JK,IZ,ITYP,MOOl,I5,NFC,NCy,NR~,NG,IJIM,~2,N3,~4,NT,IXX 4 ,NPTS,LL,I,lS[P,M4,~t~,[PSl·~D[S,XlEN,5CALOI 5 ,SCALQO,N6'bAMMA,Nopr,csrAK,~~M,~EP,QlNF,TSrEP,xaUT 6 ,I~C,QFAC,GAM,KDtS,PLTSZ,~PL,CPU CuMPLEX FF,fl,GG 
DIMENSION CX(162),SXClb2),Ff(!oZ),uGCltZ),fl{31) COMMeN ISuLll 0(162,31) 
If(~~W.NE.l) GO TO 30 









OLJ 2 J=I,N,2 
148 
---
tAll TwOFfT(M,~'l,J"Q(l,J+l"FF,GG,CX,SX,l) 00 7 I=l.MAl 
It~"M-I+3 
O([,J)·REALtFF(I» Ct!,J+l)=REALCGG(I» Q elM, J , = -A 1M A G ( FF C J.) ) O'~M.J+l'=-HIMA~(Gu(ll) 7 CONTINUE; 
2 CCft ilNUE 
HR=.'*DR 
00 3 J=l,N 
0'J'=2.*RS(J) 
T·RA·~A*H(J) 
B 'J ) = T* ( K ( J) -H" ) 3 CeJ)=T*:ReJ)+HR) 
C(l)",~Cl) 
OG 4 I·l,MAl 
IM=M-I+3 
DO 5 J=l,N 
A'J'=-OeJI-2.-Cl.-CX'I» 5 FftJ).CMPLX,Q,I,J),vcIM,J') CALL TRIOICB,A,C,FF,Fl,N,lb~) 00 8 Jo:l,"" Q'I,J':cREAUFIIJ)1 O,IM,J'=AIMAG(fleJI) 8 CONTINUE 
4 CONTINUE 
Du oJ J=bN,2 [,U 10 r=l,MAl 
It'!=M-I+3 
FF(l)·C~PLXCOCl,J,,-O(lM,J» GGtI)"CMPLX(Q(I,J+ll,-JeIM,J+l» FF'lM)=C~PLX(J(I,J),~'IM,J» 10 GG(IM)=CMPLXCUCI,J+l),uCIM.J+l» CALL TWOFfT(-M,Q(l,J),Q(l,J+ll,FF,GG,CX,~X,l) Q CUNTINUE 




















CO 30 IaLl,MM 
CAll MURI1ANl 








00 60 J·l,N 
O(l,J) .. O(J) 
f=O CO~TINUE 
IF(I.GT.2) GU TO bO 





DO 110 I=l,M 
DC 110 Jal,N 
11r PHI(I.J)=PHI(I,J)+O(I,J) 
In! 111 J=I,N 
III PHllrM,J)=PHIll,J)+OPrll 
IFt~rL.EJ.U.) LL TO 9~ 
Y A· RC l. ( ( PH I( H, 1) - l Pt-Il (l, 1 ) +r PI! I ) ) '* D t LT H+ S 1 ( 1) ) 
It(MUDE.EO.l) G~ TU 90 
It (~DtS.GE.O) tU Tu ~l 
ALP"AlP-.!l*YA 
GO HI 42 
41 BB(1) .. BBtl)-.~+YA 
42 CAll CUS I 
GQ TO 95 
90 YA-TP*YA/Cl.+BET) 
LJPHI-OPHI+YA 
Q~ DG t.:I7 l=l,l'\ 
97 PHI(l.NN)=OPHI+PHIR(L) 
IHMCO£ .EI.I.O) "l rlJl<'~ 
IHI 120 J"l,N 



















C~M~~N IAI Pl,TF~RAD/l~,ALP,R~/PCH,Xf/TC,thD,~PHl/Cl,~Cl,Y~ 
1 IXA/YA/T~/DT,DF/DELIH/O~L~/RA/CC~/JSN/~A4,~~SIL/~LKlr,Cl,el 
2 ,C4,C5,C6,C7/~~T'bE1A,FSYM/XSlP,StP~,TTL~(4),M,N/~,/~~,NS~ 







PHI x). = t> HI ( 1+1,1 , + PH I ( I-Ill I-H: 1 ( 11 1 J -Pt-l ( I, 11 
PHIXM=PH! (1+1,1' -PHI C 1-1, II 
P II IX P = PH 1 , 1 + 1, i , -PH 1 ( I-I, ~ I 
IHI.'iF.MMJ GLl Te Iv 
O(I)=Cl·(PrlI~x+~~(lJ·Y;IYY+~A4*CO(1) 
O(1)=-OC1)/CI 





I~(JS.lE.QC~iT' GG TO 3u 
lJ(ll=O. 
(,~ H. 40 
30 caNTHWE 
C5.=CI-C2vQ$ 
c",=b~*,,·S.Ct="( I-l,II-F?C 1+1,1), 
X=~A4*(C~~ .. S'·Cu(II 




[1(. ftC J=2,~ 
P ~ I XX .. P '"i I C 1+1, J ) +PH I , 1-1, J ) -Ph I ( 1, J , - t>H ( 1 , J J 
DU=P"'lX? 
P t' IY r = PHI ( 1+1, J + 1 , -i' hI ( 1-1, J +1 I 
PhIX'=PhIXP-PHI,r 















IF(QS.lE.aCRIT' GO TO 50 D(J'.,O. 





D(J)·RA4*(tCMVS+US-V$).DV-UV.DU)+RI(J).QS.B~.fU.(FP(1-IIJ)-FPtI+l, IJ)'+RAV*(FP(I/J-l)-FP(IIJ+l)')+CMU~~PNIKX-UVl*PHlXY+C(J,*PrllYY OtJ)--O(J)lCS ~O CONTINUE 
r<E TURN 
Et.O 
SUBRUUTINE T~Or~T(NS/f,G,ALP/bEl,C~,S~,IDlM) CAB S ( N S) 1 S THE f\ U I'l [\ Ei' ) F P 0 H~ T!> 1 N E A en A fll( A Y C 00 F~T FU~ F A~L G uk KtVtKSE TRANSFLRM FOR ALP A~D ~ET C IF NS<O THE RrV~RSr T~ANSFORM IS PKtFuRMED C FuNCTIONS F AND G A~r REPKt$[NlcD ey ARRAY~ JF TrlEIR VAlutS C ALP AND BET 6R[ CU~Pl[X FUU~IE~ COtFFICIE~TS FU~ t AND G C AlP(N) IS OF THE fO~~ A(~)-I*bif\) C eN A~D S~ ARE Tht CD~I~l A~D SINE ARRA~~ C 101M IS THE SKIP ~AC10~ aET~E~~ POlNTS l~ F ~N0 G eUMPlFX ALP,BET,x 
DIMENSION F(IDl~llJ,b(IDI"11),ALP(1),3ET(1),CN(1),SN(1) N :z IABS(NS) 
L • NI2 C SET LP A~r DU COMPLeX TKA~~FOR~ If (~S.ll.0) GC TO 2u DO 1('1 J • 1, N 10 AlP(J) • CMPlX(f(l,J),G(l,J» GO H! 'to C Slr LP ~OR RtVe~SE TkA~)FJ~M 20 J:,,{+l 
DO 30 K .. l,l 
X .-CMPLX(AIMAG(BET(~)-REAL(AlP(~»IAIMA~(4LP(KJ)+kcAL(~ET(K») ALP(J)·X 






ALP(K) -l •• (ChPL~(REALlALP(KJJvAIHAG(BETlK»,AIMAG(ALP(K')-REAllSE lHK»») 40 CALL FFORMlN,ALP,8~T,C~,SN) C NOW SEPARATf OUT THE REAL AND lr.AGINARY PARTS J - ~ 
c 
c 
IF (NS.LI.O. GO T. 60 
Et-.I-.5 
DO 50 K - IlL X • CONJGCAlP(J)'-ALPCK+l) BET(K+l) --ENI*CMPLXC AIMAG(X),~EAl(X)' AlP(K+IJ • ENI*(CONJG{AlP(K+l)}+AlPCJ» 50 J • J-l 
B~TCl) • (ENI.(~I)*AI~AG(AlPCI» AlP(l) • (ENl+ENI'*REAL.ALP(l» RETU£<N 
be 00 n J • liN 
Ftl,J) • REALCAlP(J»/N 70 GC1,J) • -AIMAGCAlPCJ)/N RETUI(N 
E~O 
F~NCTI0N VLAYtR(tM2,A,B) X2 CEi"2-A)/(B-A) VlAYER s O. 
IF o..L!:.O.) RETUI<N IF (X.GE.l.' GO TO lv VlAYEK • 3.*X*A-l.*X*X*X RHUI'U 
10 '.'lAYER .. 1. 
RETURN 
END 
SU6ROUTINt NASHlSCK2) QUADRATIC L.S. FIT HCK2-1),H(KZ),S!:PP(K2-1),$EPk(K2) USl~b PREVIOUS 5 VAlU~S CDHH~N PHIClt2,31),FPCl6l,3L),A(31),BC31',C(31),O(31),E(31) 1 ,~P(31),~PP(31),~(31),kS(311,tl(31),AA(lb2),uo(1~2),CO(It,) 2 ,SI(lb2),PHIR(1b2),XC(lb2),YC(1621,~M{lb2),AkCL(lt2),OSUM(lc2) 3 ,ANGOlD(lb2),XOLO(lb2),YC~D(lb2),AR~Olu(lc2),~~LOLV(1b2) 4 ,RP4(31),RP5(31) COHMGN Ihl PI,TF,RAD,tM,ALP,~~,PCH,XP,TC,~HD,DPHI,Cl,KCL,YR 1 ,~A,YA,rE,DT,CR,D[lTH,uElK,KA,uCN,D$N,RA4,EPSIL,OCFIT,Cl,~2 2 ,C4,C5,Cb,C7,BlT,8lTA,FSy~,XStP,StPH,TTLE(4),M,~,M~,NN,NSP 3 ,IK,JK,IZ,ITYP,MO~E,IS,~FC,NCy,~RN,NG,!DIM,N2,N3,N~,NT,LXX 4 INPTS,ll,I,LS~P,M4,~!:~,t?S1,~DES,XLEN,SCALJI ~ ,SCALQQ,~6,GAMMA,NQPT,C~rAR,Ftr.,DtP,~lNF,lSTEP,xuUT b ,INC,QFAC,GAM/KUES,PL1~IIQPL,QPU DIMENSION j(1),H(1),5cPR(1) EQU IV A LE ,\ C E (S Cl ) , FP ( 1, 1 b I ), (H ( 1 ) , F P ( 1, b) ) , ( 5E P R ( L ) , F P ( 1,14) ) 
153 
fCS' • A111*5*S • 8111*S • Cl11 NlS • 5 
X~lS = FlOAT(~lS) 
llS • NlS • 1 
Xl = O. 
X2 • o. 
X3 • o. 
X4 .. o. 
DO 10 l=2~llS 
C~M • S(K2-FlOAT(l*1~C') 
Xl • Xl • DUI'! 
X2 .. X2 • DUM*Du~ 
X3 .. X3 + DUM*ClM*OUM 
10 X4 • X4 + UUM*DuM*UU~*DUM 
Z21l = X2-xl*Xl/XNLS 
Z32l E X3-X2*XI/XNLS 
Z422 = X~-X2*X~/X~l~ 
Yl E o. 
YZ = o. 
Y3 • O. 
DO 20 L =2, llS 
Du~ c S(K2-FlOAT(l*I~C)1 
DUilM • H(K2-FlOATCl*lNC» 
Y I = Y1 + DUMM 
YZ = Y2 + DUMM*CUM 
20 Y3 • Y3 + DUrM*DUM*UUM 
Z2 = Y2-Yl*Xl/xNLS 
l3 = Y3-Yl.X2IX~lS 
AlII = (~3*Z~11-Z2.Z~21J/(Z422*l211-Z32l*Z~ll) GIll c CZ2-~11i*Z321)/Z21l 
ell1 = (YI-Al11*X2-B111*Xl'/XNLS HCK2-INC) = F(S(K2-1NC)' 
HCKlJ = F(S(r<2') 
Yl a O. 
Y2 = o. 
Y3 = O. 
00 30 L=2,LLS 
DUM • S(K2-~lOAT(L*lhCJ) 
DUNN .. SEPR(K2-~LOAT(L*INC') 
Yl .. Yl + DUI'!M 
Y2 .. Y2 + DuMM*OUM 
30 Y3 • Y3 + DU~M*DUM~DUM Z2 .. YZ-Yl*Xl/XNLS 
Z3 = Y3-Yl*X2/XNLS 
AlII .. (Z~*Z211-Z2+Z321)/(Z42~*ZZll-1321·Z3~1) BIll • (Z2-A111*l321)/Z211 Cll1 = (YI-Alll*X2-9111*Xl)/XNLS 





SUBRCUTINE INTPll(Ml,XI,fI,N,X,~,F~,FPP.FPPP) OlMENSIOh l(l),~(l),~Pll),fPP(l),FPPP(lJ,XlCl',fl(l) HAL NE:W,lEFT 
DATA TOl Il.E-~ I C XllL) WIll SATISfY F(XI(l') • FIll) FOR l • 1 Tu ABSlMX) C F,FP,FPP,FPPP AR~ THE FUNCTICN AND DERIVATIVtS AT TH~ l POI~TS hl "lABSlMX) 
K • Z 
Ll • 1 NE:W .. X( 1) 
f-N • Ftl) FVAl • FIll) 
IF (AB$tFl1J-FIll».GT.TUl) GO TO 5 Ll .. Z 
)](1) .. XU) 
IF (NX.EQ.l) RETUPN 5 DO 100 l .. ll,~X If «fVAl.NE.Fltl»).OR.(L.tC.l» GU TO 0 NEW .. XCK) 
Fh .. FCKl 
IF (fP(K)~FPtK-l).GT.O.1 GU TO b ROOT .. ~~RT(FPP(K-ll.*2-2.*fP(K-I~*FPPP(K-1'J OX • -Z •• FP(K-I)/(F~P(K-l)+SlG~lROOT,FPP(K-lJ) NEW" XlK-l)+DX FN ~flK-l)+DX.(FP~~-IJ+DX*(.~*F~P(K-l)+OX.FPPPlK-l)/b.) b FVAL .. FICU SGN a F(K-l)-FVAl If (NEW.GT.X(~-I» SG~ .. FN-FVAl CU 10 J .. K,ti 
If(FP(J'*FP(J-ll.LE.G.1 bU TO 7 If- (5GN*(F(J'-FVAL).LE.O.) GO TO 20 Gil Tll 10 
7 RuOT • SJRTlFPP(J-l)**l-2.*FPeJ-1l*FPPP(J-l») OX = -2.*FP(J-l)/tFPP(J-l)+SIbN(ROUT,FPP(J-l»)) RIGHT" X(J-l)+uX lEFT • A~~XICX(J-l)'~~N+Tul) IF (lEFT.GT.RIGHT) GU TO 10 F2 ... !1*FPP(J-ll 
F3 .. FPPP (J-Illo. FN .. F(J-IJ+DX.(FP(J-l)+D~*(~2+DX.F3) IF (SGN*(FN-FVAl).lE.O) G~ TO b~ 10 CONTINUE 
IF (MX.f.T.O) GO TO 11 MX • l-l 
HTU~N 
11 PKINT 499,L,FICLJ 499 Fu~M~T ( * TROUBLE AT *,1~,3X,Flo.o) J • K 
GO TO 100 20 OLD,. AMAXl(X(J-l)'NEW+TUL) F2 :z .~*FPP(J-lI 
F3 = FPPP[J-IJ/b. 
STAR T ·OLl~ 
00 40 K :z 1,10 
155 
Ox - OlO-X (J-l) 
FPOlO • F~CJ-l)+JX*(FPP(J-l)+.;.OX*FPPP(J-l» IF (ABS(FPOlO'.lE.TUl' GU TO 60 
Fk • FCJ-I'+OX*(FP(J-IJ+oX*(F2+~X*F3» NEW • OlO-CFN-FVAlJ/fPJLD IF (NEW.lT.START) GO r~ bO 
NEW • AN-Nl(~Ew,X(J» 
IF (ABS(NEW-OlD'.lT.TuL) GO TO 90 
40 OLD • NEW 
CALL ABOKT 
60 RIGHT. X(J) 
lEFT - OLD 
IF CSGN*(FN-FVAlJ.GT.O.J GO TO 65 RIGHT .. lEFT 
lHT • XI(L-l) 
IF (l.EO.I) LEFT .. X,l) 
65 DO 70 ~. 1,50 
IF «RIGHT-lEFTJ.Lt.TOLJ GO TO 90 NEW c .5*(LEfT+RIGHTJ 
OX - NE:W-X(J-IJ 
FN - F(J-IJ+DX*eFPeJ-l)+DX*CF2+0X*F3» IF (CFN-FVAL'*SGN.LE.O.) GO TO 80 
lEFT- NEW 
GO TO 70 
80 RIGHT. NEW 
70 CONTINUE 
90 Xl( l J - NEW 
100 K .. J 




C SUBROUTI~E TO RfAD I~ fHE INPUT PRESSUKE DISTRIBUTION COMNON PHI(162,31',FPClb2,31',A(31"uC31),CC31J,DC31J,E(31J 1 ,RP(31),RPP(31',P~31),RS(31',~I(31',A~(loZJ,bB(162',CO(162J 2 ,SI(1621,PHIP(lb2J,XC(lb~),YC(162J,FN(162J'AKCL(lcZ),CSuM(l~~) 3 ,ANGOLD(162),XOlD(162),YOL~(162),A~COlU(162),uELOL~(16 Z) 4 ,RP4(31),RP;(31) 











1 ,(SX(lJ,FP(!,7J),([~(!),FP(1,q»,(GP(1),fP(l,ll» Z ,CGPP(1),FP(l,13»,CGPPPCIJ,FP(li15»,(OQOSCl),FPCl,11») 3 ,CPhT(1),FPCl,19»,CDPHDSel).FPel,21)),(QPPCl),FPCl,23)) 4 ,(QPPPC1"FPCl,Z5,),eJe!),FPCl,21,) 
~MACH(QS) • SQHT(QSIC.5.(~AMMA+l.)*CSTAK.CSTAR-.~.(GAMMA-l.).QS)) DATA NINMAX 13001 
500 




NIN • A!3SeXIN) 
CAll GOPlC T(NRN) 
IF (~IN.GT.NINMAX) GU TO ~O 
~EAD IN .;,(S) 
CiMAX = O. 
00 20 J • lI~IN 
READeN~,510) SFCJ),CIeJ) 
510 FO~MATe2EZ1.1J) QMAX ~ AMAx1eo~AX,ABseJl(J)" 
20 CONTINUE 
X~4C • 2.ICSf(NINJ-SFCl») 
CONST ~ -1.-XFAC*SF(1) 
FAC = 1. 
If(Q~AX.GT.l.b' ~AC = 1.o/~MAX 
kFITE CN4,130) 
00 3(' J = liNIN 
SXCJ) = XFAC.SF(J)+CG~~T QXeJ) = FAC*oIeJ) Q(J) = ~MACHeQXeJ)*wXCJ)) WklTE CN4,140) J,SFeJ),uI(J),SXeJ),QXCJ),OeJ) CJ(J)-OxeJ) 
30 CONTINUE 
WRITE CN4,~OO) CSTAR 
bOO FORMAT (lX,I,;X,24rlI~PuT CRITICAL SPlEC IS ,FIO.4) C~T4~ = FAC*CST~~ 
SIZE • .14 
SCX ~ 5. 
SCy = 2.; 
XOR = b.O 
IF e~IN.lT.O.) XOR • ~.7~ 
CAll PlOTCxOR",~,-3) 
Oll 6(; l:rl,NIN 
60 (ALL SYMBOle~CX*SX(ll,SCY*QX(ll,.~.SIZE,3,C.,-I) CAll PlOT(-5.0,-4.0,3) 
rAll PlOTe-;.0,4.0,2) 
CALL SYMBOlC-4.;,3.~,~rlt,lHO,O.,1' CALL SY~oOl (-,.O,SCY*CSTAk,2.*SIZE,1"O.,-1) CALL SYM30l (-5.0,-~tY*CSTAk,2.*SIZE,1~,J.,-1) CO 7C l=l,q 
YH = FlOATel-l)-4.0 
S ~ .4*FlUATCl-l)-1.t 
CAll SYMBUle-5.C,YH,SIlE,15,O.,-!) l~CuUEe!O,!Ov/A) S 





CALL SYMBOL C4.5,-.~,SIlE,lHS,O.,1) DO 60 Lal,ll 
XH a FLOAT(L-l)-~.C 
S a .2*FLGAT(l-I)-1.O 
CAll SYMoOl (XH,O.,SIZ~,15,9t.,-1) E~COLE (lO,lOO,A) S 
60 CAll SYMBOlCXrl-2.*~lZE,-.3,SlIE,A,O.,4) 100 fO~MAT(F4.1) 
CAll SYMBOl(-1.5,-4.~,SIZE,24HI~PUT SPEED UISTRI5UTION,u.,24) SX(NIN) = 1. 
OS a (SX(NIN'-SX(l')/FLOAT(~CPT-l) C FIND OCS) AT EVENLY ~~ACcO POINTS ESCl) = $XCl) 
DO 4( J = 2,NQPT 
40 ES(J) • ES(J-l)+DS 
ES(NePT) • $x(~IN) 
CAll SPlIF(NIN ,S~,OX,GP,&PP,GPPP,3,C.,3,C.) CAll INTPl(NJPr,~S,Q,SX,QX,~P,GPP,GPPP) CAll PlJT(SCX*ES(1),~CY*Q(1),3) 
DU 9~ l=2,NQPT 
95 CAll PLOT(SCX*cS(l),5CY*O(l),Z) CAll PlOT(-XOR,-5.5,-3) 
CAll FKAMt 
IF (CSTAR.LT.O.) GQ TO Z10 CAll SPlIF(NQPi,ES,~,GP,&PP,GPPP,3,O.,3,O.) CAll INTPll(l,SC,O.,NOPT,ES,C,GP,&PP,GPPP) C I~TEGRATE O(S) TO GET PHI(S) CAll SPlI~(NQPT,ES,Q,u~DS,~PP,PHT,-3,O.,3,O.) CAll INTPl(l,SQ,PHMN,ES,PHT,C,DOOS,OPP) GAM = PHTCNQPTJ-PHTCl) 
SCAlOI • PHTCNOPT)-PHMN 
DO 50 I = I,NQPT 
01(1) = ~HT(I'-PHMN 
VAL = AMAXl(O.,'lCl)'/SCAlOI 50 PHT(l) • ~IGN(SOPT(VALJ,ES(IJ-Su) 
REWIND N6 
wRITF (N6) (PHT(J),ES(J),~l(J),Q(J),J=l,N'~T) CALL INCOMP 
PETURN 
90 WRITe (N4,110) NINMAX 
Z10 CA~l PLOT(C.,0.,9~~) 
CALL EXIT 
RETU~N 
110 FORNAT (15HO****MORr THAN ,I4,30H INPuT :AKD~ NOT Pf~MITTtu** •• 1 1 32HC.*.PRouRAr. STJ?PEu IN KcADCS*.* ) 130 FORMAT(lHO/IIX,4rlCARC,5X,7HS-I~PUT,ax,7H~-lNPuT,lOX.~~.-uSEU 1 ,9X,6HQ-~S~D, 11X,6h~-uSEO I) 140 FO~MAT (3X,I9,ZF15.b,3X,2F17.6,3X.Fl,.6) END 
158 
SUB~OUTINE INCOMP COMMON ~Hlllb2,31),fP(lbZ,31),A(31),Bl31),C(311,O(31J,E(jl) 1 ,RP(31),~PP(31),~(31).kS(31),RI(31J,A~(lb21,be(lb2),CO(lbll 2 ,SIC16Z1,PHIRClbZ),XCCloZ),YCClb2),FMCloZ),ARCL(lbl),OSuM(lb~) 3 ,A~GOlDtlb2),X[lDClt2),YJLO(ltZ"A~COlDClb2),OELOLDClb2) 4 ,RP4(31J,RP?(31) COMMON IAI PI,TP,RA~IE~,ALP,R~,PCHIXP,lC,CHu,DPHI,ClIRCl,YR 1 ,XA,YA,Tl,OT,D~,C~lTH,OELR,RA,LCN,OSN,~A4,t?SIL,QCRll,Cl,C~ 2 ,C4,C5,C6,C7,~ET,~llA,FSy",XSlP,S~PM,Trl~(4),M,h,"M,~N,N~P 3 ,IK,JK,IZ,ITYP,MODE,IS,~FC,NCY'~~N'NG,IDIM,N2,~3,~4,NT,IXX 4 ,NPlS,ll,Ill5(PIM4,~E~,E~Sl,~OES,XLE~,~CALQl ~ ISC~lQO'~b,GAMMA,NCFr,C~T~k,~~MI~EP,QI~F,lSrEP'XGUT b II~CICFAC,GAM,~OES,PlT$l,QPL,~PU OfAC • SCAlOI-.5*GAM DO 10 Iz:l,lO 
TAU = ASINC-GAM/C~l*QfACI' 10 cfAC = CSCAlOI+GA~*TAU/Pl-.5.GAM)/COS(TAU) TAU - ~SIN(-GAM/(Fl*OFAC)' 68 (l) '" -T AU-ALP UPHI = 4.*GAM/OFAC CAll COSl 
ANG = O. 
DO ZO I-I,M 
PHIlI,l) = (.5*~FAC-l.)*CO(I)+GAM*AN~/TP ANG = A~b+DT 





CONK,.., F 1I flUX H, Cr4, (!JII, I "'LC 0 CLMMu~ PHI'162,31),FPClb2.31),A(31),~(31),C(31),~(31),E(31) 1 ,RP(31',kPP(31)~R(31),RS(31),Rl(31),AA(lt,),BB(lb2),CC (lb2) 2 ,SI(162J,~HIP(162J,XC(16l),YC(162),FM(lo2),A~Cl(lb2),LSuM(lt2) 3 IANGOlD(lb2),XOLD(lb2),YJLO(lb2),ARCOLD(lb~J,~ElLLD(162) 4 ,RP4(31J,RP5(31) CUMMON IAI PI,TP,~AG,[~,ALP,~~,PCH,XP,TC,CHD,UPHi,Cl,~Cl,Y~ 1 ,XA,YA,TE/DT,DR,DELTH,D~LR,PA,DC~,DSN,~A4,EPSIL,QCRIT,Cl,C~ 2 ,C4,C5,~6,C7,~ET/bEIA,FSYM,XSEP,SEPMllrLE(4),M,~,MMIN~,NS~ 3 ,IK,JK,IL,ITYP,MOOl,IS,~fC,NCy,NRN,hG,lDIM,~Z,~J,~4,NT,IXX 4 ,NPTS,ll,I,l5EP,M4,NE~,(PS1,NDE~,xLEN,5CALOI 5 ,SCAl~O,~6,GAMrA,NQPr,C)TAR,RtM,DEPI~I~f,T~TEP,XuUT b ,INC,oJFAC.,<.>AtI,r<CE:urllSZ,CJPL,IjPU DIM E t~ S XU'~ PHI S ( 1 ) , C IRe ( 1 ) , J P IHnd 11 , 02 P ~ 0 w (l ) , HU T [l ) , 0 Cl ) 1 ,FPP(l),~PPP(l),FPPpp(l),aX(l),PHIV(l),)S(l),CX(l),SX(l),~S(l) 2 ,CCP(1),Al(1),A2(lJ,A3(lJ,A4(11,dl(1) E~UIVAlENCE C DS(1),FP(1,1»,(Cl~C(1),F?(1,3»,(~PNu~Cl),FPtl,~') 1 ,(02PHDIo/(1),FP(1,7,),(PliITC1),FP(1,1J»,(C(1),fP(1,111) 
159 
;. 
z ,(FPP(1),FPC1,13»,'F~PP(1),FPel,15»,eFPppp(1),FP(1,17» 3 ,(QXCIJ,fP(1,19)',(PHIV(1"FP(l,21»,(PHIS(1),FP(1,2~» 4 ,'CXC1),~PCl,25»,(~X(1),FP(l,27»,(SS(1),FP(1,29» 5 ,(CCP(lJ,PHIR(1»,(Al'1),kP(1»,(~Z(1),RP(7) 6 ,CA3(1),kPC13)J,(A4(1),~P(19)J,'bl(1),KPC2'» XMACH(QS) • SQRT(CS/(.5.(GAMMA+l.).CSTAR.C~TAR-.5.(GAMMA-l.)*~S» CP(~) • C5.eeC~/C1.+C2.Q.Q)J.*C7-1.) DATA KO/OI 
LC • NFC 
NHP - Z*LC 
HC - NHP +1 
PlLr. = PI/FlOAT(lC) 
NDUNI • NHP/H 
N[JUM2 - N(.UHl-l 
If CINC.EO.l' r.O iO bO~O INOCD ,. 1 
CALL GTURBCO.,0.,.~,CO~,O.,.125,.1) 
INOCD = 0 
6080 DO 10 I-l,HH 
CIRCel) = FlOATCI-l).uT 10 PHIS(I) = PHICI,l)+COII) 
8&1 • 86(1) 
CALL SPllFCMM,CIRC,PHI~,D?HDW, FPP~, FPPPP,l,O.,l,O.) If C~M.EQ.NCJ GO TO 5 
00 b I-l,MN 
CU) = PHIS( 1) 
6 SSCI) = CIRC(I) 
DO 7 I-}, MC 
1 CIRC(I) = FlOATCI-IJ*PIlC CALL INTPLCMC,CIRC,PHIS,SS,u,CPHDW,FPPP,FPPPP' CAll SPLIF(MC,CIRC,PHIS,OPHDw, FPPP, fpPPP,l,O.,l,O.J 5 DO 9 1.,41,120 
SSCI-40) = CIRCCI) 
9 Q'I-40) = DPHD~(I' 
CALL SPllf'8J,SS,C,FPP,FPPP,FFPPP,3,O.,3,O.' CALL INTPll(1,w~P,O.,dJ,55,Q,FPP,FPPP,FPPPP' CAll SPlIF'HC,CIRC,PHIS,DPHD~,C2PHD~,FPPP,1,~.,l,u.) CALL INTPLC1,wNP,PHM~,CI~e,PHIs,OPHD~,02PHDW,FP~P) SCALeD = PHISCMC,-PHMN 
REwlt-iD No 
READ CNb' CPHITCIJ,SSCIJ,PHIV(I"Q(I),I-l,NOPT) CAll SPlIrCNOPT,PHIT,Q,FPP,Fppp,rP~PP,3,O.,3,O.) VAL = SORT(CPHIS(l)-PH~N)/SCAlQO' 
DO 20 I=l,Me 
VAL = AMAXICO.,PHIS(IJ-PH~N"SCALQO 
FAC - 1. 
IF (CIRC'I'.lE.wNP) FAC ,. -1. 20 PHISCI) • FAe+SQRT(VAL) CALL INTPL'Me,PHI~,QX/YHIT,C,FPP,F~PP,FPPPP) It 'I~C.EQ.l) GO TO 6d~7 C OETERMI~E E~ 
XNUM :a O. 
DE:N ,. o. 






K • J 
If (MC.NE.MM) K=NDUMl~J-hDUM2 VAL • (PHICJ+l,lJ-PHlCJ-l,1».vELTH-3I(J) VAL • (VAL*VALJ/FPCJ,l) 
FPPP(J) • VAL 
IF (QX(K)*OX(K)J.GT.CCSTAk*CSTARJ) GO TO 4444 X~UM = XNUM + QX(K)*~X(K)*VAL 
~E~ & Dc~ + VAL*VAL 
4't44 C(JNT INUE 
OINF • S~RT(XNUM/DEN) 
CQMAX • O. 
DQAV~ • O. 
DO 444!) J • 2,M 
K • J 
If (MC.NE.~M) K=NDUMl*J-NDUM2 
DOAVE • OQAVc + ((~x(~).~x;K)J-~IN~.'INf*FPPP(JJ)* 1 «OXCK)*QXC~)-QINF*OINF*F~PP(J) OOMA~ • AMAXICDCMAX,A~'(~~RTCFPFPCJ»-(AdS(~X(~»/OINF») 444!1 CONTINUE 
DQAVE = SQRT(D~AVE/FLuATC~-I» 
CZ • .5*(GAMMA-l.) 
C7 • GAMMA/CGAMMA-l.) 
EMX = EM 
EM • (GAMMA+l.J*CSTAR*CSTAR/(OINF*QINF)-~AMMA+l. lM = 2./EM 
EM a SOR TC EM) 
EM = (l.-PEM)*EM+P.EM*tMX 
Cl = C2+1./(EM*f~) 
C6 = C2*EM*E'1 
C4 • 1.+Cb 
C, = 1./(C6*C7) 
OCRIT = (Cl+Cl)/CGAMMA+l.) C uETERMINE SCALING FOR PHI BY LtA~T SQUARES FIT CALL SPllFCNQPi,PHlT,Po-fIV,FPP,t PPP,FPPPP,3,O.,3,O.) CALL INTPLCMC,PHIS,Q ,PHIT,PHIV,FPP,FPPP,FPPPP) CCMC) = P~IV(~CPT) 
XNUM = O. 
DEN • O. 
DO 47 J-l.MM 
K = J 
If (~C.Nc.MM) ~=~OUMl.J-~DUM2 X~UM = A~UM+PHI(J,1)+CJ(4)-PHMN 
47 DEN • Dc!H QCK) 
FAC = XNUM/DEi'l 
DPHI = FAC*GAM 
8887 DO ijd86 J=l,MM 
K - J IF (~C.NE.MM) KaNDUMl*J-N~UM2 
8886 CCP(J) = OX(K) 




VAL • ABSCOSCIJ/(2 •• SI~(CIRCCI)*.5))) OSCI) = AlOGrVAl) . 
40 CONTINUE 
C·····**·······****·········· VAL & AaS(FPPP(l») 
OS(I) • ALJGCVAl) 
US!MC) ~ DS(U 
43 CtjNi INlJE 
DC, 240 l-l,MC 
ANGl • FluAT(I-l)*P!lC 
eXCI) • COS(A~r,l! 
240 SXCIJ ~ SI~CANGLJ 
CU lC40 1=1, LC 
fPPP(lJ .. AA(IJ 
FPPPPC1J = BBCI) 
AA(IJ = CXC2.I-IJ 
1040 ~BCI) • -~X(2*I-IJ 
CAll FOUCt(NMP,LS,FPP,AA,B6) 
DFAVE ~ O. 
DO lO~O 1=lllC 
A4Cl' = -AA(1) 
It (FPPP(I)cEO.9999~.) GO TO Iv50 AACI) .. TST~P.'A(IJ + Cl.-TSTEP)*F?PP(I) BBCI) • T~TEP.8g(IJ + (1.-TSTEPJ*FPPPP(I) 10~O OFAVE = DFAVE +(AA(lJ-F??PCIJJ*CkA(l)-F~P~!I)+C~b(I)"FP~~P(I»* 1 (8tHl)-f!>PPPClJJ 
DFAV~ = SQ~T(DFAVE/160.' 
BtH 1) • obI 
IF (I~C.tQ.OJ GG T8 45 QINF = OFAC/(~ •• ~XP(AA:l)J) 
I:.M = (GA.'1MA+l.).CSTA'hC~rAk/(Qlr-.F*OHIF)-~AltMA+l. 
EM = ~ORT(2./EM) 
C2 • .5*(GAM~A-l.J 
C7 ~ GAM~A/(GAMMA-l.' 
Cl = C2+1./CFM.E~' 
Co .. C2*E:r.H:1 
C4. 1.~Cb 
C5 .. 1./(C6*C7) 
~CRIT = (Cl+ClJ/(GAMMA+l.J 
45 CONTINLIE 
IF (INC.le.l) GO TO 6030 
IF C~DES.E~.l' (,:) 1'00040 
IF (MODe ~D'KD~S '.r-.t.l'.A~V.(KD.ul:.. 2J) GO TO 6~Ct f.040 101" IrE (N2, 6010) 6010 FLRM&T (lHl,/'6X,~HC~AVt,6x,~HCC~AX,oX,5HDFAV[,6A,4HDPHI,7x 1 I~HCBal,?X,3H~Sr,4X,2;EM,7X,2HCI,7X,3hALP,6X,4HANGO 2 ,~x,3HCv~,ox,2hTC,/J 
tOCu ANG3 = -kAD*BdCIJ 
ALPl = ALP*PAD 
~FITE(N2,60~J) ~C,DJAVt,DJHAX,L~AVl,~k,YA,h~P'l~,CL,~LPl,A~bS 1 ,co\.,rc 
f020 FORM/T (lX,13,~(2~,fQ.j),2~,I3,lx,Fo.4,3(,X,F7.41 I ,2X,Fd.?,~X,~~.3) ('030 H.t: z 0 
162 
KO • KO+l 
IF (KG.~T.ND~S) Kt=l 
CAll ~AP 
Cl = 2.*uPHI*CH[j 
j;. t:IoiH.D .14 
wi-: IT I: (:11., ti 00' ."IM 
FOa ~(qM~TCIUX,I3' 
S~X = 1. 
~RIT~ C~~,d05) TC,uJAVI: ,YR,S~X 805 FG~~AT (~7.],2l10.2,~4.1) 
:)Q ~~;? I • 1,:11'1 
VAL = X~ACH(CCP(I)*CCP(I» 
CCP'l) = CP'VAL) 








COM~ON ~Hl(1~2,31',FPCl~2.jll,~(31),~(31J,t(31"u(jlJ,l'~1' 1 ,~P(31,.~PP(31'.~(31',~SC31),.J(34),AA(lo2),bd(1~2),CG(lo~) 2 ,SI'162"PH~~(lb2),~C(162),Y((lb2),f~(lo2J,~~~L(lb2),~SlIM(loi) 3 ,~NGOLu(lb2"ArLO(lt~',YJlU(lt~"AK~OlD(lt2',DtlCLv(it2) 4 ,~P~(31),~P~(31) 
CuM''10N IAI PI, TI-,I<I\J,t;1,AlP,"r.''''CH,l(P,T~,CHtI,t;PH1,Cl,t<CL,Yr< 1 ,XA.YA,T[.DT,L~,GflTrl,~EL~,h~,UC~,OS~.kA~,[PSIL,~C~lT, Cl,C2 l. , C 4, C 5, C b , C 7,1'1 T, Ii £ r A, .. S l't" X S I- P, S I: PM, r T l E ( 4 , , ro, :., M,. I r..~, ~:, P 3 , I r< , J t<, I Z, I T Y F , ~I Oll t , 1 H : j F C, ~ t Y , '4 K Ih '" G, I J 1 1'" 1-J z, ·'n, '" 'u ~ T , lA .... 4 ,~PlS,ll,:,L~t~,M~,ht~,t~Sl,hOI:~'AlL~,S~~L~l ~ ,SCt.LJu,t\;:,,(,At"ll' A.I\~fT.CSTt.~,.lI1,OlP, oJl ~I=, TSlEt', "l..uT b ,I~C,~FAC,GA~,KDE~,rLrSZ,~~L,~PU 
ul~t~SIQ~ ~(l),CI~~(l),F?~(l"FPP~(l),~~PPP(l,,~~~P~~(l),~,l~(l' E CJ U I V A ll: .~ C. t ( (. (l , , F P (l, 13 , ), (C IRe ( 1 ) It ,> ( 1 , 3 , , , ( F t' P ( 1 ) , t-t, ( 1, :. , ) 1 ,(~~PP(1',F?(1,7'),(~P?~~(1),~P(1,~»,(rF~~~P(1,.fP(1, II') l. ,cPhIS(l),F?(l,l:d) 
HI>lINO "13 
XI: ,. M'" 




[In 140 l=2,M 
l, = ( PHI ( l + 11 1) - PHI ( l -1, 1 ) ) *L t l T 11- :, 1 ( U 
•• :S = CU·J)/F"Cl,l) 
C{Ll = SJI<T{'>$J 
PHIS(l-l) P~l(l,I).CU(l' 
CIRCCl-l) = FL~AT(L-l)~~r 
Cu'llT l:-.llE 
163 
.; .PROf)UCnm.rIY O~' Til l' 
OHlG1NAL PAGE IS POOH' 
'- . 
" 
0(1) •• 5$CQCZ)+OCM)' 
lH HM, • 0 ( 1) 




OU) • -0(1) 
00 200 I=2,M 
0(1' = SIGN(C(I),CIRC(l-l'-w~P' 
200 CONTINUE 
'. -, 
C Q'MM) • Q'PiM' 
ARCI " o. 
C 
WRITE(N3,IbO) A~CI,Q(I) 
PkINT lbO, A~CI,~(l' 
00 150 l=2,M:1 
OX • XC'L)-xCCl-I' 
tV = YC(L,-ye(l-I) 
A~CI = AkCI + S~~T(D~.DX+DY.OY' 
WfIT~(N3,IbO) ARCI,Q(L' 
PRINT 160, A~C},Q(L) 
IbO FO~MAT(2E20.IO) 
150 CONTINUE 
















••• *IDIM MUST R~ Sll TJ Trlt FIRST DltL~SlL~ uF Phl •••• 
DATA PI/3.141592~53~e~7~1 , tM/.7~/, ALP/D.I, Cl/IL0.1, 
1 PCH/.071 , FSY~/l.OI , kCl/I.OI • OtTA/J.OI, R~/2G.ttl , 
l SEPM/.0041 • XSLP/.4jl , (P/O.CI , M/lbOI , ~/301 , hKN/ll , 
3 ~FC/801 , NPTS/~ll , ll/JI , ~G/ll , 1~/21 , 101M/Ie21 , Muuc III 
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